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Abstract
This thesis presents a theoretical framework for the study of interactive systems, using
methods from information theory, machine learning and control theory. The framework
builds on the information-theoretic capacities of empowerment, relevant information and
mutual information, which I adapt and apply to the domain of human–computer interaction.
Three user studies exploring dynamic interactive scenarios – one car-tracking and two
collaborative target-acquisition experiments – provide empirical data for the development of
probabilistic models, used in the characterisation of specific aspects of human performance,
such as the level of control, the quality of decision-making, and the level of engagement
in interpersonal coordination. Human control models are extended to accommodate for
the inherent lags, characteristic for human–computer and human–human interaction, in a
principled way. Optimal controllers, describing particular patterns of human behaviour, are
built on these theoretical models, providing evidence for specific limits of human performance
through simulations. The thesis describes the potential of empowerment, as a generic task-
independent measure of control, to characterise the uncertainty in human–machine interfaces.
This work builds an important bridge between theory and experiments, and suggests that
the proposed information-theoretic concepts could provide analytical tools for supporting
the design and evaluation of interactive systems, by elucidating novel aspects of human
performance complementing standard measures. The thesis provides proof of concept
examples for the application of such information-theoretic measures, and demonstrates how
they can be treated naturally side-by-side along traditional metrics used in HCI research.
It emphasises the acquisition cost of accurate theoretical models, necessary to ensure the
reliability of such measures.
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Part I
Preliminaries

Chapter 1
Introduction
‘Experience without theory is blind, but
theory without experience is mere
intellectual play.’
Immanuel Kant
A growing number of increasingly powerful computational resources have become
available in everyday life. Personal and pervasive devices are getting new sensing capabilities
from physical and virtual sources, which provide richer access to streams of information
and open the opportunity for users to engage in novel embodied interactions. Whether
these technologies will become a constant source of distraction or a natural extension of our
own abilities depends largely on the maturity of interactive systems to understand human
behaviour, and infer our intentions and goals [113]. To design better interactive systems we
need to draw on sound principles and formal models, provided by theoretical frameworks
handling sensing, modelling and inference, as vital aspects of modern HCI. However, this
has often been lacking in the HCI community [101], in part due to the perceived gap between
the complexity of human behaviour and our ability to capture and model it. This thesis aims
to address this gap by exploring the potential of novel information-theoretic utility measures,
which tap into the perception–action loop of dynamic interactive systems, to characterise
human performance.
The adoption of such utility measures could foster the foundation of a more solid theoret-
ical framework for the study of human–computer interaction, as well as having a number of
practical benefits. Rigorous measures could provide analytical tools, revealing the trends and
the gradients in interactive models, and could give direct insight into the underlying properties
and provide confidence regions for the system’s parameters. They could help provide a firm
foundation for designers to treat and evaluate interactive systems in a general fashion. Novel
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objective performance measures applied to specific trials of systems with human users could
augment our current usability studies. Automatic optimisation of interaction measures with
models of user behaviour could be used in the development of adaptive, learning interfaces.
1.1 Usability Engineering
Usability specifications and metrics ensure consistency, compatibility and exchangebility in
the creation of efficient, effective and satisfactory interfaces, the primary goal of user interface
design. Usability engineering provides tools and methods to identify and guarantee that
user goals and needs are taken into account. However, as the market becomes increasingly
discriminating and terms such as ‘usability’ and ‘ease of use’ are often too vague, it becomes
more important to back claims with rigorous evidence. The challenges in usability are
summarised by Norman [69] as the gulfs of execution and evaluation – corresponding to
the two sides of the perception–action loop – the former reflecting errors in interaction
mechanisms, while the latter addressing feedback interpretation issues.
Various evaluation techniques are used in the development of interactive systems. Some
use scenarios of interaction to drive both the design and evaluation, however they tend
to constrain designers’ attention on a small selection of tasks. Cooperative evaluation
provides primarily a rough qualitative feedback in the form of opinions. Observational
ethno-methodology gathers helpful feedback during an initial requirements analysis, however
it requires a considerable amount of skill and hypotheses are not formally specified. Usability
inspection methods, for example such as heuristic evaluation, are tools that can be applied at
any stage of the development, since they do not require running systems nor representative
test users, however they lack a model. Usability testing is widely recognised as the most
reliable way to improve usability, however it is costly and time consuming, and on its own it
is not effective in generating constructive recommendations, being rather a means to identify
problems than provide solutions. It generally helps designers to get the design right rather
than the right design, whereas testing multiple alternatives, along with comparative user
ratings, could help designers in selecting the right design, before proceeding with getting
the design right [104]. The more rigorous formal experimental techniques, which rely
on empirical methods of scientific disciplines, provide measurable observations using an
appropriate experimental method, however the subsequent statistical analysis of objective
empirical data sometimes test limiting hypotheses, which might neglect important design
issues.
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StateIntention
Effectors
Perception
Sensors
Feedback
Human Computer
Interface
Imaginary Direct Line
Fig. 1.1 Human–computer interaction as a closed-loop control process. Communication
takes place through the interface. The dashed line represents the direct path between user’s
intention and system’s state. The circles denote comparator units. (Courtesy of John Williamson).
1.1.1 Uncertainty
The closed loop between a user and a computer can be represented as a dynamic system (see
Figure 1.1), in which the user can adapt to an extent and designers can alter the feedback mech-
anisms in order to create an appropriate closed-loop behaviour. Feedback in the perception–
action loop is subject to disturbances, as transmission delays and measurement noise, which
create uncertainty about the state of the human–machine system and adversely affect usability.
Uncertainty has an impact on the design process, as it affects human perception of the environ-
ment in the process of receiving information from the world, followed by cognitive processing
and action. Human–machine systems must operate in various complex environments of a
largely unknown and uncertain world. Therefore, interfaces must reflect the uncertainty in
system beliefs and not just filter it out [68], since quality of control depends on appropri-
ate feedback. Increasingly growing computing power enables us to deal with uncertainty
Fig. 1.2 Sources of lags.
in more principled ways, beyond the current ad-hoc ap-
proaches. Appropriate use of uncertain feedback could
regularise user behaviour and lead to smoother interaction
[56]. Lag is known to degrade human performance in motor-
sensory tasks of interactive systems, reflected by an increase
in both completion time and error rate [63]. Several sources
of lag are inevitable and can be attributed to human sensori-
motor constraints, sampling rates of input and update rates of
output devices (see Figure 1.2). Lag is increased further due
to ‘software overhead’ – a loose expression for a variety of
system-related factors as communication protocols, network
configurations, number crunching, and application software.
To compensate for such time-varying delays designers need
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to optimise systems for speed, reliability and overall user experience. There is a trade-off
between these factors, since if we would only optimise for speed, the system would behave
erratically as delay varies, or it would become sluggish if we artificially increased the inherent
delay for the sake of stability. The detailed sensitivity analysis of this trade-off requires
rigorous tools and measures, however, currently used metrics of human performance require
extensive studies, which are costly and still pose certain risks regardless of the point density
used for evaluation.
1.1.2 The ‘Weak’ Science of HCI 1
Various theories and schools of thought in the field of HCI are concerned with studying
and improving the factors that influence the effectiveness and efficiency of computer use
by combining techniques from psychology, sociology, physiology, engineering, computer
science, and linguistics. For example, mathematical theories predict human performance
when interacting with computers (e.g. Fitts’ Law), theories of cognitive processes create
abstract mental models, diversity in the human population is studied by social scientists, and
there is also a major stream of art and design work. The collaborative and interdisciplinary
structure of HCI research enables the integration of the true knowledge (behavioural models
and theories) with the how knowledge (technical solutions) [120], however a unified inte-
grated approach is still lacking [90]. Several authors emphasise the need for an adequate
science of HCI [33, 34], in order to address the challenges due to risky hypotheses, difficulty
of substantiating experiments through replication, and over-generalisation of experimental
results. Fundamental theories could help us to avoid much of the trial and error currently
required in HCI engineering.
Interaction designers create artefacts, which inform peers about gaps and opportunities,
and thus inspiring new research. These design exemplars currently serve as a medium for the
transfer of HCI research to the community of practitioners, instead of rigorous theoretical
models. It requires work to be documented in a way convenient for peers to reproduce the
results, nevertheless it is unlikely that two designers given the same problem could produce
identical or even similar artefacts. HCI researchers often report facts based on hypotheses
and collected data, which do not have much context outside of a single experiment, thus
most results do not contribute to an underlying fundamental theory, which could serve as
a basis for generalisation of results [33]. The multitude of differences between interfaces,
devices, target groups, and tasks renders true replications rarely possible, and due to the
1The title is adopted from Greenberg and Thimbleby [34].
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lack of underlying theory there is no means to predict the effect of even minor variations or
transfer knowledge from one experimental result to another set of conditions.
While data collection and hypothesis testing helps inform short-term human factors
decisions on system design, there is an urgent need for theory-based HCI research. Such
research would sidestep replication, for the theory should predict the results under different
circumstances. A human–computer system based on solid science should exhibit more
predictable behaviour than one founded on intuition or engineering principles alone.
1.2 Towards Theoretical Foundations of HCI
One of the first fundamental laws of HCI, Fitts’ Law [27], has been shown to apply under a
variety of conditions. Recently, further more rigorous formal approaches to HCI research
have started to emerge building on e.g. social science [23], bounded rationality [43, 60] and
reinforcement learning [20]. MacKenzie’s information-theoretic interpretation [64] links
Fitts’ index of difficulty to the transmission of Shannon information. However, information
theory as originally formulated by Shannon is not an experimental science and is concerned
primarily with providing theoretic limits on specific quantities assuming a particular world
model – the more accurate the model the more informative the limits. A real physical system,
however, can be too complex to expect a complete description of its behaviour, e.g. a sensory
neuron. Nevertheless, neuroscientists investigating the links between different regions of the
brain would like to quantify the information transmission in such complex physical systems
[82]. For that purpose recently introduced non-parametric information-theoretic measures
such as transfer entropy [87] and directed information [65] are used.
In this thesis I explore a family of novel model-based information-theoretic parametric
methods in the context of one specific aspect of human behaviour – i.e. stochastic manual
control – and investigate their potential to provide a calculus for identifying and formulating
principles guiding biological perception–action loops [51]. Models provide the freedom
to control system’s parameters and means for deriving quantities in analytic closed-form
at the cost of making certain simplifying assumptions and approximations. In the thesis I
propose both (1) theories about the user’s objective function and (2) measures of the util-
ity of interaction design. The work consists of adaptations of recently introduced generic
information-theoretic utilities and their applications for the characterisation of human per-
formance and the evaluation of user interfaces. Building on the principle of empowerment
[50], which reflects an agent’s potential capacity to control and influence its environment, I
develop a universal measure quantifying the uncertainty characteristic for a user interface,
and explore the relation of that measure to standard performance metrics. Applying the
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concept of relevant information [77], which provides lower limits on the information required
on average for decision making in order to achieve a certain level of utility, I derive a model
characterising a particular human manual control behaviour. Building on the notion of mutual
information I develop a framework for quantifying interpersonal coordination and evaluate it
in collaborative studies.
1.2.1 Measure of Control
Our view on the fundamentals of interaction is that users’ behaviour is about them control-
ling their perceptions [79]. The more control they have over their perceptions, the more
empowered they are by the user interface to achieve their goals. Conversely, they are less
empowered the less they perceive the effect of their actions. Perception is tangled up with
specific possibilities of action, called ‘affordances’ by Gibson [31]. Such affordances are the
possibility for use, interpretation and action offered by the environment to a specific type of
embodied agent. An ability to quantify affordances in a principled way could greatly benefit
HCI design.
Klyubin et al [50] introduced the information-theoretic notion of empowerment as a uni-
versal task-independent utility, defined by the channel capacity between agent’s actions and
subsequent sensory observations. Conceptually empowerment is a quantity, which measures
the uncertainty in the agent’s perceptions related to its actions from the agent’s point of view,
which makes it a suitable optimality criterion for user interface design optimisation. It cap-
tures uncertainty attributed to various factors of human–machine systems (i.e. noise, delays,
errors, etc.) in a generic theoretical measure, which reflects the level of control or influence a
user has over the environment in the course of interaction. Models of empowerment could
predict user performance and users’ perception of their own performance.
In this thesis I adapt the original empowerment formalism to the domain of manual
control, and suggest its potential in making predictions and providing theoretical bounds on
standard performance metrics, based solely on properties of the environment. This approach
enables the theoretical evaluation of system’s usability in various environmental conditions,
as it only requires the probabilistic model of the system’s feedback loop. Empowerment
could provide an analytical tool for performance tuning by revealing critical salient points
in the system’s design, before resorting to costly usability testing. Analysing the trends
and the gradients of empowerment could give direct insight into the underlying properties,
and provide confidence regions for system’s parameters trade-off in the design optimisation
phase. These insights will help designers to make a better choice for systems to evaluate
in user tests. Using the empowerment measure as a first step in the system’s analysis will
improve quality of design, and at the same time reduce risk and evaluation costs.
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1.2.2 Measure of Relevant Information
A recent extension of the classical dynamic programming approach to the framework of
Markov Decision Processes used in Reinforcement Learning, introduced by Polani et al [77],
builds on the hypothesis that the ability to trade off value and informational cost lies at the
core of natural behaviour. This information-theoretic view models the agent–environment
coupling as an MDP, in which the task is encoded as a cumulative reward maximised by the
agent, and transforms the problem into an information–reward trade-off. This informational
treatment of the cost required by the agent to attain a given level of performance adopts the
view that biological systems implement an information parsimony principle [57, 76], i.e.
achieve a given level of performance at the lowest informational cost possible (or perform
as well as possible under a given informational bandwidth), which correspond to operating
close to the optimal reward/information (decision complexity) trade-off curve, provided a
suitable reward function. This hypothesis implies that humans attempt to realise valuable
behaviours while minimising the cognitive cost, and may resort to suboptimal solutions if
they save a significant amount of cognitive resources.
In order to explore the informational cost in the perspective of a performance-oriented
study, and get insight into the structure of decision-making and information processing, I ap-
ply the relevant information formalism [77] to the domain of manual control and demonstrate
its ability to characterise and model human behaviour.
1.2.3 Measure of Coordination
To identify the underlying psychological processes supporting human collaboration and
understand how humans perceive, intend, learn, control, and coordinate complex behaviours
requires a general framework connecting brain, mind and behaviour, and extending the
physical concepts of self-organisation [49]. An example of such a generalisation is unifying
dynamic systems theory with neuroscience in the study of cognition and action [100].
In this thesis I take a model-based information-theoretic approach to characterise in-
terpersonal coordination between subjects in collaborative environments. A measure of
coordination could reveal the level of mutual entrainment and synchrony between subjects,
and thus provide insights about the quality of a particular user interface in real time. The
approach is evaluated in collaborative studies, suggesting the potential of the proposed mea-
sure to predict learning effects, and revealing its relation and sensitivity to the smoothness of
interaction. A detailed sensitivity analysis demonstrates the accuracy, the robustness and the
coherence of the measure, emphasising its benefits and drawbacks.
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1.3 Methodology
The research methodology followed in this thesis consists of iterative design, simulation
and validation of theoretic models capturing specific aspects of human behaviour – manual
control, interpersonal coordination and decision making – using tools from information
theory, reinforcement learning and control theory. To address uncertainty associated with a
user interface in a uniform and principled way I employ entropy-based information-theoretic
principles and derive probabilistic models, describing more appropriately the variability in
human behaviour. In order to explore the properties of the constructed models and fine-tune
the models’ parameters I perform series of iterative simulations. To validate the theoretical
models I conduct empirical studies and feed back the collected experimental data into the
next iteration of model refinement.
1.4 Contributions to the Field of HCI
The main contributions of this thesis to the field of HCI are as follows:
• an extension of the empowerment formalism to accommodate for delays inherent in
the perception–action loop of interactive systems, which enables its application to
problems in the domain of HCI
• an application of the principle of empowerment to model uncertainty in a dynamic
interaction task
• a concept for minimalist non-verbal multimodal remote collaboration
• a model of empowerment for minimalist collaborative interaction
• a model of human tracking behaviour and an information-theoretic measure of inter-
personal coordination in collaborative interaction
• an application of the concept of relevant information providing theoretical bounds on
human performance and a model of human behaviour in a dynamic interaction task
1.5 Thesis Organisation
The thesis is split in four parts as depicted in Figure 1.3. Part I sets out the scope and
the motivation for this work (Chapter 1), introduces the perception–action loop in human
sensorimotor control (Chapter 2) and provides a brief overview of the technical background
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Fig. 1.3 Reader’s Guide describing the chapter dependences. Continuous arrows depict a
pre-requisite, and dashed arrows a co-requisite relationship between chapters.
needed to comprehend the thesis, including terminology, standard notation and recently
introduced information-theoretic concepts (Chapter 3).
Part II presents two information-theoretic treatments of human–machine interaction in
the context of an object tracking scenario based on empowerment (Chapter 4) and relevant
information (Chapter 5). Chapter 4 introduces an extension of the empowerment formalism
accommodating for delays inherent in HCI and its application to a particular interactive task
revealing the relation of empowerment to standard performance metrics used in HCI research.
Chapter 5 presents an application of the relevant information approach for modelling an
object tracking manual control task, along with simulation results and model fitting to specific
patterns of human behaviour.
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Part III investigates the potential of empowerment and mutual information for character-
ising specific aspects of human behaviour in the context of dyadic social interaction. Chapter
6 introduces a novel concept for minimalist collaborative interaction and presents its initial
feasibility exploration in two user studies – the first one investigating an abstract form of user
interface, while the second one focusing on a particular calendar UI concept. Chapter 7 devel-
ops an empowerment model of tracking behaviour building on the minimalist collaborative
interaction paradigm and explores its properties in simulations. The data collected in both
studies is analysed using this model and the resulting average empowerment levels are related
to subjective performance metrics. Chapter 8 develops models of tracking behaviour based
on the experimental data and proposes an information-theoretic measure of interpersonal
coordination building on mutual information along with its detailed sensitivity analysis and a
complete coordination analysis of both user studies.
Part IV (Chapter 9) presents the conclusions, including the main contributions, the scope
and the limitations of the thesis, and potential directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background
‘There is no truth. There is only
perception.’
Gustave Flaubert
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the control system view of human behaviour adopted in this thesis,
along with the Bayesian approach to human rationality. It presents specific limits of human
sensorimotor performance characteristic for various parts of the perception–action loop,
which are fundamental for this work. Furthermore, it introduces the concept of Shannon
information as a complementary utility function to control-theoretic approaches, which will
be explored throughout this thesis in modelling human performance.
2.2 Behaviour as Control of Perception
What an organism senses affects what it does and what it does affects what it senses. This
circle of cause and effect is closed through the feedback mechanism described by Hebb
[39] as follows: “Any behavioural response to a single stimulation thus produces a sensory
feedback which can act as the initiator of a second response, whose feedback initiates a third
response, and so on.” A living organism behaves in a smooth continuous manner with both
responses and stimuli continually changing and interacting with each other. Action feedback
occurs as soon a response begins and can affect the response while it is happening, whereas
learning feedback is generally delayed enough to prevent the response from being directly
affected by it [1].
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Powers’ perceptual control theory [79] views human behaviour as a feedback process
organised around the control of perception and continuously reorganised in order to maintain
itself close to a genetically-specified optimal condition. The perception–action loop is closed
through the environment, therefore models of human performance should give consideration
to contextual and ecological constraints.
Tomasello’s control system approach views goal-oriented behaviour as an iterative feed-
back process, in which goal determines action, which changes perception (feedback), which
(when compared to the goal) again determines action [105]. Utilising negative feedback as a
capacity to perceive actions in the context of intentions is an important skill humans have for
coping with the environment. This views human as a closed-loop controller responding to
the relation between the reference input and the output.
2.3 The Probabilistic Mind
Almost every aspect of cognition including learning and motor control involves uncertainty
and its resolution plays a key role in both perception and action. One form of uncertainty is
the inherent ambiguity arising from situations with multiple interpretations. Another form
is signal imprecision. In addition, noise at various processing stages limits the precision of
perception and noise in the motor outputs limits the precision of control. Another important
characteristic of physical control systems is the presence of time delays, which impose
further constraints on efficiency [44]. The human brain, however, has developed remarkably
effective methods for dealing with uncertainty in a long evolutionary process.
Rational human behaviour involves achieving goals in complex environments, in which
the lack of crucial information and computationally intractable optimisation suggest that it
cannot be explained with systems of logic [79]. Growing evidence reveal that in the face of
a complex and uncertain world humans are guided by Bayesian rationality, supporting the
probabilistic view of cognition as calculus of uncertain reasoning [71]. The human brain can
combine multiple sources of information to form maximum likelihood estimates and can
incorporate prior beliefs in order to generate maximum aposteriori estimates [118, 119]. The
maximum likelihood estimates aim to increase the probability of seeing the data given the
parameters, while initial knowledge about the parameters of the world (i.e. a prior) allows to
estimate the posterior and find the most probable parameter settings using the Bayes rule (see
Equation 2.1). Bayesian inference provides a probabilistic approach for describing the world
in the face of uncertainty, where probabilities represent the degrees of belief in different
propositions.
Posterior =
Prior×Likelihood
Evidence
(2.1)
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2.4 Sensorimotor Control
Manual control theory typically studies the human as an operator of dynamic systems
performing continuous tracking tasks, in which the goal is to minimise the error between a
controlled object and a target, i.e. nullify a disturbance. One basic control model, known
as ‘observer’, estimates the current state using both sensory feedback and forward models.
The human brain runs simultaneously multiple forward models that predict the sensory
consequences of particular actions and if the prediction of a forward model closely matches
the actual sensory feedback, then its paired controller is selected to determine subsequent
motor commands [119]. This basic model can compensate for sensorimotor delays by
predicting ahead and can reduce uncertainty arising from noise inherent in both sensory
and motor signals. Various means for penalising errors, which in different fields have
different names – loss, cost, utility or reward, are used in the action-selection decision-
making process, with the same goal of minimising the expected loss/cost or maximising the
expected reward/utility given prior beliefs.
Motor control problems generally require the consideration of dynamic constraints of the
process being controlled, physical constraints and value constraints or performance criteria
[44]. While classical control theory is usually concerned with stability and tracking error,
certain cases require different performance criteria. For example, the smoothness of response
could be characterised by combining mean squared tracking error with the rate of change of
control movement.
2.4.1 Limits of Human Performance
The limits of human performance, related to features of the neural circuitry and muscu-
loskeletal system, significantly affect our ability to produce accurate and fast movements.
The human motor control system, which is high-dimensional and operates on over 600
muscles [117], is adapted to a natural environment, in which disturbances occur with limited
rate of change. Our error correction mechanisms operate fast enough to prevent natural
disturbances from having significant effects on what we perceive and control. Every control
action, however small the disturbance, is limited in speed of error correction. An absolute
limit is set by transmission lags inside and outside the control system.
There are time delays in both the transduction and transport of sensory signals to the
Central Nervous System (CNS). Visual feedback, for example, can take up to 100 ms to
be processed. Cumulative sensory and efferent delays associated with movement result in
appreciable levels of lag. Intrinsic neural noise in sensory inputs and motor commands
further limits our ability to perform rapid and accurate movements.
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In the face of uncertainty humans seem to allow variability in redundant (task-irrelevant)
dimensions and achieve goals reliably and repeatedly with movements rarely reproducible
in their detail [103]. Such a control model does not imply a single optimal trajectory, but
instead uses feedback dynamically to correct only deviations that interfere with task goals.
Whenever the task allows redundant solutions, movement duration exceeds the shortest
sensorimotor delay, and optimal performance is achieved by a feedback control that resolves
redundancy moment-by-moment. By postponing decisions regarding movement details until
the last possible moment, this control model takes advantage of the opportunities that are
constantly created by unpredictable fluctuations away from the average trajectory. This
‘minimal intervention’ principle suggests why humans are sometimes ‘lazy’, ‘sloppy’, and
perform below their peak abilities. Such behaviour can only be optimal if it saves valuable
resources part of the cost function. What is often interpreted as a sign of sloppy control
by the brain may reflect an optimal strategy accounting for the information processing cost
required for decision making, since every motor task needs a specific control law and the
CNS must select the appropriate one in each case.
2.4.2 Fitts’ Law
The fact that motor commands are corrupted proportionally by noise implies that faster
movements are less accurate. This proportion, known as Fitts’ law [27], has been extensively
studied in the field of HCI [35]. Fitts’ law characterises performance in terms of endpoint
error and explains the inverse relationship between speed and accuracy. In its original form
it quantifies the (index of) difficulty ID of a target selection task, measured in bits (see
Equation 2.2), where D is the distance to target and W is the width of the target.
ID = log
2D
W
(2.2)
Performance indices based on trajectory details rather than outcome alone have also been
proposed, since results related to the smoothness of arm trajectories seemed impossible to
explain with purely outcome-based indices.
2.5 Information and Control Theory
Both information and control-theoretic approaches can be applied for modelling specific
aspects of human performance, however certain features of such complex control systems
can only be apprehended by taking an integrated perspective on the phenomenon [44].
For example, information theory can be used to characterise the communication channel
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bandwidth in human perception, while control theory can model the action dynamics. Such
an integrated view could address effectively the key question of how constraints on both
sides of the feedback loop interact to bound performance.
The interplay between sensors and actuators is commonly described as a transfer of
information involving three steps: estimation, decision and actuation. In the first step
sensors are used to gather information from the controlled system regarding its state. This
information is then processed according to a control strategy in order to determine which
control dynamics is to be applied, to be finally transferred to the actuators which modify
system’s dynamics, typically aiming at decreasing uncertainty. In closed-loop or feedback
control techniques, actuators rely explicitly on the information provided by sensors to apply
the actuation dynamics, and this relation is shown to be a zero-sum game, i.e. each bit of
information gathered from a dynamical system by a control device can decrease the entropy
of that system by at most one bit additional to the reduction of entropy attainable without
such information [108, 109].
Information and uncertainty represent complementary aspects of control. Closed-loop
methods obtain information about system variables, and use that information to decrease the
uncertainty about the values of those variables. Therefore, in a control process information
must constantly be acquired, processed and used in order to maintain the system trajectory.
Entropy is a suitable candidate for characterising uncertainty as it offers a precise measure
of disorderliness or missing information by quantifying the minimum amount of resources
(bits) required to encode unambiguously the ensemble describing the system. Decreasing
entropy stabilises dynamical systems from disturbances associated with environmental noise,
motion instabilities, and incomplete specification of control conditions. The goal in system
control is typically to reach a low-entropy final state, starting from a high-entropy (random)
initial state. Performance criteria, such as distance to target or energy consumption, are used
to determine the optimal control, however they do not consider the information processing
cost required for decision making.
2.6 Information as a Utility
Perception, information processing and actuation are usually treated as individual processes,
however considering them as an ensemble introduces the perception–action feedback cycle,
which is described by Fuster [28, 29] as ‘the circular flow of information between an organism
and its environment in the course of a sensory guided sequence of actions towards a goal’.
There are various ways of modelling the perception–action cycle, which poses a challenge
for a unified quantitative treatment. One universal approach is the information-theoretic view
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inspired by Ashby [3] and developed further by many others [14, 51, 53, 108, 109]. It is
general, conceptually transparent and can be post-hoc imbued with the specific constraints of
particular models. On the informational level scenarios with different computational models
can be directly compared with each other. The informational treatment also allows to impose
constraints on the information processing capacity, and enables the consideration of the
informational cost.
The concept of information, as introduced by Shannon, derives its power from the
strict rejection of semantic elements in its formalism, and initially it has been doubtful
whether semantics could be treated within such framework at all [7, 31]. However, emerging
evidence suggests that exploring the intrinsic dynamics of information can provide various
interesting utility concepts. Important information about a system’s structure can be obtained
by measuring to what extent individual components contribute to information production and
at what rate they exchange information between each other. Several authors emphasise the
utility of having a measure for a flow of information [5, 50, 51, 114].
Various methods for studying the dynamics of information shared between processes
have been proposed, which aim to detect the directionality of coupling and quantify the
degree of asymmetry [84, 94]. Their goal is to assess the interaction between two subsystems
by analysing the interrelation between the two signals at their outputs. In order to determine
the direction of causality between two variables Granger introduced measures of causal lag
and causal strength in an explicit and testable fashion [32]. Mutual information has been
used widely to measure the overlap of information content between two (sub-) systems,
as a natural way to quantify for deviation from independence of two processes, however
it contains neither dynamical nor directional information. Shannon entropy and mutual
information are properties of the static probability distributions, while the process dynamics
are represented by the transition probabilities. Another utility, introduced by Schreiber [87]
and called transfer entropy, aims to quantify the information transfer between two systems,
by characterising the statistical coherence of the systems evolving in time.
Ay and Polani [6] proposed a measure for the strength of a causal effect, which captures
essential properties of a Shannon-type quantity, while realising a flow-like philosophy
different from the correlative nature of mutual information. Their concept of information
flow, based on causal Bayesian networks, can be seen as an information-theoretic counterpart
of the probabilistic formalism of Pearl [75]. A measure of causal flow of information could
enable the quantification of a number of phenomena in the areas of synchronisation, game
dynamics and the perception–action loop. For example, cooperative behaviour of coupled
complex systems is related to synchronisation phenomenon. When two players adapt their
strategies over time, the game dynamics could move towards cooperative or antagonistic
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behaviour, and information flow could reveal a given player’s contribution for the emergence
of a particular cooperative or antagonistic strategy.
Shannon information theory can quantify the amount of information involved in commu-
nication, which depends only on the probabilistic structure of the communication process,
however it does not take into consideration the economic impact of uncertainty. The theory
of the value of information addresses both the probabilistic and economic factors that affect
decisions [42]. Placing a value on the reduction of uncertainty is the first step in experimental
design, which provides a basis for allocating resources to reduce uncertainty.
2.7 Summary
This chapter provided the rationale for exploring probabilistic information-theoretic models
of human–computer interaction and a link to related control-theoretic aspects. In the next
chapter I give a concise introduction to basic information-theoretic concepts used in the
thesis and present a detailed description of two key principles, i.e. empowerment and relevant
information, which I apply to human–computer interaction.

Chapter 3
Concepts and Algorithms
‘Nobody knows what entropy really is,
so in a debate you will always have the
advantage.’
John von Neumann to Claude Shannon
3.1 Introduction
The formalisms presented in this thesis rely extensively on the combination of different fields
of science – statistics, Markov decision processes (MDP), information and control theory.
MDPs describe the decision-making process of an agent interacting in a stochastic world.
Information theory provides means for modelling, analysing and optimising informational
properties of such processes. Control theory describes the human operator as a controller.
Furthermore, tools from human–computer interaction theory and statistics are utilised in the
experimental design and the evaluation of user studies. In this chapter I give a brief overview
of relevant theoretic frameworks, introduce the respective terminology and elaborate on the
recently introduced principles of empowerment and relevant information, which are applied
in this work. More in-depth review of MDPs can be found in [12, 98], of information theory
in [24, 62, 88], and of manual control in [44, 48, 78].
3.2 Information-theoretic Concepts
The most basic concept in probability theory is the notion of a random variable. It is
a variable which can take on values from a set, called an alphabet, according to some
probability distribution. Random variables are denoted with capital letters, such as X , Y , S,
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and A, and their alphabets with the corresponding calligraphic capitals,X , Y ,S , and A .
The size or the cardinality of an alphabet is denoted as |X |. Events are specific instantiations
of random variables, denoted with the corresponding lower case letters, i.e. x, y, s, and a.
The probability distribution of a random variable Pr(X = x) is a function over all events
in an alphabet. To simplify notation, I will use p(x) for the probability Pr(X = x), whenever
the random variable in question is obvious. The uncertainty about the value of a random
variable is quantified by the information-theoretic concept of entropy, which is defined as
H(X) =−∑
x
p(x) log p(x).
Depending on the base of the logarithm entropy can vary by a multiplicative constant
implying specific units. For example, if a binary logarithm is applied the entropy is measured
in bits, whereas in the case of natural logarithm the units are called nats. The type of units
does not affect the generality of the theoretical treatment and across this thesis bits and nats
are explicitly specified and used consistently.
Entropy can be interpreted as the average amount of information gained when a variable’s
value is revealed. When multiple variables are correlated, then knowing the value of one
reduces the uncertainty about the other. The average uncertainty about Y left after revealing
the value of X is quantified by the conditional entropy
H(Y |X) =−∑
x,y
p(x,y) log p(y|x).
The average reduction in uncertainty, interpreted as the amount of information that knowing
X gives about Y , is defined as the mutual information between the two variables
I(X ;Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X) =∑
x
p(x)∑
y
p(y|x) log p(y|x)
p(y)
.
The mutual information is
• non-negative: I(X ;Y )≥ 0,
• zero, if and only if the variables are fully independent,
• symmetric: I(X ;Y ) = I(Y ;X),
• upper bounded by the entropy of each variable: I(X ;Y )≤min(H(X),H(Y )).
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Furthermore, adding a third variable Z, the information X provides about Y given knowledge
of the value of Z defines the conditional mutual information
I(X ;Y |Z) = H(Y |Z)−H(Y |X ,Z) =∑
z
p(z)∑
x
p(x|z)∑
y
p(y|x,z) log p(y|x,z)
p(y|z) .
The conditional mutual information depends on how the variables interact. Three random
variables X , Y , and Z form a Markov chain X → Y → Z, if X and Z are independent given Y .
This implies that the joint probability p(x,y,z) = p(x)p(y|x)p(z|y) and I(X ;Z|Y ) = 0. The
relative entropy of two distributions, i.e. Kullback-Leibler divergence, is defined as
DKL(p(x)∥q(x)) =∑
x
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
.
It reflects the distance between two distributions, being zero when they are identical, and
growing when their probabilities diverge. However, it is not a proper metric, as it is not
symmetric (generally, DKL(p∥q) ̸=DKL(q∥p). Furthermore, if q(x) = 0 for some x for which
p(x)> 0 a division by 0 occurs. A symmetric derivative, bounded between zero and one, is
defined as Jensen-Shannon divergence (where m = (p+q)/2)
DJS(p∥q) = (DKL(p∥m)+DKL(q∥m))/2.
Communication channels are used to describe the transmission of information. A channel
is modelled with two random variables X and Y and their corresponding alphabetsX and Y ,
describing the possible inputs and outputs, and a transition probability function p(y|x), where
x is the emitted and y the received message. Channels come in several flavours, determined
by the possible interactions between the input and the output. One basic example of a channel
is when the output depends only on the immediate input – past inputs/outputs do not have
a direct effect: p(yt |xt ,yt−1,xt−1, ...,yt−k,xt−k) = p(yt |xt) for any k > 0. Such a channel is
called memoryless, and if this equality does not hold the channel has memory. When the
channel’s output affects the next input, i.e. p(xt+1|yt) ̸= p(xt+1), the channel has feedback.
One fundamental information-theoretic measure is the channel capacity, which is the
maximum amount of information that can be transmitted through a channel, and is defined
as the maximum mutual information between the input X and the output Y , computed with
respect to all input distributions p(x)
C = sup
p(x)
I(X ;Y ).
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3.3 Causal Bayesian Networks
In order to formalise qualitative assumptions about cause-effect relationships and derive
causal inferences from a combination of assumptions, experiments and data, I will use
graphical models in the form of directed acyclic graphs (DAG) [74], which serve as a
mathematical language for integrating statistical and subject-matter information. A Bayesian
network is a type of directed acyclic graph, which requires that no vertex is a descendant
or an ancestor of itself, hence its vertices can be ordered chronologically, from ancestors
to descendants, defining a causal ordering and a timeline on the graph directed from left to
right. More than one Bayesian network may fit observed data. The key benefit of DAG is the
ability to describe causal, rather than statistical associations, since causal models provide
information about the effects of actions. In essence, a joint distribution tells us how probable
events are and how probabilities would change with subsequent observations, but a causal
model also tells us how these probabilities would change as a result of external interventions.
A causal Bayesian network allows to determine the effects of interventions, i.e. changes in
the underlying mechanisms [75]. Examples of interventions include fixing a variable to a
particular value or ‘injecting’ information into the system.
3.3.1 Perception–Action Loop
Interactions between an agent and its environment form a closed perception–action loop. The
world is in a state, part of which is captured by the agent’s sensors. Based on this, the agent
selects an action, which is combined with the inherent development of the world resulting in
the next world state, which closes the loop. Unrolling the perception–action loop in time and
constructing a graph with the random variables as vertices and their interactions indicated
with edges provide a causal Bayesian network description of the system. A general model
of an agent with a controller and memory is presented in Figure 3.1, in which any node,
given its parents, is conditionally independent from any other node that is not its parent or
successor. Such a system can be partitioned into subsystems in different ways. Here the
partitioning is done from the perspective of the agent’s controller, which has direct access
Fig. 3.1 Section of the perception–action loop as a causal Bayesian network.
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only to its sensor, its actuator, and its memory. Everything else is denoted as the rest of the
system. All constituents of the perception–action loop are modelled as random variables:
• S – sensor state,
• A – action performed by the actuator,
• M – controller’s memory state,
• R – state of the environment.
Sensors and actuators enable information flows between the agent and its environment, and
introducing time into the model facilitates to address the temporal aspects of such flows. The
states of the sensor, the actuator, the controller’s memory, and the environment at discrete
time t are denoted by the random variables St , At , Mt , and Rt , respectively. Modelling the
relations between the variables at different time steps unrolls the perception–action loop in
time. Assuming that the pattern of relations between the variables is time-invariant, and thus
holds for any t, implies that the graph in Figure 3.1 is one section of the network. The agent’s
controller is modelled with minimal assumptions about its architecture, using a discrete state,
discrete time, and obeying the laws of classical probabilities. In the most general case, the
controller performs a probabilistic mapping (St ,Mt)→ (At ,Mt+1).
3.4 The Principle of Empowerment
The notion of empowerment is based on an information-theoretic model of the perception–
action loop of an embodied agent and its environment. It is a task and representation
independent utility function that quantifies the maximum potential information flow from
the agent’s actuators to its sensors through the environment. Empowerment was introduced
in [50], based on the causal Bayesian network representation of the perception–action loop
of a memoryless agent (see Figure 3.2), as a measure of information that can be injected by
the agent into its environment and then perceived by its sensors. It depends on the temporal
horizon and reflects the environment and the agent’s morphology (embodiment).
Fig. 3.2 Memoryless perception–action loop as a causal Bayesian network.
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3.4.1 Definition
Formally, empowerment is defined for stochastic dynamic systems, where transitions arise
as the result of making a decision, such as an agent interacting with an environment, as the
channel capacity from the sequence of actions At ,At+1, ...,At+n−1 to the perceptions St+n
after an arbitrary number of time-steps
C(At , ...,At+n−1 → St+n) = sup
p(⃗a)
I(At , ...,At+n−1;St+n),
where p(⃗a) is the probability distribution over the action sequences a⃗ = (at , ...,at+n−1). In
the description of the formalism and the algorithm computing empowerment, for simplicity,
I will assume a discrete vector-valued state space X ⊂ ZD and a discrete action space
A = {1, ...,NA}. Furthermore, assuming that the system and the sensor state collapse, I will
use the variables X and S interchangeably, without loss of rigour. Let X ′ denote the random
variable associated with x′ given x. Assume that the choice of a particular action a is also
random and modelled by the random variable A. The transition function, given in terms of
a density p(xt+1|xt ,at), specifies the probability of going from state xt to xt+1 after making
a decision at . Assuming the system is fully defined in terms of 1-step transitions, consider
the general n-step interactions, defined by the sequence a⃗t = (at , ...,at+n−1) of n single-step
actions and the corresponding probability density p(xt+n|xt , a⃗t) of making the respective
n-step transitions.
The n-step empowerment E(x) in state x is defined as the Shannon channel capacity
between the choice of an action sequence An and the resulting successor state X ′ (using here
the differential entropy form)
E(x) := max
p(⃗a)
I(X ′,An|x) = max
p(⃗a)
{H(X ′|x)−H(X ′|An,x)}. (3.1)
The maximisation of mutual information is with respect to all possible distributions p(⃗a)
over A n. The conditional entropies are given by
H(X ′|x) =− ∑
x′∈X
p(x′|x) log p(x′|x)
and
H(X ′|An,x) =− ∑
a⃗∈A n
p(⃗a)H(X ′ |⃗a,x) =− ∑
a⃗∈A n
p(⃗a) ∑
x′∈X
p(x′|x, a⃗) log p(x′|x, a⃗).
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Using p(x′|x) = ∑a⃗∈A n p(x′|x, a⃗)p(⃗a), Equation 3.1 can be written as
E(x) := max
p(⃗a)
∑
a⃗∈A n
p(⃗a) ∑
x′∈X
p(x′|x, a⃗) log
{
p(x′|x, a⃗)
∑a⃗′∈A n p(x
′|x, a⃗′)p(a⃗′)
}
. (3.2)
Hence, given the probability for making the n-step transitions p(x′|x, a⃗), empowerment
E : X → R≥0 is a function that maps an arbitrary state x to a non-negative value E(x).
Numerically, the channel capacity can be computed with the Blahut-Arimoto Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: BLAHUT-ARIMOTO
Data: X ,A ,Paxx′,ε
Result: Ck(x) = ∑a⃗ pk(⃗a)·dk(⃗a)
1 p0(⃗a)← 1|A n|
2 d0(⃗a)← 0
3 C0(x)← 0
4 k = 0
5 repeat
6 zk ← ∑a⃗ pk(⃗a)exp[dk(⃗a)]
7 pk+1(⃗a)← z−1k pk(⃗a)exp[dk(⃗a)]
8 dk+1(⃗a)← ∑x′ p(x′|x, a⃗) log[ p(x
′|x,⃗a)
∑ a⃗′p(x′|x,⃗a′)pk(a⃗′)
]
9 Ck+1(x)← ∑a⃗ pk+1(⃗a)·dk+1(⃗a)
10 k = k+1
11 until |Ck(x)−Ck−1(x)|< ε
3.4.2 Interpretation
The empowerment model represents the world as a communication channel – when the agent
performs an action, it injects Shannon information into the environment, which may or may
not be modified, and subsequently reacquires part of this information from the environment
via its sensors. By definition empowerment quantifies the maximal potential information an
agent can transfer into its own sensors through the environment – the higher the empowerment
the more information it can potentially inject. Unlike other task-independent utility functions,
it characterises the potential rather than actual behaviour of the agent. Empowerment can be
interpreted as the capacity of an agent to control or influence its environment as perceived by
its sensors. It can be intuitively thought of as a measure of how many observable adjustments
an embodied agent can make to its environment, either immediately, or in the case of n-step
empowerment, over a given period of time. Empowerment maximisation guides the agent to
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places in the world where it can benefit most from its sensors and actuators, i.e. the places
optimising the options for influencing its relationship with the environment.
3.4.3 Applications
Previous work focused on exploring empowerment as a natural utility function for survival-
type scenarios in abstract domains, where states with high empowerment coincide with
the natural and intuitive choice of a goal state. The smoothness of the system informs the
local empowerment gradients around the agent’s state of where the most ‘alive’ states are,
property that many dynamical systems have. In goal-directed scenarios when empowerment
maximisation is based on the agent’s position in space, it mimics the graph-theoretic notion
of centrality, i.e. it minimises the expected distance to a random goal state [2].
Empowerment maximisation has provided optimal solutions for continuous problems
well-known in the domain of control theory, such as balancing an inverted pendulum, a
bicycle and an acrobot [46]. Furthermore, it has shown its potential as a fitness function for
learning unknown system dynamics by exploration [46].
In the context of multi-agent systems, empowerment provides a general utility measure
facilitating the generation of complex collective behaviour [19]. Different agent embodiments,
i.e. sensoric apparatus and motoric abilities, reveal the existence of a trade-off between the
freedom of the agents and the constraints they impose on each other, i.e. agents must have
enough freedom to act, but they also must be constrained by what the other agents are doing.
3.4.4 An HCI Perspective
In order to gain an intuitive insight into the implications of empowerment for HCI consider
the tilt-controlled marble maze game on a mobile device. In such a low-latency perception–
action loop feedback reliability is crucial. When the player is in a static environment without
exposure to major disturbances, the chances for good performance are higher, since there are
no significant external factors creating uncertainty in the feedback loop and thus decreasing
the empowerment. However, playing the game while walking on the street adds an additional
complexity to the interaction, due to changes in gait and posture, which require compensation.
In such an environment, the player’s empowerment will drop initially and then steadily rise
back as the player learns to compensate effectively for the disturbances. This is the process
of learning the noisy dynamics, or filtering the noise from the dynamics. Playing the game
on the subway might turn out to be an impossible task, since the player loses control over
the interaction, i.e. empowerment drops to zero. If the device is able to compensate for the
subway jerk, it could make the interaction easier. However, it is not enough for only the
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computer to adapt, the player needs to adapt as well, in order to compensate for the erratic
hand movements induced by the external disturbance. When the player and the computer take
into account the context, they will optimise the contextual empowerment, i.e. empowerment
with side information [54]. Adaptive interfaces need to respond to changes in the context
and the user model, which requires dealing with a range of uncertainties that affect both the
environmental and the user state. These factors are inherently stochastic and can only be
dealt effectively with probabilistic tools, which provides grounds for using empowerment.
3.4.5 Numerical Example
For a concrete example1 in the context of HCI consider a pop-up window with ‘OK’ and
‘Cancel’ action buttons and a uniform distribution of actions p(a) overA . In the deterministic
case when both actions have distinct outcomes, e.g. p(x1|x,a1) = p(x2|x,a2) = 1, using
p(x′|x)=∑a p(x′|x,a)p(a) and a natural logarithm gives H(X ′|x)= log2 and H(X ′|A′,x)= 0
and hence empowerment E(x) = I(X ′,A′|x) = log2≈ 0.69 nats. In the case of stochastic state
transitions, e.g. p(x1|x,a2) = p(x2|x,a1) = 0.1 and p(x1|x,a1) = p(x2|x,a2) = 0.9, leads to
H(X ′|x) ≈ 0.69, H(X ′|A′,x) ≈ 0.16 and a decrease of empowerment to 0.53 nats. Further
increasing the uncertainty to the maximum level p(x1|x,a1) = p(x2|x,a2) = p(x1|x,a2) =
p(x2|x,a1) = 12 gives H(X ′|x) = H(X ′|A′,x) = log 12 or I(X ′,A′|x) = 0. Zero empowerment
means that regardless of the action taken no outcome difference can be perceived, since both
choices lead to the same states as the transition probabilities of the two actions completely
overlap. Intuitively, empowerment measures the number of available actions on a logarithmic
scale, the outcome of which can be perceived. It is zero if, regardless of the action, the
outcome will be the same, and is maximal if every action has a distinct outcome.
3.4.6 Empowerment and Fitts’ Law
One intuitive interpretation of Fitts’ Law by the principle of empowerment, based on a
feedback control model, rests on the bounded rationality of the human agent and in particular
on the information processing capacity of the human brain (CNS). Faster movements are
less accurate due to signal-dependent noise [37] and furthermore create higher uncertainty
about the effect of every action due to information bandwidth constraints, resulting in a lower
empowerment and a lower acquisition accuracy. Vice versa, slower movements allow for a
more accurate information processing, which decreases the entropy in the action feedback
and increases empowerment leading to a higher precision.
1A more elaborate numerical example can be found in [46].
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3.5 Markov Decision Processes
The Markov decision processes (MDP) framework formulates agent–environment systems
and their interactions. An MDP model describes how the state of the system is transformed
as a result of decisions made by the acting agent. Furthermore, it defines the costs associated
with performing the actions, which leads to the question of finding an optimal decision
making policy that minimises future costs.
Assuming that the agent–environment system state spaceS is finite, and both time and
states are discrete, let the agent in a state st ∈S at time t choose an action at from its set
of available actions A . The model dynamics, which describe the evolution of the system’s
state, is determined by the state transition probabilities,
p(s′|s,a) = p(st+1 = s′|st = s,at = a),
i.e. the probability of ending in a successor state s′ after applying action a in state s. The
agent receives immediate feedback after performing every action, in the form of a quantifiable
reward r(s,a,s′), or a cost in case of a negative reward.
The goal of a decision-making agent is to act in a way that maximises the expected
reward, or minimises the expected cost incurred. The decision-making process is modelled
by a policy π , which gives the probability of performing an action given the state
π(a|s) = P(at = a|st = s).
Assume, for simplicity, that the policy is time-invariant – i.e. the probability of choosing
an action is constant over time. The dynamic model and the policy completely specify the
sequence of collected rewards, which are accumulated in the value function V π(s), defining
the expected reward when starting in state s and following policy π indefinitely
V π(s) =∑
a
π(a|s)∑
s′
p(s′|s,a)[r(s,a,s′)+ γV π(s′)]. (3.3)
This recursive definition is called Bellman equation, after one of the first authors to describe
MDPs Richard Bellman [10]. The discount factor γ ∈ [0,1] reflects the importance of future
rewards vs. short-term rewards – if γ is large, future rewards are weighed higher in the
expected sum, and if it is small, immediate rewards have higher relative weight. In general, γ
serves as a safeguard against divergence.
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3.5.1 Value Iteration
Finding a policy that maximises the expected future reward is equivalent to solving the
following problem
π∗ = argmax
π
V π(s),
where the optimal policy π∗ is not necessarily unique. Furthermore, any convex combination
απ∗1 +(1−α)π∗2 (α ∈ (0,1)) of two optimal policies π∗1 and π∗2 results in a new optimal
policy. Having multiple optimal policies poses the question of whether one is preferred over
the others. One natural criterion is the cognitive processing associated with executing a
specific policy, i.e. the cost of making a decision. The standard value iteration algorithm
finds an optimal policy by computing first the optimal value function V ∗
V ∗(s) = max
a
p(s′|s,a)[r(s,a,s′)+ γV ∗(s′)],
starting from an arbitrary V and iterating Equation 3.3 until convergence. From dynamic
programming this iteration is known to converge to a global optimal solution, providing a
numerical method for its computation. Given V π the state–action value function is defined as
Uπ(s,a) =∑
s′
p(s′|s,a)[r(s,a,s′)+ γV π(s′)], (3.4)
referred to as the utility function.
3.6 Relevant Information
A recently introduced approach to apply information theory to behaviour, termed relevant
information [77], is based on the mutual information between the world state2 and the agent
action variables I(S;A). To compute it, it is necessary to specify the joint distribution p(s,a).
Given an a priori probability distribution p(s) over the state space, the joint probability
p(s,a) = π(a|s)p(s) is fully determined by the strategy π , i.e. the conditional probability
of actions given the state. In order to formalise the agent’s preferences about π the utility
U(s,a) of taking an action a in a state s is used, according which the agent prefers high to
low utility values. If the same action is optimal in every state, then the relevant information
vanishes, since that optimal action can be selected in every state, without the need to elicit
any information about the state. On the opposite, if every state leads to a different optimal
action, then all states have to be distinguished in order to select the correct action, and hence
2Assuming a fully observable MDP model, in which the sensor state and the world state collapse.
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the relevant information is equal to the entropy of the state space H(S), i.e. the uncertainty
about the current state.
The problem of informational parsimony can be formulated as search for a value-optimal
strategy π(a|s), which at the same time minimises the required relevant information I(S;A),
i.e. is also information-optimal
I∗(S;A) = min
π∗(a|s)
I(S;A).
The optimal strategies π∗(a|s) are exactly those for which the expected utility Eπ [U(S,A)] =
∑s,aπ(a|s)p(s)U(s,a) attains its maximal value. This double optimisation is transformed
into an unconstrained minimisation problem via Lagrange multipliers
min
π(a|s)
(I(S;A)−βE[U(S,A)]). (3.5)
The β multiplier3 implicitly enforces the maximisation of U(S;A). For β → ∞ the opti-
misation restricts the policy to a value-optimal one. A reduction of β , however, makes
the minimisation less sensitive to a drop in utility. This minimax optimisation problem
corresponds to trading in utility for a reduction of relevant information.
The relevant information (RI) is given by the solution to this problem, i.e. it is the minimal
level of information required for achieving a certain level of performance as measured by the
expected utility [77]. Constructing the Lagrangian equation
Λ(π,β ) = I(S,A)−βE[U(S,A)],
partially differentiating it
δ
δπ
Λ(π,β ) = p(s) log
π(a|s)
p(a)
−β p(s)U(s,a),
and equating it to zero provides the self-consistent solution
π(a|s) = 1
ζ
p(a)exp[βU(s,a)], (3.6)
where ζ is a normalising partitioning function.
The standard value iteration method, introduced in the previous section, is extended to
accommodate for the double optimisation, by adding an interleaved operation of computing
3Known from statistical mechanics as thermodynamic beta or ‘inverse temperature’.
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the strategy π ′, which minimises the relevant information for the current utility level Uπ .
This leads to the following iteration
π
(3.3)−−−→V π (3.4)−−−→Uπ (3.5)−−−→ π ′, (3.7)
which generates a sequence of consistent policy–utility (π–U) pairs for specific β , by inter-
lacing the updates corresponding to Equations 3.3 and 3.5, and performing these iterations
until convergence of both policy and utility [77] (see Algorithm 2).
This approach allows the computation of optimal strategies, while trading off utility
and relevant information. However, it does not address the cost involved with obtaining
information, but focuses only on how much (relevant) information needs to be acquired (and
processed) in order to achieve a certain level of utility, ignoring the possible acquisition cost.
The relevant information reflects the amount of information an agent takes in and pro-
cesses on average per time-step in the action selection process. This amount depends on the
policy – different policies require different informational bandwidth, i.e. processing capacity.
It is hypothesised that the required capacity is correlated to the metabolic cost of information
processing and constitutes a quantitative measure of cognitive burden [76]. The parsimony
pressure tries to minimise this quantity, while the efficiency pressure drives towards higher
performance.
Algorithm 2: RELEVANT INFORMATION
Data: S ,A , p(s′|s,a),r(s,a,s′),β ,γ,επ ,εU
Result: πk = argminπ [I(S;A)−βE[U(S,A)]]
1 p(s)← 1|S |
2 π0(a|s)← 1|A |
3 U0(s,a)← 0
4 k = 0
5 repeat
6 pk(a)← ∑s p(s)πk(a|s)
7 πk+1(a|s)← 1ζ pk(a)exp[βUk(s,a)]
8 Uk+1(s,a)← ∑s′ p(s′|s,a)[r(s,a,s′)+ γ∑a′ πk(a′|s′)Uk(s′,a′)]
9 k = k+1
10 until DJS(πk||πk−1)< επ and ∥Uk−Uk−1∥∞ < εU
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3.6.1 Consistent State Distributions
Given a fixed policy π(a|s) and the transition model p(s′|s,a), the development of the state
in time is described by a first-order Markov chain with transition probabilities
p(s′|s) =∑
a
π(a|s)p(s′|s,a).
When all states in an MDP are positive recurrent, i.e. the average return time for each state is
finite, the process has a stationary distribution, which satisfies
p(s) =∑
s′
p(s′|s)p(s). (3.8)
This equation defines a state distribution consistent with the policy, which replaces the static
default uniform distribution set in Step 1 of Algorithm 2. This modification provides a
variant of the RI algorithm, called the consistent relevant information (C-RI) [111], in which
Equation 3.8 is dynamically updated in every iteration.
3.6.2 Look-Ahead Relevant Information
Introducing a time variable into the model provides the ability to take into account the future.
Let Xt be the state of variable X at time t, and XT be the state at a random point in time.
Making time explicit provides the following informational quantity
I(ST ;AT ) =∑
sT
p(sT )I(ST = sT ;AT ) =
∞
∑
t=0
p(t)∑
st
p(st)I(ST = st ;AT ).
The look-ahead relevant information (LA-RI) [110] in state st under policy π , denoted as
Iπ(st), is defined by the total expected future relevant information intake when starting from
state st and following π indefinitely, where p(st+1|st) = ∑at π(at |st)p(st+1|st ,at),
Iπ(st) = I(ST = st ;AT )+ γ ∑
st+1
p(st+1|st)Iπ(st+1).
Constructing the Lagrangian equation
ΛLA(π,β ) = p(t = 0)∑
s0
p(s0)Iπ(s0)−βE[U(ST ,AT )],
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partially differentiating it and equating it to zero provides for the optimal policy
π(at |st) = 1ζ p(at)exp[−γ ∑st+1
p(st+1|st ,at)Iπ(st+1)+βUπ(st ,at)]
and the following modified Algorithm 3 [110].
Algorithm 3: LOOK-AHEAD RELEVANT INFORMATION
Data: S ,A , p(s′|s,a),r(s,a,s′),β ,γ,επ ,εU ,επI
Result: πk = argminπ [Iπ(S)−βE[U(S,A)]]
1 p0(s)← 1|S |
2 π0(a|s)← 1|A |
3 U0(s,a)← 0
4 Iπ0 (s)← 0
5 k = 0
6 repeat
7 pk(s)← StaticDistribution(πk, p(s′|s,a))
8 pk(a)← ∑s pk(s)πk(a|s)
9 πk+1(a|s)← 1ζ pk(a)exp[−γ∑st+1 p(st+1|st ,at)Iπ(st+1)+βUk(s,a)]
10 Uk+1(s,a)← ∑s′ p(s′|s,a)[r(s,a,s′)+ γ∑a′ πk(a′|s′)Uk(s′,a′)]
11 Iπk+1(s)← DKL(πk(a|s)||pk(a))+ γ∑a,s′ π(a|s)p(s′|s,a)Iπk (s′)
12 k = k+1
13 until DJS(πk||πk−1)< επ and ∥Uk−Uk−1∥∞ < εU and
∥∥Iπk − Iπk−1∥∥∞ < επI
3.7 Summary
This chapter provided the information-theoretic background, which is a pre-requisite for
the rest of the thesis. In Parts II and III I adapt and apply the principles of empowerment
(Chapters 4 and 7), relevant information (Chapter 5) and mutual information (Chapter 8) to
dynamic interactive scenarios. The models are built with specific levels of discretisation and
the respective information-theoretic quantities are computed using the presented formalisms.

Part II
Human–machine Interaction

Chapter 4
Empowerment as a Measure of
Uncertainty
‘Information is the resolution of
uncertainty.’
Claude Shannon
4.1 Introduction
One of the main goals of this thesis is to demonstrate an application of the principle of
empowerment in the field of human–computer interaction and to propose a novel framework
for supporting user interface design. This chapter introduces empowerment both as (1) a
theory about the user’s objective function and (2) a measure of the utility of interaction
design. I adapt the original empowerment formalism and demonstrate its ability to capture
uncertainty attributed to various factors in a manual control task (e.g. noise, delays) in a
generic theoretical measure. Empowerment was introduced by Klyubin et al. [50] as an
information-theoretic universal utility based on the maximisation of control an agent has on
its environment. It is fully specified by the dynamics of the agent–environment coupling,
i.e. the state transition probabilities, and can serve as an implicit intrinsic reward facilitating
the identification of salient states. Initial research on empowerment focused on discrete
gridworlds [50] and later expanded to continuous control tasks in the area of reinforcement
learning [46]. Previous work [46, 50, 52] aimed to provide a natural utility function for
driving behaviour and found that empowerment maximisation directs the agent to ‘interesting’
states in various survival-type scenarios.
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4.2 Background
The Heidegger-Gibson view of human behaviour as ecological with respect to the environ-
ment postulates that perception is the acquisition of information supporting action with regard
to constraints on action, where actions and the environment affect each other in complete
reciprocity [31]. Humans respond to changing uncertainty in their environment through
adaptation influenced by the constraints they observe and the needs that are apparent or
intrinsic to them [89]. An example of such adaptation is the McRuer’s model, which shows
that the human naturally and unconsciously changes to become the inverse of the controlled
system dynamics achieving compromise between stability and fast transient response [67].
In mediated interaction the coupling between the human and the interface can affect the
coupling between the interface and the controlled process and vice versa, thus influencing
interactivity. Key factors contributing to interactivity are the rate at which input can be
assimilated, the number of possible actions at any given time, and the way human actions are
mapped to changes in the mediated environment [95]. This chapter will present a generic
information-theoretic treatment of such factors and will demonstrate how the availability and
predictability of human actions are characterised by the principle of empowerment. This will
relate system’s interactivity to a universal utility measure such as empowerment.
4.3 Model
4.3.1 Information-theoretic
Originally, empowerment was defined as a function of the system’s state, which can often be
unknown or uncertain. Therefore, this model considers the prediction of the exact state – the
more disturbances affecting the system the more uncertain the prediction. For simplicity, the
stochastic transition model is built on discrete action and state spaces.
Consider the following Bayesian network with introduced time delay d between the
actuation and the sensing channel (see Figure 4.1), reflecting that the effect of the action at
will only be perceivable at time t+d. Assuming the system is fully defined in terms of the 1-
Rt Rt+1
st at
Rt+d Rt+d+1
st+1 at+1 st+d at+d
Fig. 4.1 Section of the perception–action loop represented as a Bayesian network with fixed
time delay (d) between actuation (a) and sensing (s), closed through the environment (R).
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step transitions, we are interested in more general d-step interactions, where d≥ 1 is a random
variable from a given distribution. Considering the sequence a⃗t−1 = (at−d,at−d+1, ...,at−1)
of d single-step actions, the corresponding probability density p(x|xt , a⃗t−1) of making the
respective d-step transition and assuming that the complete action history is known let
p(⃗at−1) denote the probability distribution of the delay d. Given the latest observed state xt
and the 1-step p(xt+1|xt ,at) and d-step p(x|xt , a⃗t−1) transitions define the 1-step transitions
for every xt+1 ∈X and at ∈A from the uncertain state x˜t as follows:
p(xt+1|x˜t ,at) = ∑
x∈X
∑
a⃗t−1
p(⃗at−1)p(x|xt , a⃗t−1)p(xt+1|x,at). (4.1)
Equation 4.1 sums up the probability of going from state xt to x under the action sequence
a⃗t−1 and then from x to xt+1 under the action at . Substituting the transition density of
Equation 4.1 in the original definition of empowerment (Equation 3.2) let
E(x˜t) := max
p(at)
∑
at
p(at) ∑
xt+1∈X
p(xt+1|x˜t ,at) · log
{
p(xt+1|x˜t ,at)
∑a′t p(xt+1|x˜t ,a′t)p(a′t)
}
(4.2)
define the 1-step empowerment in the uncertain state x˜t . This formalism extends empower-
ment to cases in which the exact state is unknown/unobservable and the perception–action
loop is affected by time-varying delays (constant delays being a special case).
4.3.2 Control-theoretic
Building on the above model I introduced two types of disturbances into the feedback loop of
the control system, i.e. communication delays and state noise (see Figure 4.2). The actions
are delayed in time, the system state is corrupted by an additive Gaussian noise, and the
observation is based on a predictive display. The task of the controller is to keep the error, i.e.
Human Controller System
Gaussian noise
u
Communication delay
Observation
r e y
−
ym
Fig. 4.2 Human as an operator – a control system view of the HCI feedback loop.
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the difference between the observation and the reference point, in a given range. Following
the notation in Figure 4.2 the human–machine system dynamics is defined as follows
xt = f (xt−1,h(ut)), (4.3)
yt = xt ,
where
f (x,U) = x+U +N (0,σ),
h(ut) =Ut ,
ym = g(yt−d).
The system’s transfer function f is a pure displacement perturbed with a Gaussian noise.
The control transfer function h is a mapping of the continuous control to a set of discrete
actions. Furthermore, the predictive feedback display g reflects a prediction based on the last
available observation yt−d (d being the communication delay) and the full control history.
4.3.3 Simulations
I performed series of simulations exploring the properties of this model, in which the
transition probability functions were generated with various levels of constant delays and
Gaussian noise, and the corresponding empowerment levels were computed1 using the control
model of Equation 4.3 with a set of three discrete actionsA = {le f t, idle,right}. The results
of one simulation (see Figure 4.3) present empowerment as a function of disturbances (delay
and noise). Empowerment increases as uncertainty decreases and as uncertainty vanishes
approaches its upper-bound of log |A |= log3 = 1.1 nats. The figure reveals that pure delay
does not affect empowerment as much as pure noise, yet delay emphasises noise as the two
jointly deteriorate empowerment faster than each factor alone. This reverberates with the
fact that humans can adapt to deterministic systems featuring fixed levels of delay, since they
do not impose such a high cognitive burden as systems with stochastic noise [55]. An initial
exploration of the interplay between constant delays and state noise at a low granularity level
allowing for a small scale study, in which the uncertainty is captured by the empowerment
measure, is presented in the next section. Unlike frequent expectable delays, to which humans
can adapt successfully over time, irregular delays undermine system’s reliability and increase
uncertainty [55]. For simplicity, however, this study focuses on constant levels of delay as
time-varying delays can be viewed as another stochastic type of noise.
1Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [15] is used for computing the channel capacity in Equation 4.2.
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Fig. 4.3 Empowerment as a function of disturbances in the feedback loop – constant delays
and Gaussian noise N (0,Variance). Delay is measured by the number of discrete steps
in the feedback loop and the zero-mean Gaussian noise is represented by its variance.
Empowerment is non-negative and upper-bounded by log3 = 1.1 nats. The effect of delay
is not as significant as the effect of noise, however, the combination of the two deteriorates
empowerment to a higher degree than each factor alone.
4.4 Experiment I
The interactive system used in the user study explores the effect uncertain feedback has on
human behaviour and performance in an object tracking task with the aim to investigate
the relation of empowerment to standard metrics of human performance and to explore its
potential as a theoretical measure for supporting UI design.
4.4.1 Experimental System
The prototype represents a simple car-simulator game implemented on Nokia N9 mobile
phone. The one-dimensional touch input enables the subject to steer a car horizontally with a
3-way joystick on a randomly moving road with added artificial disturbances to the feedback
channel and to the control input (see Figure 4.4). The touch-sensitive control area is divided
into three segments corresponding to the three discrete actions – moving horizontally the
car to the left, to the right, or keeping it static. The goal is to maintain the car in the middle
of the road and leaving the road is considered a failure. Whenever the car is off the road a
beeping audio cue is played. The control loop is executed at 33Hz, which allows for real-time
interaction.
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Fig. 4.4 Visual display in the High/Medium (left) and in the Low (right) empowerment
condition. The car is represented with a single random point in a narrow (left) and a wider
point cloud (right). The grey sphere represents the touch-sensitive control area, which maps
the finger position to the three discrete actions – left, idle and right.
Various levels of artificial noise and delay introduced into the system to control the
uncertainty of the feedback loop and the corresponding theoretic levels of empowerment
are presented in Table 4.1, for each experimental condition. The uncertain visual display
represents the car with a single random point hidden in a point cloud, which has different
properties across conditions. The motion of the point cloud is affected by artificial Gaussian
noise and its size reflects the communication delay. In the case of non-zero delay a predictive
display propagates the data points in respect to control inputs, which increases the cloud’s
size as a function of the accumulated noise.
The visual displays of the three conditions corresponding to High, Medium and Low
levels of empowerment (see Table 4.1) are shown in Figure 4.4. The difference between the
visual feedback in the High/Medium empowerment conditions (Figure 4.4/left, zero delay)
and the Low empowerment condition (Figure 4.4/right, non-zero delay) is in the spread of
the cloud, which is wider in the latter case. The motion of the point cloud is smoother and
more predictable in the High empowerment condition (zero noise) and more erratic and
unpredictable in the Medium/Low empowerment conditions (non-zero noise). I limited the
number of conditions to three in order to entrain participants through in reasonable time.
Future studies could explore the controlled variables in higher resolution, thus providing
more data points on the regression curves.
Table 4.1 Controlled variables and empowerment levels
Condition Delay Noise Empowerment
(empowerment) (steps) (σ) (nats)
High 0 0 1.1
Medium 0 5 0.34
Low 10 5 0.04
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4.4.2 Tasks
For each trial per condition a subject performed a car steering task consisting of following a
randomly moving road. In order to achieve this subjects had to use the 1-DOF ‘joystick’ and
shift the car horizontally along the road. In the events of failure, i.e. when the car was off the
road, an audio cue was played. Each session lasted two minutes and the complete interaction,
including the positions of the finger, the target, the car, the cloud particles, and the action
taken, was logged.
4.4.3 Methodology
Twelve participants (9 male, aged 18 to 48) took part in the study; all but one self-reported
right dominant hand. A counterbalanced within-subjects design was used. Trials were
always presented in the same order. Conditions were tested in a sitting lab environment. The
experiment consisted of a short introduction followed by a training session and the three
conditions. The training session, which was exclusively devoted to familiarise subjects with
the controls, lasted ten minutes and was divided into four parts: in the first part participants
experienced the joystick controls and then practised all three versions of the game. In all three
conditions subjects had to perform the same tasks of tracking identical random sequences
of a horizontally moving road for two minutes. At the end of each condition they were
asked to complete a NASA-TLX [38] and a free-form questionnaire measuring perceived
workload and level of engagement respectively. Once all conditions were completed a user
experience questionnaire was also filled in. The experiment took about half an hour in total
and participants were allowed to rest between conditions.
4.4.4 Performance Measures
The following performance measures were used for the analysis of the experimental data:
• Average duration on-target – ∑|et |≤ε ∆t,
• Total time off-target – ∑|et |>ε ∆t,
• Expended finger movement effort – ∆ut = |ut−ut−1|∆t ,
• Resulting change in control input – ∆Ut = |Ut−Ut−1|∆t ,
• Total number of errors – ∑|et |>ε,|et−1|≤ε 1.
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Fig. 4.5 Perceived workload – lower scores correspond to better ratings. Performance and
frustration (left) are significantly correlated with empowerment (ρ = −0.4, p = .015 and
ρ =−0.33, p= .048). Between-groups physical effort (right) – Group 2 is significantly lower
than Groups 1 and 3 combined, all conditions combined (Wilcoxon rank sum p < .000).
4.4.5 Performance Analysis
A Pearson correlation test revealed significant negative correlation between empowerment
levels and NASA-TLX (see Figure 4.5/left) perceived performance (ρ = −0.4, p = .015)
and frustration (ρ =−0.33, p= .048), and perceived uncertainty (ρ =−0.55, p= .000) (see
Figure 4.6/right). Among objective measures listed above only total time off-target (see
Figure 4.6/left) was significantly correlated with empowerment (ρ =−0.47, p = .004).
Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks tests show that subjects performed significantly better
in High than Medium and Low empowerment conditions – i.e. they had lower total number
of errors (p < .001), higher average duration on-target (p < .001), lower total time off-target
(Medium p= .024 with Bonferroni correction and Low p< .005). Perceived uncertainty was
significantly higher in Low than High and Medium empowerment conditions (p < .005) and
perceived performance was significantly better in High than Low empowerment condition
(p = .014 with Bonferroni correction), which is consistent with measured performance.
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Fig. 4.6 Total time spent off the road (left) and perceived uncertainty about the exact loca-
tion of the car measured on a 7-point Likert scale (right) are significantly correlated with
empowerment levels (Pearson ρ =−0.47, p = .004 and ρ =−0.55, p = .000 respectively).
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4.4.6 Behaviour Analysis
Subjects exhibit various ways of coping with noise reflected by changes in their activity
levels influenced by varying levels of disturbances, which are visible in the rate of change in
finger movement effort and the resulting change in control input (see Figure 4.7). Classifying
subjects into Group 1 (1,2,3,4), Group 2 (5,6,7,8,9) and Group 3 (10,11,12), based on these
trends and using the ranks from Figure 4.7, leads to the following observation. Group 1 react
to increased disturbances by decreasing the expended physical effort and actual control by
nearly 20%, i.e. by adopting a more relaxed behaviour, while Group 3 react by increasing
them by 20% and more, i.e. by putting more effort into dealing with disturbances. This
suggests that Group 1 expend more effort the more empowered they are to control the
environment. Group 2 expend lower levels of effort on average and have nearly constant
levels in all conditions, however the changes in finger movement effort and in resulting
control input are not reciprocal. Interestingly, higher levels of finger movement effort result
in lower levels of control input. This incongruity can be attributed to loss of empowerment
due to the higher level of disturbances, i.e. subjects did not perceive accurately the effect
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Fig. 4.7 Change in finger movement effort (top) and the resulting change in control input
(bottom) – subjects are ranked according to performance in the Medium vs. High empower-
ment condition in the top and the same ranking is used in the bottom. The Medium and Low
empowerment conditions are normalised against the High.
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Table 4.2 User preferences
Preference High Medium Low
Most preferred 9 3 0
Least preferred 1 4 7
of their actions in the Medium and Low empowerment conditions. Furthermore, the user
preferences in Table 4.2 show that only subjects from Group 2 (all but one) disliked mostly
the Medium empowerment condition, which exhibits more erratic visual feedback. Group 2
is also significantly lower in perceived physical effort (see Figure 4.5/right) than Groups 1
and 3 combined, all conditions combined (pair-wise Wilcoxon rank sum test p < .000).
4.4.7 Tracking Patterns
Most participants tried to anticipate the switches in the target’s direction and put an effort
into minimising their reaction time. The task required only basic skills, still the response
time varied significantly across subjects – some were faster and others slower to react. Eager
anticipation of more active subjects led to cases of oscillation at repeated turning points,
while more relaxed ones showed smoother tracking patterns. A more detailed qualitative
analysis of the time series of two characteristic subjects reveals patterns of lead and lag
behaviour, the first one – subject A – being more active (see Figure 4.8), while the second
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Fig. 4.8 The time series of subject A in the High (blue), Medium (green) and Low (brown)
empowerment conditions – an example of high expended effort. Lead patterns of target-
anticipating behaviour are visible at the turning points. The colour strips underneath represent
the events on/off-target. The red blocks show few periods off-target, more frequent in the
Medium and the Low empowerment conditions as well as the second half of the sessions.
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one – subject B – more relaxed (see Figure 4.9). The time series of subject A, presented in
Figure 4.8, show an example of high expended physical effort in all conditions, leading to
close tracking performance. The off-target events, highlighted in red at the bottom, show
higher frequency in the Medium and the Low empowerment conditions as well as the second
half of the sessions, the latter suggesting a sign of boredom. The time series of subject B,
presented in Figure 4.9, show an example of low expended physical effort resulting in a
loose tracking performance reflected by the significant number of longer periods off-target
highlighted in red at the bottom.
Further analysis reveals specific aspects of the measured and perceived performance.
Table 4.3/A show that subjects A and B spent considerably different amounts of time off-
target, while for A this indicator is lower than 5-10%, for B it is higher than 20%. This is
consistent with the NASA-TLX results (see Table 4.3/B) where lower values reflect better
ratings. Table 4.3/C and 4.3/D present further aspects of the error as measured by the total
number of leaving-the-road events and by the distribution of off-target periods duration. They
reveal details of the interaction dynamics indicating how often subjects went off the road
and how quickly they were eager and able to come back on the track. The figures show
that subject B left the track significantly more often than subject A and spent considerably
longer periods of time off the road. The activity levels of both subjects (see Table 4.3/E)
show that subject A applied significantly higher physical effort than subject B measured by
the direct control effort derivative of finger motion as detected by the touch-sensitive screen,
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Fig. 4.9 Time series of subject B, an example of low expended effort, in the High (blue),
Medium (green) and Low (brown) empowerment conditions. Lag patterns of relaxed target-
following are visible at the peaks. The colour strips underneath depict events on/off-target.
The red blocks reveal a significant number of periods off-target of considerable length.
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which correspond to higher (A) and lower (B) number of action alternations (see Table 4.3/F).
The distributions of actions applied by both subjects (see Table 4.3/G) reveal that subject
B applied semi-uniformly all actions and most frequently the idle one, while subject A
alternated between the left and the right action barely using the idle action. The distributions
of idle periods duration (see Table 4.3/H) reflect the more relaxed behaviour of subject B,
Table 4.3 Various performance indicators for the subjects A and B in the High, Medium and
Low empowerment conditions (presented in this order).
Code Measure Subject A Subject B
A Relative time on/off-target (%)
B Perceived performance (the lower the better)
C Total number of leaving-the-road events
D Distribution of off-target periods duration (sec.)
E Normalised expended finger movement effort
F Total number of action alternations
G Action distribution – left/idle/right (%)
H Distribution of idle periods duration (sec.)
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who kept idle for significantly longer periods compared to the extremely brief idle patterns of
subject A (~200 ms), revealing the more erratic and sharp transitions between left and right
actions and approaching the limits of human sensorimotor abilities. Both subjects expended
the most effort in the Medium empowerment condition (see Table 4.3/E,F,G), which however
resulted in the worst performance in terms of the indicator presented in Table 4.3/C. This
highlights specific differences between the Medium and the Low empowerment conditions
and suggests that the predictive display of the latter helps keeping the car in the safe zone at
a lower cost compared to the direct, but more erratic feedback of the former.
4.5 Discussion
The results show that performance dropped significantly in Low and Medium compared to
High empowerment condition, as expected, however this was not linked to a consistent trend
in control effort. Some subjects increased while others decreased their effort, which reveal
alternative forms of human adaptation in the face of uncertainty. The analysis identified a
particular group of subjects, who kept the control effort steady across conditions and disliked
most the Medium empowerment condition, and furthermore had significantly lower perceived
physical effort than the rest. Low and Medium empowerment conditions were significantly
different in perceived uncertainty, which is a reflection of the system design, however this did
not translate proportionally into performance difference as they were close both in measured
and perceived performance. As expected, uncertainty increased frustration, nevertheless
participants were able to adapt appropriately to the uncertain environment (i.e. increasingly
rely on prior knowledge as suggested in [56]) and to deliver a good performance.
Empowerment correlates significantly with total time off-target, perceived uncertainty,
perceived performance and frustration, which demonstrate its overlap with standard measures.
However, the large data variability suggests that further work is required to validate statisti-
cally the proposed measure and establish the exact regression curves compared to baselines.
The loss of empowerment implicates interesting trends in the activity levels indicating another
area for future research.
Technology and design-related usability issues affected the prototype system. Most
subjects lacked the tactile feedback from the control area covered by their finger, which
increased the difficulty in controlling the discrete transitions at this specific resolution level.
All subjects found it easy to learn how to use the system, however few used predominantly
the two extremes, left and right, and rarely the middle, perhaps due to the narrow range.
This work built on certain simplifying assumptions in the representation of the continuous
interactive task with a relatively low-granularity discrete model, which inevitably affects the
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model accuracy. There is a trade-off in the design process, which implicates that the more
accurate the models the more reliable the measure they imply, however at a higher modelling
cost. The purpose of the discretisation applied here was primarily to keep the complexity of
the presentation low and thus reduce the threshold for readers not adept with the employed
information-theoretic concepts.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a measure for quantifying uncertainty in dynamic interactive systems
built on the principle of empowerment and suggested its potential for making predictions
and providing theoretical bounds on standard performance metrics based solely on properties
of the environment. The formal extension of the original empowerment framework to
incorporate lags in the perception–action loop in a principled way captures uncertainty
attributed to various factors common in interactive systems (e.g. noise, delays, errors, etc.)
in a generic theoretical measure and expands the capability of empowerment to model
human–machine systems enabling its application in the domain of HCI.
As a universal, generic and embodied utility measure empowerment could provide
an analytical tool facilitating the theoretical evaluation of system’s usability in various
environmental conditions as it only requires the probabilistic model of the system’s feedback
loop, and could serve as a criterion in user interface design optimisation. Chapter 7 will
demonstrate how empowerment could model human behaviour and will present its relation
to user experience. These arguments, along with the theoretical coherence of empowerment,
suggest its potential as part of a future toolset for understanding interactive systems.
The adoption of entropy-based information-theoretic principles could address more
appropriately the variability in human–machine systems and could foster the foundation of
a more solid theoretical framework for the study of HCI as well as provide a number of
practical benefits. Such principles could help designers treat and evaluate interactive systems
in a general fashion and could augment current usability studies improving quality of design,
while at the same time reducing risk and evaluation costs. Applying empowerment, however,
involves a certain amount of modelling costs, which may be too high for particular systems.
The application of empowerment to other domains of HCI, e.g. to the traditional discrete
interaction paradigm, is an exciting topic for future work. Another interesting direction is the
exploration of time-varying irregular delays, which are supported by the proposed empower-
ment model, however their investigation was beyond the scope of this thesis. Furthermore,
the application of the recently developed continuous approximation of empowerment could
enable the treatment of more realistic continuous models of dynamic interactive systems.
Chapter 5
Information Parsimony in Decision
Making
‘As far as the laws of mathematics refer
to reality, they are not certain; and as
far as they are certain, they do not refer
to reality.’
Albert Einstein
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a characterisation of human information processing with respect to
decision making in the domain of dynamic manual control building on the concept of
Relevant Information, which is arguably linked directly to cognitive workload [77, 102].
The approach makes certain simplifying assumptions about how we process information
and models that based on the external manifestations of the perception–action loop, i.e. the
feedback sent to the human sensors and the actions applied in response to that feedback,
without diving into the underlying neurophysiological processes running in the human brain.
The chapter explores the relationship between the three variants of the Relevant Information
concept – RI, C-RI and LA-RI (Section 3.6) – in an attempt to find a model that best fits
human data recorded in Experiment I (Section 4.4). Numerical simulations and an in-depth
analysis reveal the relation between a human operator and an information-parsimonious
optimal controller. A further benchmark, elucidating the capacity of the Relevant Information
approach to explain specific types of human behaviour, is provided by Gaussian Process
machine learning technique regressing on the same set of empirical data.
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5.2 Background
Perception, information processing and actuation are often considered as individual processes,
however combining them introduces the perception–action feedback cycle, which is often
defined as ‘the circular flow of information between an organism and its environment in the
course of a sensory guided sequence of actions towards a goal’ [28, 29]. The Markovian
Decision Processes (MDPs) provide a framework, which enables finding a value-optimal
policy for a given task measured by a reward function, however, does not consider the
decision-making cost associated with executing that policy. Thus, an optimal policy for an
MDP may be found, which maximises the reward achieved by the agent, but does not heed
possible computational costs or limits imposed on the agent. The combination of information
theory and MDPs offers the possibility to control the information processing cost required by
an agent to achieve a certain level of performance in terms of rewards [77, 102].
The information-theoretic treatment of decision and action sequences introduced by
[102] reveals a direct analogy to codes in communication and their complexity – the minimal
number of decisions required for reaching a goal bounded by informational measures. In
addition, this information-theoretic view is universal, general and can be post-hoc imbued
with the specific constraints of particular models. On the informational level scenarios with
different computational models can be directly compared with each other. At the same time
the informational treatment enables the incorporation of limits on the information processing
capacity, which are fundamental properties of agent–environment systems. This allows the
consideration of the informational cost for performing a task or whether the task is feasible if
constraints in the form of limited informational bandwidth are imposed.
5.3 Stochastic Model
Here the car tracking system (see Chapter 4) is modelled through the standard Reinforcement
Learning approach where the target is a recurring state in a non-episodic task and the
agent receives at each step a ‘reward’ (or a ‘penalty’). The following model of a fully
observable MDP tries to preserve the system dynamics while keeping the complexity and the
dimensionality low. It is defined over the discrete state space
S =P×V ,
corresponding to two random variables – the car’s position relative to the middle of the track
(P ∈P) and the car’s velocity relative to the track velocity (V ∈ V ) – varying in the range
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of [−60,60] and [−6,6] respectively. The action space consists of three discrete actions
A = {le f t, idle,right},
corresponding to the selected direction of motion. The state transition function is approx-
imated empirically using simulations based on the deterministic action dynamics and the
stochastic road trajectory. Since the goal is to keep the car in the middle of the road and leav-
ing the road is considered an error the reward function is designed so as to reach its maximum
of one when the car is in the middle of the road, decrease linearly to zero towards both edges
of the road, and keep the zero level beyond. The discount factor used in the computation
of the three relevant information methods was γ = 0.95, while the ‘inverse temperature’ β
varied in the range of [10−1,106], the higher bound serving as an approximation of infinity
as larger β values lead to numerical instability due to exponent divergence.
5.3.1 Information vs. Utility Trade-off
Assuming the above model the level of mutual information between states and actions I(S,A)
is upper-bounded by the entropies of both spaces, which in turn are bounded by the logarithm
of the cardinality of the respective space, i.e. log |X | and log |A |= log3 = 1.58 bits. The
accumulated utility level given the maximum reward of one unit and γ = 0.95 discount factor
is upper-bounded by 20 units, which is an upper limit for the achievable utility given the
specific model. These bounds provide theoretical constraints on the trade-off curves and
characterise the distance between a particular solution and the theoretical optimum.
Figure 5.1 presents the information vs. utility trade-off curves computed with the three
variants of the relevant information method using Algorithms 2 and 3. It shows that an
increase in relevant information leads to an increase in expected utility, i.e. investing more
in information bandwidth allows for higher performance. Note that when β vanishes this
attempts to save on relevant information while being indifferent to the achievement of a
high utility. As opposed to that letting β → ∞ aims for a policy that is optimal in its utility,
however unlike the conventional Reinforcement Learning method of value iteration the
relevant information algorithm will select a soft-max policy among the optimal policies,
more precisely the one that minimises the relevant information.
Figure 5.1 also reveals that the standard RI method yields lower levels of utility due to
the assumption of a static uniform state distribution, which averages uniformly the utility
accumulated in every state. This corresponds to the assumption that the agent has no prior
knowledge about the state it is most likely to observe. In contrast, the C-RI and LA-RI
methods constantly update the underlying state distribution, which is consistent with the
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Fig. 5.1 The theoretical information vs. utility trade-off curves generated by the look-ahead
(LA-RI), the consistent (C-RI) and the standard (RI) relevant information methods in green,
blue and red respectively. RI has lower utility due to the uniform state distribution. LA-RI
achieves higher utility than C-RI for a range of finite β levels.
actual policy at all times and therefore achieve a higher overall utility level. In this case
the C-RI and LA-RI methods generate the same trade-off curves asymptotically as β → 0
and β → ∞ with more pronounced deviations particularly in the range of β ∈ [0.5,100]
corresponding to relevant information I(S,A) ∈ [0.1,0.5] bits, which are explored in more
detail below.
This view adopts the hypothesis that humans implement an information-parsimony
principle [57, 76] implying that they achieve a given level of performance at the lowest infor-
mational cost possible. This corresponds to operating close to the optimal reward/information
trade-off curve provided that a suitable reward function is available [13, 99]. This treatment
uses Shannon information with the specific interpretation as an information processing cost –
the minimal informational cost of the decision process that the agent has to undergo in order
to achieve a particular reward.
5.3.2 LA-RI vs. C-RI
The average distances between the optimal policies provided by the LA-RI and C-RI al-
gorithms measured in Jensen-Shannon divergence are presented in Figure 5.2. The figure
reveals that for very small (β < 0.1) and large (β > 1000) values of β both methods provide
identical optimal solutions. For values in-between a policy difference appears, which peaks
for β = 2. Diving into more detail Figure 5.3 presents the Jensen-Shannon divergence
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Fig. 5.2 The Jensen-Shannon divergence mean between the optimal LA-RI and C-RI policies
computed for various levels of β . The policies are most distinct for β = 2 and coincide at
the two extremes.
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Fig. 5.3 The Jensen-Shannon divergence between the optimal LA-RI and C-RI policies
of a moving action derived for four specific levels of β : .3, 1, 3 and 100, revealing more
pronounced variabilities for higher relative velocity or higher error.
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Fig. 5.4 The optimal C-RI (left) and LA-RI (right) policies of a moving action derived for
β = 2. The probabilistic profile of the opposite action is symmetrical with an identical shape.
For higher velocities LA-RI provides smooth policy transitions unlike C-RI.
profiles between the optimal C-RI and LA-RI policies for a moving action and four specific
levels of β . It reveals that the differences are more pronounced in areas with higher relative
velocity or higher error. The complete policy profiles corresponding to Figure 5.3/c (β = 2)
are presented in Figure 5.4, in which the landscape reflects the probability map of taking
the action in a specific state. The figure shows that for higher relative velocities the larger
predictive horizon of the LA-RI method ensures smooth monotonic policy transitions unlike
the single-step C-RI approach. These translate into better solutions found by the LA-RI
method, which achieve higher utility levels than the C-RI (see Figure 5.1).
5.3.3 Empirical Trade-Off
In order to explore the behaviour of an artificial agent performing the car tracking task in
settings close to the user study I conducted a series of simulations using the optimal policies
of the three RI methods derived for a various levels of β . All simulations were initialised
with the fixed (0,0) starting state as in the user study, which renders certain states in the
space unreachable in the course of interaction due to the discrete action set A = {−5,0,5}.
From the simulated data I computed the empirical utility levels and estimated the mutual
information between states and actions using a discrete calculator. The resulting empirical
trade-off curves, presented in Figure 5.5, reveal certain deviations from the theoretically
computed curves. For example, the maximal utility level does not exceed 15 units, which is
lower than the theoretical limit presented in Figure 5.1. The reason for these deviations is
that the computation of the theoretical limits considers every possible initial state while all
simulations started from the same state.
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Fig. 5.5 The empirical trade-off curves computed on simulated data obtained from executing
the optimal RI, C-RI and LA-RI policies corresponding to various levels of β . The deviations
from the theoretical curves are due to the fixed initial starting state used in all simulations,
which restricts the number of visited states.
The absolute error histogram of an optimal P∗LA−RI policy simulation (see Figure 5.6)
reveals that due to the fixed initial starting point and the discrete action step used in the
simulations the smallest possible errors account for 5%, 10% and 15% of the interaction
duration respectively. For most of the simulation run (bar 5%) the optimal agent is not able
to nullify the error because of getting trapped by the policy one or two cells away from the
target, since jumping +5/-5 cells would further distance it from the centre of the target.
This explains the deviation from the theoretically achievable utility levels where the
different starting points increase the probability of getting closer to the target. The empirical
mean error – in red in this figure – provides a characterisation for the task difficulty from an
optimal controller point of view.
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Fig. 5.6 The absolute distance from target histogram provided by a simulation using the
optimal P∗LA−RI policy derived for β = 10
6. The red line depicts the mean distance. The agent
gets frequently trapped one or two cells away from the target due to the specific initial state.
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Another obvious difference between the theoretical and the empirical trade-off curves
is the amount of information used by the standard RI method, which in the simulation is
computed over the empirical (hence consistent) state distribution by default and approaches
the limit of 1.58 bits unlike its theoretical limit of 1.2 bits computed over a uniform state
distribution. For the same reason of consistent state distributions the three methods achieve
empirically identical asymptotic levels of utility unlike theoretically (see Figure 5.2).
5.3.4 Soft vs. Sharp Policies
The simulated trajectories of 500 000 trials using the optimal P∗LA−RI policies corresponding
to six levels of β are aggregated in Figure 5.7, in which β increases from left to right and from
the top down. For small β the optimal policy is close to a random walk at little informational
cost and low utility levels since it does not track the target and the trajectories look like a
diffusion process. As β and therefore the available information capacity increases sharper,
more refined and accurate policies emerge, which enable the gradual convergence to the
target trajectory. The curves for intermediate levels of β split in certain locations where the
agent loses the target with a relatively high probability. For higher levels of β the optimal
controller closely tracks the target.
Fig. 5.7 The tracking trajectories aggregated from 500 000 simulations using the optimal
P∗LA−RI policies for six levels of β : .1, .9, 2, 3, 5 and 10
6. As β increases from left to right
and from the top down the initial random walk transforms into loose tracking occasionally
loosing the target in certain locations and converging to close tracking for the highest β .
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5.4 Human Performance
This section presents further aspects of human performance inferred from data recorded
in the ‘High’ empowerment condition of Experiment I, which complements the analysis
presented in Chapter 4 with new insights. In order to relate human performance to the
theoretical limits presented earlier in this chapter I computed the empirical utility vs. relevant
information trade-off per subject and characterised the results with the corresponding levels
achieved by an optimal P∗LA−RI artificial agent. Prior to determining the best estimate of
mutual information from the time series I investigated the time-shift characteristics between
perception and action using two different methods.
5.4.1 Lag Inference
A standard cross correlation analysis performed on the visual feedback and the actions
in the recorded experimental data (see Figure 5.8/top) reveals high levels of correlation
for all subjects with a relatively low variance. The corresponding lag distribution (see
Figure 5.8/middle) reflects a delay of 300-500 ms characteristic for the human sensorimotor
loop with few exceptions.
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Fig. 5.8 Cross Correlation (top) and Mutual Information (bottom) of perception and action in
the condition ‘High’ of Experiment I. High levels of cross correlation with low variability
(top). The lags between perception and action maximising cross correlation (red) and mutual
information (blue) reflect the human sensorimotor delay of 300-500 ms (middle). The
levels of mutual information between perception and action maximised over lags (blue) and
computed for maximal cross correlation lags (red) are upper-bounded by 1.58 bits (bottom).
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Further insight into the correlation between perception and action is provided by their
mutual information computed with a discrete estimator. Maximising the mutual information
by time-shifting the data series over reasonable levels of delay resulted in similar lag profiles
as shown in Figure 5.8/middle with few exceptions for subjects S2, S8 and S10.
This provides evidence for considering the mutual information maximised over the lag
as an accurate estimate to be used in the utility-information trade-off chart. The maximised
levels of mutual information and their counterparts computed with time-shifting the data
by the maximal cross correlation lags (see Figure 5.8/bottom) reveal that the corresponding
levels of mutual information are very close to each other, as expected, with the above
exceptions for subjects S2, S8 and S10.
5.4.2 Empirical Trade-off
Applying the earlier specified reward function and γ = 0.95 discount factor used in the
theoretical computation I calculated the utility levels per subject from the experimental
data. The corresponding trade-offs between these utility levels and the two levels of mutual
information – the maximal and the one computed with the maximal cross correlation lags –
per subject show interesting trends (see Figure 5.9).
Fig. 5.9 Mutual information vs. utility levels per subject derived from empirical data
recorded in the ‘High’ empowerment condition of Experiment I using: (empty) maximal
mutual information, and (filled) mutual information computed with maximal cross correlation
lags. Large variability in utility levels is achieved with similar levels of mutual information,
suggesting the structural differences between the applied action strategies.
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Subject S2 achieved a relatively high utility level by exploiting the two moving actions
for ~80% of the time (see Figure 5.10), which pushed the mutual information level down to
almost 1.1 bits, i.e. very close to the theoretical limit corresponding to using two actions only
log2 = 1 bit. Subject S10 achieved the same level of utility by applying a similar distribution
of actions (see Figure 5.10), however at the slightly higher informational cost of ~1.2 bits
due to a more consistent action selection.
This example demonstrates the potential of the applied information-theoretic indicator to
reveal the degree of structure in human behaviour and discriminate two otherwise identical –
in terms of the applied action distribution and the resulting utility level – patterns of human
performance. The highest utility level was achieved by subject S4, who demonstrated a more
relaxed behaviour than subjects S2 and S10 and applied the three actions more uniformly,
however also more consistently, which incurred a slightly higher informational cost of 1.27
bits. On the other extreme of the chart are subjects S1 and S8, who stayed idle more than the
others and achieved the lowest utility levels, however at the highest informational cost of
~1.3 bits – the level of information at which the empirical trade-off curve saturates at the
highest utility level (see Figure 5.5). This suggests that subjects S1 and S8 underperformed
at this specific informational level, i.e. they wasted cognitive resources in achieving the
respective (low) level of utility.
This novel information-theoretic aspect characterises the underlying structure of the
experimental data and links that structure (or the lack of it) to purely performance-oriented
indicators. It could provide an index for the consistency of a particular strategy facilitating the
more insightful description of human behaviour and complementing standard performance
metrics.
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Fig. 5.10 Action distributions in blue/green/red corresponding to the left/idle/right actions
respectively derived from data recorded in the ‘High’ empowerment condition of Experiment
I for five characteristic subjects, which reveal that S1 and S8 stayed idle twice longer overall
than S2 and S10.
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5.5 Human vs. an Info-Parsimonious Optimal controller
In order to find a fit for the model of the human operator I explored the behaviour of an optimal
controller in series of simulations using settings close to the user study. In all simulations
an agent executed the optimal P∗LA−RI policy (β = 10
6) starting from the (0,0) initial state
and tracking the same target trajectory as in the user study. The settings corresponded to the
‘High’ empowerment condition, with no disturbances in the feedback loop in the form of
noise or delays. However, in order to emulate the inherent human sensorimotor lag various
constant levels of artificial delay were added to the actuation channel.
From the simulation data I computed the empirical trade-off curves for several levels
of actuation delay in the range of [0,750] ms, presented in Figure 5.11. The figure relates
the empirical utility vs. mutual information levels provided by the user study with the
simulated trade-off curves revealing that the human levels are located around the extensions
of the curves corresponding to delay levels of 300-450 ms, known as characteristic for
human reaction time. Subjects S1 and S8, whose response time is in the range of 600 ms
(see Figure 5.8/middle) achieve lower utility, slightly exceeding the level of an optimal
controller performing at 600 ms constant lag, however at a higher informational cost of 1.3
bits as opposed to 1.1 bits. Subject S2, whose response time is at the other extreme (~200
ms) achieves a higher utility than the curve corresponding to 300 ms delay. This is the
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Fig. 5.11 The empirical trade-off curves generated from simulation data of P∗LA−RI optimal
controller for various levels of β and actuation delays in the range of [0,750] ms. The utility
vs. mutual information levels of all participants in the ‘High’ empowerment condition of
Experiment I are depicted with green dots. The human levels are in the region of an optimal
agent operating with 300-450 ms response time with a certain excess of informational cost.
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only subject performing at an informational level closely matching an optimal controller.
Subject S10, who has a moderate response time of 300-400 ms, exceeds the utility of an
agent performing at 300 ms delay, however at the price of a higher informational cost
of 1.2 bits. It needs to be emphasised that the agent policy is optimised with respect to
no delays in the perception–action loop and thus can be suboptimal and even inferior to
human performance when executed with delays. Subject S4 provides an example of human
performance characteristic of 300 ms lag achieving a higher utility, however at a higher
informational cost compared to an agent operating at the same lag level.
The empirical trade-off curves generated with constant levels of actuation delays are
not necessarily optimal for the proposed MDP model and are presented only for providing
an insight in the search for a good fit for the model of the human operator. More accurate
models of optimal controllers operating with delays in the perception–action loop require a
different framework, which however exceeds the scope of the presented information-theoretic
treatment of MDPs.
5.6 Model Fitting
This section presents the application of two approaches for fitting models to specific types
of tracking performance observed in Experiment I. The first approach is based on the LA-
RI method, while the second one is using Gaussian Process regression machine learning
technique. The key characteristics of both approaches are demonstrated through an empirical
evaluation of the fitted models. The following analysis was performed on the experimental
data of two particular subjects, each representing a distinct type of human behaviour.
The first one (subject S8) is an example of very relaxed tracking performance with large
varying response time in the range of 600 ms (see Figure 5.12). The smooth edges around the
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Fig. 5.12 Time series of subject S8, an example of very relaxed tracking performance
characterised by a large varying response time (~600 ms) and extended idle periods yielding
a low utility level.
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Fig. 5.13 Time series of subject S10, an example of close tracking performance characterised
by a high level of activity around the turning points, an average response time (300-400 ms)
and short idle periods yielding a high utility level.
turning points with rare overshoot suggest a substantial degree of anticipation characteristic
for higher order models, which differ from the properties of the purely reactive controller
introduced in this chapter. As expected, no sufficiently good fit was found for this pattern of
human behaviour among the controllers described in the previous section.
The second one (subject S10) is an example of close tracking performance, characterised
by short response time (300-400 ms), high level of activity around the turning points and
systematic overshoot (see Figure 5.13). Qualitatively, this tracking pattern appears similar to
the reactive behaviour generated by an optimal LA-RI controller with the obvious lack of
spring dynamics, which is not included in the model for the sake of simplicity.
5.6.1 Look-Ahead Relevant Information
The simulated trajectories of two types of parameterisation of an optimal LA-RI controller,
the first one generated for five specific levels of β and a constant actuation delay of 300
ms, while the second one for the maximal β = 106 and various constant delay levels, are
presented in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 respectively.
Figure 5.14/top reveals how the agent struggles to track the target for low levels of β at
this level of actuation delay, whereas a higher level of β provides a more accurate policy
enabling the compensation for the delay (middle plot), and demonstrates a close tracking
performance for even higher β (bottom plot).
The trajectory presented in Figure 5.15/top reveals a very close tracking performance
corresponding to no actuation delay in the feedback loop, while increasing the delay intro-
duces an obvious lag, resulting in overshoot and oscillations around the turning points. The
tracking pattern corresponding to the maximal β = 106 and an actuation delay of 300 ms
(see Figures 5.14/bottom and 5.15/middle) appears qualitatively as the closest match for the
experimental trajectory of subject S10.
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Fig. 5.14 Tracking trajectories of a LA-RI optimal controller for five levels of β : .5, .9, 2,
6 and 106 (from the top down) and actuation delay of 300 ms. Higher levels of β result in
sharper policies enabling closer tracking.
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Fig. 5.15 Tracking trajectories of a LA-RI optimal controller (β = 106) with actuation delay
of various magnitudes: 0, 150, 300, 600 and 750 ms (from the top down). Increasing delays
introduce lags, overshoot and oscillations around turning points.
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5.6.2 Gaussian Process Regression
To further elucidate the properties of the information-theoretic approach I contrasted the
above model to models derived with Gaussian Process (GP) regression machine learning
technique [62, 80]. The GP models regressed the next car position based on the last ten car
and track positions. The recorded experimental data was split into training and validation
data sets per subject. Since the exact implementations of Gaussian Processes scale with
O(n2) and O(n3) in computational and memory complexity respectively, this constrains
their practical application. To address these issues a number of computationally efficient
approximations of GPs have been proposed, which reduce memory requirements to O(nm)
and the computational complexity to O(nm2) (m≪ n). The results presented in this section
are based on the Sparse Spectrum Gaussian Process (SSGP) approximation method, which
was proposed in [58].
The precision of the SSGP model fit measured by the normalised mean square error and
the mean negative log-probability is presented in Figure 5.16 for a wide range of hyper-
parameters (basis functions) for subjects S8 and S10. To minimise the probability of getting
stuck in a local minima, which is typical for such non-convex optimisation methods, I
initialised each trial 100 times with a different random seed. These indicators reveal a better
fit for subject S8, for which SSGP minimises the error for as few as six basis functions,
while for subject S10 it requires 20 basis functions. The regression means (see Figure 5.17)
provided by SSGP models derived with 100 basis functions follow closely the validation
curves of both subjects, with a minor overshoot around the turning points.
Figures 5.18 and 5.19 demonstrate the predictive power of the SSGP models of subjects
S10 and S8 respectively, derived with 100 basis functions, in simulations with previously
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Fig. 5.16 Normalised mean square error (left) and mean negative log-probability (right) of
SSGP models trained on experimental data of subjects S8 (red) and S10 (blue) for various
numbers of basis functions. The model accuracy is significantly higher for S8 than for S10,
and furthermore saturates the indicators for six vs. 20 basis functions respectively.
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unseen randomly generated track trajectory. The model of subject S10 performs with a short
lag, smoother transitions and less overshoot around the turning points than observed in the
corresponding experimental data (see Figure 5.13), while the model of subject S8 exhibits a
larger lag with smoother transitions than characteristic for the trajectory in Figure 5.12.
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Fig. 5.17 Regression mean (red) and standard deviation (grey) of SSGP models for subjects
S8 (left) and S10 (right) derived with 100 basis functions, revealing a close fit with a minor
overshoot around the turning points.
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Fig. 5.18 Tracking trajectory of the SSGP model of subject S10, derived with 100 basis
functions, generated in simulation with previously unseen track in predictive mode, revealing
short lags, smooth transitions and minor overshoot around the turning points.
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Fig. 5.19 Tracking trajectory of the SSGP model of subject S8, derived with 100 basis func-
tions, generated in simulation with previously unseen track in predictive mode, characterised
by larger lags and smooth transitions.
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5.6.3 Performance Characteristics
The following performance analysis of experimental and simulated data provides important
insights into the properties of the two modelling methods. The GP models were trained on
experimental data of subjects S10 and S8 with 100 basis functions, whereas the generative
LA-RI model is subject-independent. All performance indicators provided by GP and LA-RI
simulations use an identical previously unseen track (see Figures 5.18 and 5.19), which is
comparable in characteristics, however is of different shape than the experimental track.
Figure 5.20 reveals that subject S10 and a LA-RI controller operating with 300 ms
actuation delay have similar performance characteristics measured by the frequency of
action alternations, movement periods duration, number of leaving-the-road events, relative
time on/off target and on/off-target periods duration. The performance deviations in action
distribution and idle periods duration are due to the unconstrained speed in alternating the
two moving actions, which benefits the LA-RI controller and results in a nearly binary
action policy and extremely short idle periods. This speed is however limited in the physical
prototype by the specific design of the control device and the sensorimotor constraints of the
human operator. The results demonstrate that this particular type of human performance is
approximated well by the LA-RI controller. In contrast, the GP10 model delivers a higher
– continuously on-target – performance with a lower effort, characterised by less frequent
action alternations and longer idle periods, providing a human-like action distribution.
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Fig. 5.20 Performance indicators for subject S10, the corresponding Gaussian Process re-
gression model GP10 and a LA-RI information-parsimonious model operating with 300 ms
actuation delay. S10 and LA-RI show similar levels for all indicators, but action distribution
and idle periods duration, while GP10 achieves the best performance with the least effort.
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Fig. 5.21 Performance indicators for subject S8, the corresponding Gaussian Process re-
gression model GP8 and a LA-RI information-parsimonious model operating with 300
ms actuation delay. S8 and GP8 achieve comparable levels for all indicators, which are
significantly different than the LA-RI levels, except for movement periods duration.
Figure 5.21 suggests that GP8 is a good fit for subject S8 across all indicators, while
LA-RI deviates substantially in all but one measure (movement duration). The results reveal
fundamental differences between the two approaches, emphasising the relation of the LA-RI
model to purely reactive behaviour and the good GP approximation of smoother performance.
5.7 Discussion
This analysis highlighted a novel aspect of human behaviour reflecting the structure of deci-
sion making, which is not explicitly captured by standard performance metrics. It provides a
new perspective for characterising performance and could augment current user evaluations.
Albeit confined by certain simplifying assumptions the information-parsimonious optimal
controller provided a particular fit to human performance when executed with 300-450
ms actuation delay, the range typically observed in the user study. The lack of physical
constraints in the LA-RI model (e.g. spring dynamics) allowed the controller to alternate
instantaneously between left and right, and ignore the idle action when it was not necessary.
The particular design of the control device and the limits of human performance, however,
hindered such a binary interaction style in the user study as subjects had to move inevitably
their fingers across the idle zone and activate the idle action when switching direction.
The information vs. utility trade-off curves generated by an optimal controller operating
with 300-450 ms actuation delay reach maximal utility levels at a cost close to 1 bit of relevant
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information. Intuitively, this key implication can be interpreted as the binary knowledge
about the position of the car respective to the target (left/right), which is sufficient to make
an optimal decision and requires log2 = 1 bit on average. One subject operating at the
limits of human performance with a response time of 200 ms approached the informational
level of an optimal controller by achieving 1.1 bits on average, i.e. an excess of just 0.1 bit
of informational cost on decision making. Action policies of other subjects reveal further
structures and higher informational levels of up to 1.3 bits, which is typically due to more
frequent use of the idle action. The upper bound of this informational property given by the
cardinality of the action space log3 = 1.58 bits reflects the exact knowledge of the uniform
partitions of the state space corresponding to the three available actions. An optimal controller
operating with no delay achieves maximal utility level at a cost close to the theoretical limit
of 1.58 bits, i.e. by trading off more information for a significantly higher performance.
Despite its limitations the information-parsimonious model of tracking behaviour pro-
vided a sufficiently close fit (in informational cost and several performance indicators) for
one characteristic pattern observed in the user study. A direct comparison with GP models
revealed key performance differences primarily due to the purely reactive nature of the
information-theoretic model, and further elucidated its properties.
5.8 Conclusion
This chapter presented an application of a novel information-theoretic framework to a reward-
driven decision process in the perception–action cycle of an agent. It proposed a particular
MDP representation of a specific manual control problem encoded with a hypothetical
reward function, which is maximised by the agent. The information-theoretic view reframed
this problem into a trade-off between the reward achieved and the informational cost of
performing a task by incorporating limits on the information processing capacity, which
are fundamental properties of agent–environment systems. The results related standard
performance metrics to the capacity of relevant information and demonstrated its potential for
characterising and modelling human behaviour in a case study. This opens up the possibility
for evaluating the complexity of human–machine systems and the consistency of human
performance from a new perspective, and could provide a new analytic tool expanding
the existing set of standard measures applied in HCI research. The information-theoretic
treatment is universal, general and could enable the direct comparison of scenarios with
different computational models. However, further work is required to provide more accurate
models of human behaviour and to validate the approach in the domain of HCI.
Part III
Social Interaction

Chapter 6
Nonverbal Negotiated Interaction
‘Diplomacy is the art of letting someone
else have your way.’
American Proverb
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a novel method for negotiated interaction, inspired by the minimalist
interaction paradigm described in [4] and explores its feasibility in collaborative studies
investigating how people interact in dyads using restricted means for communication in
various environmental conditions. The experimental systems enable participants to commu-
nicate and collaborate at a distance with the emission and reception of tactile signals. Two
collaborative experiments provide empirical data for (1) exploring the effect limited modality
feedback has on human behaviour, performance and experience in eyes-free environments
as captured by the empowerment model developed in Chapter 7 and (2) investigating the
collaborative strategies and roles emerging over time and examining in detail how people co-
ordinate their actions as characterised by the information-theoretic measure of interpersonal
coordination developed and validated in Chapter 8. Research on human communication
typically uses pre-established languages, however, it would greatly benefit from elucidating
how such systems emerge and develop in the context of joint human activities in the absence
of pre-established communication systems [30]. Therefore, in the first study participants
were allowed to agree on a strategy prior to the experiment and in the second they were
not, which forced them to negotiate with the limited nonverbal means for communication
available during the experiment, elucidating the emergence of collaborative strategies.
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6.2 Background
Social interaction is an act of sharing meaning [25] in a complex two-way communication.
In a control system view, where the controlled object is another person, time delays can be of
the order of seconds to minutes or even days. Furthermore, there is a complex, noisy and
nonlinear relationship between our actions and the consequences, which makes the prediction
of another person’s response hard. There is noise in the perception of actions at both ends of
the loop and a stochasticity in the response due to fluctuations in internal states. The human
factor further increases the degrees of freedom as different people may react differently to
the same input [117]. To deal with such complexity humans use their capacity to infer the
mental states of others, understand their beliefs and read their intentions and goals, an ability
Tomasello described as putting oneself in someone else’s ‘cognitive shoes’ [106].
In collaborative interaction agents engage in a coordinated activity, in which they change
and/or influence the behaviour of one another by affecting each other’s psychological states.
Initiating a coordinated activity and starting a conversation requires sharing an experience and
establishing joint attention, which has the following four prerequisites: attention detection,
attention manipulation, social coordination and intentional understanding. In joint attentional
scenes humans jointly attend to the same aspect of the environment and to one another’s
attention to it [47]. In order to share experiences with one another humans are able to acquire
symbolic conventions allowing to conceptualise things in ways that would not be possible
otherwise: ‘thinking for speaking’. Substitutes for linguistic symbols, such as manual
sign languages, are equally effective in directing attention and cognition when based on
shared conventional symbols. Cooperative behaviour requiring specific cognitive structures
facilitates the development of higher social skills like language [16, 40, 92, 93, 106], which
in turn is a key element in the emergence of cooperation [22, 107]. However, the question
addressing how shared interaction routines necessary for coordinating behaviour develop and
what dynamics lead to the formation of turns during the interaction is largely unexplored.
The feeling of sharing a common space with another intentional being can emerge by
switching between two kinds of perception: perceiving the other as part of the environment
versus perceiving the activity of the other perceiving me [4]. Joint activities necessitate the
coordination of both content and process mediated by common ground, i.e. a ‘state of mutual
understanding among conversational partners about the topic at hand’ [21]. They further
require people to have shared awareness [22], providing a context for one’s own activity [26].
A sense of shared space and physical presence in a virtual world, i.e. the subjective expe-
rience of being in one place or environment even when physically situated in another [116], is
facilitated by low latency and high degree of interactivity [85] provided by Collaborative Vir-
tual Environments (CVE) [11]. The appropriate synchronisation at fine-grained time scales
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is critical in order to establish a natural flow and rhythm to the computer-mediated social
interaction that is characteristic of real-world interaction and resembles a fluid dance [16]. Re-
search on cooperative physical tasks in CVE suggests that haptics may facilitate collaboration
and improve the sense of presence, performance and engagement [70, 83, 86, 96, 97], and
furthermore may provide interpersonal link, i.e. sense of togetherness, between participants
[9, 45]. However, existing CVE typically offer audio and video means for remote commu-
nication, which constrains the richness of the communication experience and limits their
mobile usage. Most systems are highly visual and non-visual interaction methods are rare,
although they could bring benefits when the visual attention is compromised, e.g. in a mobile
context [18, 59, 73, 81, 112]. Various devices have been invented to compensate deficits
in one sensory modality with another, however such modality substitutions are challenging
tasks, since the underlying sensorimotor contingencies in different sensory domains are
subject to different properties, i.e. what differentiates vision from audition or touch is the
structure of the rules governing the sensory changes produced by various motor actions [72].
Existing social networking applications enable users to communicate via regularly up-
dated context information enriching the dynamics within a social group. However, they are
typically restricted to asynchronous static status updates emphasising the indirectness and
remote nature of the interaction, whereas a fluid synchronous communication style would
create the sense of immediateness and engagement and bridge the physical distance gap. One
issue that routinely emerges from this kind of applications is privacy. How do users choose
to display or hide their current status or availability in a flexible way that does not hinder this
more embodied style of interaction? Dynamic models can act as a mediating mechanism,
which enables users to maintain their privacy if desired and can create the possibility for a
continuous transition in one’s status from completely transparent to completely opaque.
6.3 Interactive Concept
This section presents a concept of a novel bidirectional negotiated interaction style, in which
users probe objects and friends in a continuous dynamic manner. It provides the benefits of
haptic and (non-verbal) audio communication modes in creating a higher sense of presence
and engagement in realistic collaborative settings. The concept builds on a metaphor for
remote human communication, which enables a form of touch at a distance and allows for a
more embodied interaction style digitally bridging the gap with others in social networks. A
mechanical system metaphor driven by signals from capacitive sensors could provide new
means for users to interact with and probe others in their social networks. The aim was to
explore the feasibility of the new interaction modes and the limits of human performance.
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Fig. 6.1 An abstract concept of a membrane as a medium to convey the sense of touch
between remote parties. The environmental conditions prohibit the use of other interaction
methods than more subtle ones, e.g. touch and tactile. (Courtesy of Saija Lemmelä).
6.3.1 Distal Collaborative Scenario
Let us consider the following scenario. "Andy is in a meeting room with other colleagues
while his friend John is walking along a busy street (see Figure 6.1). They certainly cannot
have a phone conversation at the moment, but would like to agree on a specific time for a
call. Since they are not aware of each other’s schedule they would have to negotiate. Ringing
each other up intrusively is not an option; texting extensively is not too convenient either.
Instead they could work this out in a more dynamic and fluid manner by probing each other
on their shared membrane and agreeing on the time. In this situation one important concern
is privacy. They would not like the other one to have full visibility of their own schedule,
which makes the task more difficult than if they would have shared calendars (see Figure 6.2).
Therefore, they will have to negotiate a time slot suitable for both without revealing too much
private information."
Fig. 6.2 The concept for diary alignment represented as a shared membrane. The diary entries
are mapped on both sides of the virtual membrane, allowing for privacy considerations.
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6.3.2 Membrane Metaphor
One possible interaction mechanism takes the simulation of a membrane dynamic system
driven by capacitive touch to facilitate and enrich interaction in scenarios as described
above. The dynamics of such systems are similar to that of winding a clock, twisting a door
knob or turning a key, all everyday tangible physical metaphors, for which people possess
a natural intuition for the effects their actions have on the system [101]. The membrane
metaphor enables people to touch each other remotely and engage in a continuous dynamic
interaction by sliding their fingers and pushing gently on both sides. The visual, audio and
tactile feedback provides rendering of the internal states of the simulated dynamic system.
Perceiving the changing physical characteristics of this system could convey much richer
information about the current state of a person via continuous interaction and rich feedback
than a static event-based technique would. Such a haptic ‘membrane’ interface between users
opens up the opportunity for a less intrusive touch-based rich negotiation. The membrane
metaphor provides a proxy for the status of the person with whom we are attempting to create
a dialog. Building on this metaphor I developed two interactive prototypes and conducted
user studies with participants interacting in pairs in different modality feedback conditions.
6.4 Experiment II
6.4.1 Experimental Design
The collaborative system prototype builds on the membrane concept for remote communica-
tion and provides a form of human touch at a distance (see Figure 6.3) utilising capacitive
sensing and vibro-tactile devices in three feedback conditions: 1) Visual, 2) Tactile and
Fig. 6.3 Conveying a remote sense of touch using haptic devices instrumented with capacitive
sensing and vibro-tactile feedback (left) and a SHAKE SK7 device (right).
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3) Combined (visual&tactile). The membrane is designed with a certain number of holes
on both sides. The interaction concept consists of two subjects exploring simultaneously
the membrane from their respective side, while trying to find a hole through which they
could touch each other. The system illustrates an example of how shared environments can
be created with low-latency capacitive sensing and multimodal feedback. The interaction
design aimed to present the same information consistently in both modalities, reflecting
cross-modal interaction principles [41]. This results in redundant presentation of visual and
tactile feedback, however facilitates modality comparison.
The feedback displays were designed so as to allow subjects to sense each other whenever
their fingers meet on the shared membrane, and to sense the holes in their respective side
of the membrane whenever they locate one. The membrane is displayed in a section in
Figure 6.4 as a vertical grey strip measuring 400×80 pixels. The visual cue of a finger is
a bell-shaped marker and the tactile one is a fast and sharp vibration pattern delivered by
a linear actuator. The visual cue of a hole is a black square marker and the tactile one is
a slow pulsing vibration delivered by a pager motor. The size of the markers defines the
granularity of the multimodal feedback and is fine-tuned to enhance user experience. Too
small markers would be difficult to locate and hold on to, while large ones would hinder the
smooth interaction. The right balance of 50 pixels for bell-shapes and 40 pixels for squares
(vertical size) was found after several trials.
The system consists of capacitive sensing device for finger touch input, a dual vibro-
tactile engine and a separate visual display. Using the input device subjects can probe the
membrane up and down vertically, and search for holes and for the remote partner, which
can be sensed only when probing in their vicinity (see Figure 6.4), beyond which they are
Fig. 6.4 Subject A (in green) has found a hole represented by a black square and a slow
pulsing vibration. He can see and feel his partner (in black) on the other side of the membrane
(left). Subject B (in green) feels and sees only his partner (in black), since there is no hole on
his side of the membrane in this location (right). (Courtesy of Saija Lemmelä).
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masked. Only one’s own green marker is visible at all times. Subjects obtain information by
observing impact events (via visual and/or haptic feedback), i.e. when their fingers collide
with objects in the shared environment. The task requires active exploration of the membrane
and locating a hole which is shared by both sides. A target hole is acquired when both
partners locate it simultaneously and hold on still for 0.5 sec, which minimises incidental
acquisitions. Both sides have three holes each, of which one is shared. The holes can be
perceived only from the respective side of the membrane.
Assuming a uniform distribution and considering the impact range provides 0.35 as an
estimate for the probability of randomly placing a finger on the right hole, and 0.375 for the
respective probability of randomly placing the two fingers in touch. Assuming stochastic
independence between the two events yields 0.13 for the probability of accidentally placing
both fingers on the right hole, which can serve as a representative static descriptor for the
complexity of this dynamic task. More accurate estimate could be provided from simulations
using artificial agents built on models of human behaviour, which could give a better insight
into the underlying stochastic process.
6.4.2 Implementation
The prototype system was constructed using two IBM ThinkPad X31 laptops, in conjunction
with two SHAKE SK7 (see Figure 6.3/right) sensor packs (SAMH Engineering Services).
The Bluetooth-enabled sensor pack provides capacitive sensing from 12 small square pads
in a 4× 3 configuration, measuring 26× 20 mm and providing 8-bit resolution at 100Hz.
It provides a dual vibro-tactile feedback display – one pager-style vibration motor and one
pulsed resonant actuator (ALPS ForceReactorTM S-type). The two vibration devices provide
a wider range of fidelity than is provided by either device alone – the rotary motor provides
good low frequency actuation and the ForceReactor provides excellent high frequency
(click/tick) actuation. The former is used for sensing the holes and the latter for sensing
the fingers. The ForceReactor is run at the lower frequency of 22Hz in order to avoid the
sound artefacts it generates in the higher frequency range around 150Hz. The system is
implemented in Python and links the laptops over WiFi, which in turn are connected to the
respective SK7 devices over Bluetooth. Data is sampled and transmitted at a frequency of
100Hz, which enables real-time interaction despite the lags in the wireless networks.
6.4.3 Tasks
For each trial per condition, a pair of participants performed a collaborative target acquisition
task, consisting of finding a shared hole in the membrane. In order to achieve this, subjects
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had to individually explore their side of the membrane and suggest a hole to their partner
by maintaining the cursor at its location and waiting until their partner found the place. At
this point a ‘success’ vibro-tactile cue was played if the hole was shared. For each trial both
subjects had three holes on their side of the membrane, of which only one was shared. The
positions of the holes were randomised and each session lasted five minutes. The number of
trials per session was not limited, and a new one started automatically five seconds after the
previous was completed successfully. The complete interaction, consisting of finger position,
contact events, target position, localisation and acquisition, was logged.
6.4.4 Methodology
Twenty-six people (18 males and eight females, average age 32 years) were allocated into
13 pairs; 21 self-reported right dominant hand. Four pairs knew each other well (friends,
couple), two pairs were colleagues, and seven pairs did not know each other well previously
(see Table 6.1). All participants had a prior experience and eleven reported a daily use of
touch screen devices. A counterbalanced within-subjects design was used with an extra pair.
The trials were always presented in the same order. The conditions were tested in a sitting lab
environment with the pairs separated into two different rooms. The participants had no other
way to communicate except via the shared virtual environment. The performance depended
on the cooperation between the partners, which in turn required some sort of communication.
Therefore, in order to succeed in their task, the participants were enforced to converge onto
working collaborative strategies using the available means for interaction.
Table 6.1 Pair allocation
Pair Acquaintance Gender Exposure to touch screen
P1 friends male daily
P2 none female/male occasional/daily
P3 friends female/male occasional
P4 none male daily users
P5 colleagues male occasional/daily
P6 couple female/male daily
P7 none male occasional/daily
P8 none male occasional
P9 colleagues female/male occasional/daily
P10 none male occasional
P11 friends female occasional/daily
P12 none female daily
P13 none male daily
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Fig. 6.5 Study participants familiarising with the system while sitting in the same room.
During the training session verbal communication was allowed and discussing potential
collaborative non-verbal communication strategies was encouraged.
The experiment consisted of a short introduction, followed by a training session and the
three conditions. In the training session, which was devoted to familiarise subjects with
the interaction method, both participants were sitting in the same room and interacting via
the Combined version of the system, which supported both visual and tactile feedback (see
Figure 6.5). The training session lasted ten minutes and participants were encouraged to
discuss potential collaborative interaction strategies. They were informed about the three
versions of the system and that after the practice, they would be separated in different rooms,
not being able to communicate verbally. In all three conditions the pairs performed the same
tasks for five minutes. At the end of each condition they were asked to complete an extended
NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) questionnaire [17, 38] measuring perceived workload
on a 20-point scale, and answer a specific set of questions. They were also asked to associate
each interaction method with three to five positive and negative words and in the analysis
these words were clustered according to their meaning. Once all conditions were completed
the subjects filled in a user experience and an open-ended questionnaire surveying the user
preferences and the applied collaborative strategies. The experiment took about one hour in
total and the participants were allowed to rest between different conditions.
6.4.5 Performance Analysis
Figure 6.6 presents the numbers of targets acquired by each pair per condition (left) and
reveals the learning effect between the sessions utilising visual feedback ranked by their
execution order (right). A non-parametric Friedman test shows a significant effect (p< 4.8e−
5) of the type of feedback on the number of targets acquired. Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks
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Fig. 6.6 The total numbers of targets acquired by each pair per condition, revealing a large gap
between the Tactile and the other two conditions (left). The total numbers of targets acquired
in Combined and Visual condition ranked by their respective execution order, revealing a
significant (Wilcoxon signed ranks test p < 0.008) learning effect (right).
tests show a significant difference between Tactile and Combined/Visual conditions (both
p < 0.0048 with Bonferroni correction). The grand totals per condition (see Table 6.2) show
a large gap between visual and eyes-free conditions. The trial order of Visual and Combined
conditions reveals a significant learning effect (Wilcoxon signed ranks test p < 0.008) – i.e.
most pairs scored much less in the first than in the second condition. In this respect the Tactile
condition does not show a clear interference with the rest, nevertheless, few pairs performed
relatively well when eyes-free, even though the scores were much lower than in the other
two conditions. Top scoring pairs – e.g. P1, P8, P9 and P10 – found working strategies
(analysed in more detail later on), which were executed well in Visual and Combined, but
less successfully in Tactile condition. When strategies broke down, particularly in Tactile
condition, the participants tried but only few pairs managed to converge to a new one.
6.4.6 User Experience
The analysis of variance shows that Tactile is significantly different than Combined and Visual
on all factors of NASA-TLX (see Appendix A for details). Combined is significantly higher
than Visual in Time (Wilcoxon signed ranks p < 0.013 with Bonferroni correction), arguably
due to the intrusive nature of vibro-tactile feedback. This resonates well with free-form
questionnaire feedback, in which Visual was considered unhurried and slow and Combined
was found more responsive and active. Tactile was seen as emphasising collaboration and
contact between the partners, and the sense of togetherness as suggested in [4].
Table 6.2 The total numbers of targets acquired by all pairs per condition.
Condition Combined Visual Tactile
Total score 122 135 32
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Fig. 6.7 Positions of A vs. B revealing tight tracking (left) and random behaviour (right).
6.4.7 Negotiation Strategies
Various types of negotiation strategies can be observed during the collaborative interac-
tion. Although subjects were allowed to verbally agree on a specific solution prior to the
experiment, not all pairs had a working strategy in place. One pair described their working
strategy as moving ‘together from the top down’. Figure 6.9 presents their time series in the
Visual condition, which is an example of continuous tracking – i.e. exploring the virtual
space hand-in-hand together. The yellow spheres highlight the target acquisition events.
More details from this figure can be found in Appendix B. This pair did not have clearly
defined leader and follower roles, but instead implemented a turn-taking leadership strategy
resembling more to a smooth dance than a command-and-control behaviour. The phase plot
of their close tracking performance (see Figure 6.7/left) shows that after ‘getting in touch’
the pair continuously stayed in contact until reaching the target. Further successful strategies,
different from continuous tracking, are shown in Figure 6.8 and in Appendix B. A pair
lacking a joint strategy found it difficult to get the other to move to the same direction and
achieved only a fraction of the top performers’ results. Given the limited means for exercising
a command-and-control style behaviour this pair was unable to interact successfully as can
be seen in Figure 6.7/right. The minimalist interaction paradigm, which was the purpose of
this study, did not allow them to literally drag or control, but only to perceive each other.
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Fig. 6.8 Positions of A vs. B revealing loose tracking (left) and leader–follower roles (right).
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6.4.8 Discussion
This exploratory study suggests that such minimalist embodied interaction methods could
provide dynamic features enhancing current UI technology. The results demonstrate that
participants with little experience or practice with such a system were able to collaborate
with each other and reveal interesting behaviours in the social coordination task. The second
modality in the Combined condition was completely redundant, still, the majority of the
participants preferred that condition over the other two conditions. However, the total score
in the Visual condition was higher (see Table 6.2), perhaps because when subjects did not
have to divide their attention between the tactile and the visual representation of the same
feedback they were faster and more accurate as suggested in [91]. The data reveals that
subjects considered the Visual slower and more relaxed than the Combined condition, which
however is not correlated with the interaction speed, as participants generally operated at
similar speeds in both conditions. In the Tactile condition the perceived workload was
significantly higher and the lack of strategy created a feeling of isolation. The performance
figures show a clear improvement over time even in this short experiment. The learning
effect is particularly noticeable in the Visual and the Combined conditions, in which most
pairs increased their scores significantly between the two sessions providing visual feedback.
The top scoring pairs managed to successfully establish a joint strategy prior to the
experiment and executed it consistently during the trials. Even when certain strategies failed
to materialise some pairs tried and few succeeded in creating new ones that eventually worked.
There was no significant difference in performance between pairs who knew each other well
and those who did not. The biggest challenge for the subjects was to get the partner to follow
them and to find a common way to proceed in the task given the limited means for control.
Due to the minimalist interaction style subjects could only perceive, but not drag or control
each other directly.
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6.5 Experiment III
In a follow-up study I explored further the feasibility of the negotiation interaction method
introduced in the previous section, redesigned for hand-held devices and evaluated in a
mobile environment. In this study participants interacted in pairs remotely and through
touch while walking in three feedback conditions: 1) Visual, 2) Audio-tactile and 3) Spatial
Audio-tactile. The goals were to:
• Explore human behaviour and performance in mobile virtual environments;
• Reveal the extent to which users felt connected and present in the shared environment;
• Provide guidelines to designers for implementing mobile CVE.
The study aimed to answer the following research questions:
• Can users achieve shared awareness in the eyes-free environment?
• Is spatial audio a superior audio technique in such an environment?
• How efficient and usable is such an interface?
6.5.1 Experimental Design
The prototype systems were implemented on Nokia N900 mobile phones linked via WiFi and
connected to SK7 sensor packs over Bluetooth. The sensor pack provides one-dimensional
scanning touch input for exploring the interaction space. The study consisted of one visual-
only and two eyes-free conditions. For the visual-only prototype the mobile phone and
the sensor pack were fitted in a custom-made case (see Figure 6.10/left). For the eyes-free
prototypes the phone was placed on a lanyard around the user’s neck with the sensor pack in
hand while wearing a pair of Sennheiser M@B40 headphones (see Figure 6.10/right).
Fig. 6.10 The prototype system consisting of a Nokia N900 and a SHAKE SK7 device used
in the Visual condition (left), and the corresponding eyes-free configuration (right).
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Fig. 6.11 The calendar-like visual display presents both subjects’ diaries aligned on the
timeline. Free calendar slots are displayed in green (left) and busy ones in blue (right). On
the opposite side the partner’s calendar is opaque and his cursor is shown in black.
Figure 6.11 presents the calendar-like display used in the Visual condition, which enables
subjects to browse appointments on one specific day using the one-dimensional capacitive
touch input, and agree on a time for an appointment with their partner. Both subjects’
calendars are aligned on the timeline and the cursor movements are discretised at 30-minute-
slot steps from 8am to 5pm (20 slots in total). The participants are able to visually follow the
position of both cursors on their own mobile phone display. Free calendar slots are shown
in green (see Figure 6.11/left) and busy ones in blue (see Figure 6.11/right). The calendar
content is always opaque as the focus is on the collaborative interaction and not on how the
content would affect the interaction.
In the Audio-tactile prototype a pitch-tone audio cue indicates both the location and the
direction of movement of the partner’s cursor. The SoundTouch audio processing library
(www.surina.net/soundtouch) was used to create 22 different sounds forming a ‘chromatic
scale’ with 11 semitones in ascending and 11 semitones in descending order. This chromatic
sound scale was mapped to the 20 slots available in the calendar (see Figure 6.12/top). The
resulting sounds are 16-bit stereo, sampled at 44 kHz and normalised to 70% of the audio
dynamic range, which equals to a normal conversation – typically 60-70dB. Using this scale
+11 -11
Fig. 6.12 The auditory feedback design in the Audio-tactile (top) and in the Spatial Audio-
tactile (bottom) conditions. The hypothetical partner’s cursor locations are represented with
diamonds. The star at ’0’ denotes a proposed free slot.
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Fig. 6.13 The visual feedback representing a successful target acquisition (meeting ar-
rangement) when both cursors are suggesting the shared free slot (left), and a false target
exploration when both cursors are suggesting not shared free slot (right).
a high-pitch sound indicates the partner’s cursor is to the left and a low-pitch sound indicates
the partner’s cursor is to the right. The higher the pitch sound the further to the left the cursor
is and vice versa. To avoid overload with sound cues the audio is active only when one of the
subjects stops browsing and suggests a free slot. At this point audio is played back at two
predefined speeds – quickly, indicating that the partner is browsing, and slowly, indicating
that the partner’s cursor is stationary. Additional audio cues are played to both subjects in
case of success and failure (see Figure 6.13). Auditory feedback is complemented with a dual
vibro-tactile display, using slow pulsing pager motor vibration to identify available free slots,
and a sharp and fast vibration from a pulse resonant actuator to indicate that both cursors are
located in the same slot, i.e. users met in the shared environment.
The design of the Spatial Audio-tactile prototype is identical to the Audio-tactile except
for the mapping of the location and direction of movement of the partner’s cursor. Only one
low-pitch sound source is used to indicate the location of the partner’s cursor, instead of a
chromatic scale, and the cursor movement direction is mapped to a location in a 3D space
around the subject’s head (−90◦ to +90◦ azimuth in 20 discrete steps) always 1m away in the
frontal horizontal plane (see Figure 6.12/bottom). The sound source is 16-bit mono, sampled
at 16 kHz and normalised to a conversation audio level. The library used to position the
audio sources was a port of the JAVA JSR-234 Advanced Multimedia Supplements API to
Maemo (www.maemo.org).
6.5.2 Tasks
For each trial per condition a pair of participants performed a collaborative target acquisition
task consisting of finding a shared free slot on their calendars. In order to achieve this
subjects had to individually explore their own free slots and suggest one to their partner
by maintaining the cursor at the slot location and waiting until their partner found the slot.
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At this point a success or a failure audio cue was played depending on whether that time
slot was free for both partners, i.e. shared, or not. For each trial both subjects had three
30-minute free slots in their calendars, of which only one was shared. The positions of the
free slots were randomised per trial. Each session lasted up to five minutes or until five trials
were successfully completed. The complete interaction, consisting of finger position, contact
events, target position, localisation and acquisition, was logged.
6.5.3 Methodology
Twenty-six participants (16 male, 10 female, aged 18 to 54) were allocated into 13 pairs, all
reported normal hearing. A counterbalanced within-subjects design was used with an extra
pair. The trials were always presented in the same order. The conditions were tested in a
walking lab environment with the pairs separated into two different rooms. The participants
had no other way to communicate except via the shared virtual environment. The experiment
consisted of a short introduction followed by a training session and the three conditions.
In the training session, which was exclusively devoted to familiarise the subjects with the
interaction method, each participant was sitting in a separate room and interacting in pairs
using the integrated version of the system providing a combination of visual, audio and
vibro-tactile feedback. The training session lasted ten minutes and was divided into two
parts: in the first half users could experience the pitch-tone audio and in the second half the
spatial audio. In all three conditions the pairs had to perform the same tasks for up to five
minutes. At the end of each condition they were asked to complete questionnaires for sense
of togetherness [45], affective benefits (ABC-Q) [8], perceived social presence and perceived
task performance [85]. Once all conditions were completed a user experience questionnaire
was also filled in. The experiment took about one hour in total and the participants were
allowed to rest between different conditions.
6.5.4 Performance and User Experience
A non-parametric Friedman test shows a significant effect of the type of feedback on the
perceived sense of togetherness (χ2 = 19.5, d f = 2, p< .001, N = 26), the affective benefits
(χ2 = 27.2, d f = 2, p < .001, N = 26), the perceived social presence (χ2 = 13.2, d f =
2, p < .005, N = 26), and on a 5-point Likert scale on the perceived task performance
(χ2 = 38.7, d f = 2, p < .001, N = 26). Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks tests show that
the participants had a significantly higher sense of togetherness (p < .001), social presence
(p < .005), affective benefits (p < .001) and perceived task performance (p < .001) in the
visual than in the eyes-free conditions (see Table 6.3).
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Table 6.3 The perceived sense of togetherness, social presence and affective benefits.
Condition Togetherness Social Presence Affective Benefits
Median (IQR) Median (IQR) Median (IQR)
Visual 4 (3 to 5) 4 (3 to 5) 5 (5 to 5)
Audio-Tactile 2 (1 to 3.25) 3 (2 to 4) 4 (3 to 5)
Spatial Audio-Tactile 2 (1 to 3) 3 (2 to 4) 4 (2.75 to 4.5)
Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks test shows a significantly higher (see Figure 6.14/left)
perceived task performance in the Spatial Audio-tactile condition than in the Audio-tactile
condition (p = .036 with Bonferroni correction). This is consistent with the measured
performance presented in Figure 6.14/right and although that difference is not significant a
more positive trend was observed for the Spatial Audio-tactile condition. Informal feedback
from the free form questionnaire also show the same positive trend in user preferences
towards Spatial Audio-tactile as opposed to Audio-tactile (11:5). These findings provide an
affirmative answer to RQ2.
The results from the user experience questionnaire (see Questions 2, 3 and 5 in Fig-
ure 6.15) suggest the potential in learning this novel interaction method. However, they also
reveal specific usability issues, particularly in the control of the input device (see Question 4,
high rating is good) perhaps due to its small size. The results show that the visual baseline
system provided higher shared awareness, efficiency and a strong learning effect. However,
and although very challenging, the eyes-free systems still offered the ability to build shared
awareness in the remote collaborative environments, particularly in the Spatial Audio-tactile
one, addressing RQ1.
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Fig. 6.14 The perceived (left) and the measured performance – number of targets acquired
(right) in all three conditions. The perceived performance in the Spatial Audio-tactile is
significantly higher than the Audio-tactile condition (p = .036 with Bonferroni correction).
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Fig. 6.15 User experience ratings on a 6-point Likert scale.
These results give an insight into and suggest the potential of different feedback mech-
anisms in the design of future mobile collaborative environments. The performance in
the eyes-free systems dropped significantly compared to the visual one, addressing RQ3,
which was expected, however the social presence and the affective benefits dropped less
dramatically (see Table 6.3).
6.5.5 Emerging Strategies
Since the focus was placed on the spontaneous emergence of negotiation strategies and roles
the participants were not allowed to discuss and agree verbally on a strategy prior to the
experiment. The results show that the pairs were able to perform the task through negotiation.
In the beginning the participants tend to explore the space on their own until they converge
onto a common strategy and execute that for the rest of the session. Some subjects exhibit
higher level of activity and others lower, leading to potential difficulties in establishing a
negotiation strategy. Figure 6.16/top shows the emergence of a tracking strategy in the visual
condition, where the pair moves together without loosing contact, while Figure 6.16/bottom
reveals the emergence of a dragging-like behaviour in the eyes-free mode, where after having
found a target A gets in contact with B and then tries repeatedly to drag B back to the location
of that target. This dragging strategy is presumably inflicted by the challenges for precise
tracking without visual feedback.
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6.5.6 Turn-taking Patterns
Further analysis reveals specific turn-taking patterns by splitting the interaction phases into
four categories:
• both subjects move (browse),
• both subjects are static (suggest),
• A moves, B is static,
• A is static, B moves.
The behavioural dynamics of well performing pairs show more frequent alternations between
different phases of interaction, whereas less successful pairs exhibit less variability and
longer phases.
The durations of consecutive phases taken by a pair performing relatively well when
eyes-free (see Figure 6.17) reveal a dense pattern of exchanged turn-taking leadership in
all three conditions. The phase durations show a decreasing trend over time, with a sign
of convergence into the [2,4] seconds range, achieved in the second half of the Visual and
the Spatial Audio-tactile sessions, reflecting the learning effect for this pair, who negotiated
and mastered their collaborative strategy rather quickly even when eyes-free. However,
this trend is less pronounced in the Audio-tactile condition, which resonates well with the
corresponding measured performance, revealing lower levels for that condition than for the
other two conditions. The figure also reveals the significant increase in phase alternations
in the eyes-free compared to the visual condition, which can be attributed to the increased
uncertainty leading to higher interactivity. This short experiment, however, did not provide a
strong evidence of a clear learning effect across pairs due to the high data variability.
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Fig. 6.17 The duration of consecutive phases (blue diamonds) and changes in turn-taking
leadership (red squares) in the Visual (left), the Spatial Audio-tactile (middle) and the Audio-
tactile (right) condition of a pair performing relatively well in the eyes-free environments.
Performance is characterised by intensified interaction and reducing phases.
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Fig. 6.18 The duration of consecutive phases (blue diamonds) and changes in turn-taking
leadership (red squares) in the Visual (left), the Spatial Audio-tactile (middle) and the Audio-
tactile (right) condition of a pair struggling in the eyes-free environments. The patterns reveal
frequent disengaging from interaction and expanding phases.
The corresponding phase durations of a pair performing well in the Visual condition,
however struggling in the eyes-free modes, are presented in Figure 6.18. For this particular
pair the increased uncertainty led to continuously expanding phases and disengaging from
interaction, reflecting the breakdown of collaboration. The significant behavioural change
between the Visual and the eyes-free conditions emphasised by the numbers of phase
alternations and turn-taking leadership exchanges in this figure suggests that this pair could
not adapt successfully in order to establish a working strategy in these highly uncertain
environments.
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 present the phase alternation dynamics of all pairs by stacking
the phases on the timeline by their duration in all three conditions. They reveal that the
interaction typically starts with a phase of pure exploration (in red), the duration of which,
however, varies significantly between pairs. Later on, and particularly in the Visual condition,
the phases of pure exploration become less frequent and shorter, suggesting the convergence
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Fig. 6.19 The phase alternations of all 13 pairs (ranked in decreasing order of their session
duration) in the Visual condition stacked by the phase duration on the timeline corresponding
to the four categories – both move (red), both are static (yellow), one moves the other is
static (dark and light blue). The interaction typically starts with a relatively long phase of
pure exploration (in red), which later becomes shorter and less frequent.
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Fig. 6.20 The phase alternations of all 13 pairs (ranked in decreasing order of their session
duration) in the Spatial Audio-tactile (top) and the Audio-tactile (bottom) condition stacked
by the phase duration on the timeline corresponding to the four categories – both move (red),
both are static (yellow), one moves the other is static (dark and light blue). The phases of
pure exploration (in red) are relatively long and recurrent throughout the sessions.
to and the execution of specific negotiated strategies. The duration and the periodicity of the
other three phases reflect the level of engagement between the partners and the smoothness of
the interaction. The figures also reflect the variability in the task completion times between
different pairs and across conditions, revealing that most participants could not acquire five
targets within the five-minute long eyes-free sessions, whereas in the Visual condition all
pairs, but one, succeeded in completing the task.
6.5.7 Discussion
This study demonstrated the feasibility of the minimalist interaction paradigm using a realistic
collaborative task on current mobile devices. It revealed that users with little experience with
such a system were able to establish means for collaboration with each other and provided an
insight into the spontaneous emergence of coordination strategies and behavioural roles. The
best performing pairs managed to develop a collaborative strategy and executed it consistently
across conditions. Others, however, could not adapt successfully to the increased uncertainty
of the eyes-free conditions and could not establish a working strategy, leading to disengaging
from interaction and an imminent breakdown of collaboration. The biggest challenge was
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to negotiate a strategy given the limited means for communication, as subjects could only
perceive, but not drag or control each other directly. The efficiency was significantly higher
in the visual than in the eyes-free conditions, together with a strong learning effect. Eyes-free
interaction increased cognitive load, decreased performance and in the spatial-audio case
only showed signs of a slower learning effect. As subjects usually covered the capacitive
surface with their thumb they reported difficulties in controlling the discrete transitions at
this specific resolution level. The spatial audio was more beneficial at the two extremes, left
and right, than in the middle. The range of pitch-tones was considered too narrow and the
mapping of high-low pitch to left-right direction not obvious and difficult to learn.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a novel method for negotiated interaction by building on the abstract
membrane metaphor as a proxy conveying the remote sense of touch and using restricted
nonverbal means for communication between the partners. The feasibility of the proposed
multimodal interaction method was evaluated in two collaborative target acquisition user
studies using a shared calendar-like paradigm. The studies provided an insight into the
dynamics of this social coordination task by revealing the emergence of specific collaborative
strategies like tracking and dragging, as well as by highlighting certain patterns of human
behaviour corresponding to lead-lag and turn-taking. Although the performance in the eyes-
free conditions dropped significantly compared to the visual-enabled conditions, few pairs
sustained their strategies across conditions and executed them relatively well even when
eyes-free. The spatial audio presentation showed certain performance benefits, while the
tactile feedback emphasised the sense of togetherness and social presence.
These results provide a better understanding of the potential different feedback mecha-
nisms have for the creation of richer interpersonal communication systems and demonstrate
that although an exact translation of a visual interface using other modalities such as audio
or haptics is not plausible, it is possible to design equivalent eyes-free interfaces. This is
becoming increasingly important for building more robust mobile interfaces, which enable
users to maintain interaction by shifting their attention between modalities when vision is
compromised.
The experimental data is used in the development of information-theoretic models and
measures presented in the following chapters. Chapter 7 demonstrates how empowerment
maximisation could provide models of tracking behaviour and presents the relation of empow-
erment to measured user experience. Chapter 8 provides a characterisation of interpersonal
coordination in collaborative tracking using the correlative measure of mutual information.
Chapter 7
Empowerment in Eyes-free Interaction
‘Essentially, all models are wrong, but
some are useful.’
George Box
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an application of the empowerment formalism for modelling tracking
behaviour building on the hypothesis that skilled human behaviour is driven by greedy
empowerment maximisation, a criterion shown in recent work [19] to motivate guided self-
organisation of collective complex systems. The model is based on the minimalist interactive
paradigm corresponding to the Tactile condition of Experiment II (Section 6.4), which
provides a clear distinction between the various feedback events. The essential performance
properties of the proposed model are explored in series of simulated experiments and the
resulting patterns of tracking behaviour are validated on data collected in Experiment II.
Despite the simplicity of the proposed stochastic model parameterised by only two controlled
variables – the levels of noise and delay respectively – the results suggest the plausibility
of this approach for modelling human behaviour. Building on this model I compute the
average empowerment levels from the empirical data of Experiments II and III (Chapter 6),
and elaborate on their relation to perceived performance measures, however a part of these
results is of rather speculative nature as it rests on the assumption that the model holds for
all conditions in both experiments. This proof-of-concept example expands the scope of
empowerment beyond providing only theoretical bounds, but also inferring the actual level
of control experienced by subjects in the course of interaction.
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Fig. 7.1 Two agents (A and B) moving horizontally in a section of a line world aiming to
jointly acquire a target. T denotes the target and R the range of contact, which specifies the
sensing areas for both agents.
7.2 Two Agents in a Line World
This section will introduce a model of a dyad interacting in a discrete line world later used to
generate specific patterns of human tracking behaviour in simulated experiments. Consider a
1-D grid (line) world of infinite size, in which two agents interact. Each agent has an absolute
location in the grid and a rigid body which can occupy one tile. At each time-step the agents
are allowed to move rigidly by a distance of one tile either back or forth or stay static. Both
agents have a sensor, an actuator and a controller, which has a direct access to the state space
at every step. The goal of both agents is to jointly capture a static target through collaborative
interaction. The agents can sense whether they are within certain distance of each other
and whether they have located the target (stepped on it). At every step, for simplicity, I
will consider one of the agents as part of the environment and thus decrease the state space
dimensionality when computing the empowerment for the other agent. This will be possible
since the model assumes that the agents alternate in taking actions on even and odd steps. I
will denote the agents with A and B, the target with T and the range of contact with R, within
which both agents can sense each other and the target (see Figure 7.1).
7.2.1 Model
Building on empowerment maximisation I introduce a minimalist model reflecting human
behaviour in the Tactile condition of Experiment II (see Chapter 6). As the Tactile condition
lacks visual feedback I assume that the agents cannot observe their current position in space
and are only guided by tactile events, meaning that the system state is a latent variable and
the transitions are driven only by impact events. Each agent can sense the proximity of the
other agent (within/out of range) and its own distance from the target (on/off target). Hence,
the essential information driving the system’s dynamics is the agent’s relative position to the
target and to the other agent. For every state x ∈X empowerment is defined as
E(x) = max
p(⃗a)
I(At , ...,At+n−1;St+n|x), (7.1)
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where the action space A consists of three 1-step actions
A = {idle, le f t,right},
and the sensor (observation) spaceS is defined by two binary values
S = {0,1}×{0,1},
representing the impact events with the partner and the target. The system state spaceX
represents both agents’ and the target’s positions on the grid and the range of contact
X = Z×Z×Z×Z.
Since for each agent, the target, the other agent’s position and the range of contact are fixed
at every step in the empowerment computation I will use the following lower dimensional
state space representing the position of the agent in question
X = Z.
Defining the impact events with the partner and the target by the random variables C and G
respectively as follows
C(x) =
1,x ∈ [b− rt ,b+ rt ]0,x /∈ [b− rt ,b+ rt ] G(x) =
1,x = T0,x ̸= T ,
where b is the current (fixed) position of the other agent and rt is an instance of the range of
contact Equation 7.1 takes the form of
E(x) = max
p(⃗a)
I(At , ...,At+n−1;Ct+n,Gt+n|x).
For both agents the transition probabilities p(x′|x,a) in state x∈X are represented by a multi-
variate Gaussian distribution with µ =(x,x−1,x+1)T mean vector and Σ= diag(σ20 ,σ21 ,σ21 )
covariance matrix, which in short will be written as
x′|x,a∼N (µ,Σ).
The Gaussian mean vector is a function of the action a and the state x, while the covariance
matrix depends only on the action.
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Position
Fig. 7.2 An example visualising the empowerment levels of both agents (A and B). A, B
and the target T are depicted with red, green and blue dots respectively. The empowerment
levels are represented by density clouds (black corresponds to high and white to zero, i.e. the
denser the cloud the higher the empowerment). For both agents the empowerment is higher
at the edges of their contact regions and at the target.
7.2.2 Dyad Empowerment
Using the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm (Section 3.4) and the above model I compute the 1-step
and 2-step empowerment for both agents separately while keeping the position of the other
agent fixed. Following the discrete representation of the line world model in Figure 7.1 I split
the presentation of results into two blocks reflecting the empowerment of agent A (top) and
agent B (bottom) simultaneously. Figure 7.2 shows an example, in which the positions of the
agents A and B are depicted with red and green dots respectively, while their corresponding
empowerment levels are represented by density clouds (black corresponds to high and white
to zero, i.e. the denser the cloud the higher the empowerment). The target T is depicted
with a blue dot. For both agents the empowerment is higher at the target and at the edges of
their respective contact region, i.e. the places where they can perceive the transition between
sensing and not sensing events. Larger step horizons would require proper propagation of the
position of the other agent, which necessitates a higher level model of decision making and
is a potential topic for future research. Figure 7.3 presents the results in the deterministic
case (σ20 = 0 and σ
2
1 = 0) using two ranges of contact – r
A
t = 3 for agent A and r
B
t = 1 for
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Fig. 7.3 Visualisation of 1-step (left) and 2-step (right) empowerment in the case of determin-
istic state transitions (σ20 = 0,σ
2
1 = 0) using two ranges of contact – r
A
t = 3 for agent A and
rBt = 1 for agent B. The empowerment levels are represented by green and red curves as well
as by density clouds. Inside larger contact regions empowerment is zero (top). 2-step action
sequences inflict the merger of the two basins of high empowerment (bottom/right).
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agent B. It shows that the places of high empowerment are located around the target and at
the edges of the contact region, locations where both agents can influence the environment
most by their actions and observe it. Figure 7.3/left shows that inside the contact regions
empowerment is zero since any 1-step action keeps the sensor inputs constant, while using
2-step action sequences extends the basins of high empowerment (see Figure 7.3/right),
which for rAt = 1 merge with one another and fill the empowerment gap between the edges of
the contact region (green curve).
Figure 7.4 presents the results in the stochastic case (σ20 = 0.7,σ
2
1 = 1.5) using various
ranges of contact, in which the empowerment level on the outer edge of the contact region is
slightly higher (0.54 nats for agent A and 0.63 nats for agent B) than on the inner edge (0.5
nats for agent A and 0.62 nats for agent B) reflecting more options when moving out of the
contact region as opposed to moving in. The reason for this is the clearer distinction in the
outputs of the moving actions when measured outside than inside the edge. Empowerment
around the target peaks exactly at T (0.47 nats) due to the options provided by the ‘idle’ action,
however that value is lower than the one on the edge due to the limited variability of the ‘idle’
action alone (moving actions have no influence in that location). Figure 7.4/bottom/right
shows for rAt = 0 the contraction of the contact region into the same shape as the target
region.
As the agent approaches the target and the edge of the contact region reaches T the
two basins of high empowerment merge as shown in Figure 7.5/top/left. The highest
empowerment level reaches 0.94 nats, which reflects the increased number of options created
by the combination of these two properties of the system’s dynamics. When both agents
reach the vicinity rt of T both contact ranges are reduced to zero (rAt = r
B
t = 0) in order to
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Fig. 7.4 Visualisation of 1-step empowerment in the case of stochastic state transitions
(σ20 = 0.7,σ
2
1 = 1.5) using various ranges of contact – r
A
t = 1,r
B
t = 2 (left) and r
A
t = 0,r
B
t = 2
(right). The empowerment levels are represented by green and red curves as well as by density
clouds. On the outer edge of the contact region empowerment is slightly higher than on the
inner edge (left). For rAt = 0 the contact region contracts and assumes the shape of the target
region with a single peak (bottom/right).
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Fig. 7.5 Visualisation of 1-step empowerment in the case of stochastic state transitions
(σ20 = 0.7,σ
2
1 = 1.5) using various ranges of contact – r
A
t = 1,r
B
t = 3 (left) and r
A
t = 0,r
B
t = 0
(right). The empowerment levels are represented by green and red curves as well as by density
clouds. The two basins of high empowerment merge at the target providing the highest peak
(top/left). The ranges of contact are reduced to zero at the target for both A and B resulting
in a single peak (right).
facilitate the joint acquisition of T , since at that point the main driver for the agents is not
to track each other, but to acquire the target. This yields a single peak of 0.64 nats in the
empowerment curve, which is higher than previous values at T (see Figure 7.5/right).
7.3 Experiment
7.3.1 Methodology
In order to find a good fit for the tracking patterns observed in Experiment II (see Chapter 6)
I performed series of simulations using the stochastic model introduced in the previous
section and the transfer functions defined by Equations 7.2 and 7.3. Assuming that the action
At depends only on the sensor input St and the agent’s decision making (the probabilistic
mapping St → At) is time invariant the following transfer functions completely describe the
state of the system at any given time
• Agent A
xt+1 = f (Sxt ,A ), (7.2)
where
Sxt = ga(xt ,yt ,T )
and
• Agent B
yt+1 = f (Syt ,A ), (7.3)
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where
Syt = gb(xt ,yt ,T ),
in which f is an empowerment maximisation over A and the feedback display functions ga
and gb represent the limited observational capabilities of the agents. Both agents’ controllers
take sensor input and select the next action based on greedy empowerment maximisation.
The same stochastic parameters σ20 = 0.7 and σ
2
1 = 1.5 are used for both agents in all
trials while varying the range of contact rt ∈ {1,2,3,4} and the level of uncertainty injected
into the perception–action loop, which is represented by a Gaussian state transition noise
N (0,σ2 = 0,1,2) and an actuation delay (0, 2 or 4 steps). Twenty simulations were executed
with each set of parameters while varying the initial positions of the agents according to a
Gaussian distributionN (µ = 5,σ2 = 3) and keeping the target position fixed. At every step
both agents were driven by 1-step empowerment maximisation over the entire state space, i.e.
by applying the stochastic transitions to move towards the place of the highest empowerment.
Since the focus of this experiment was on tracking behaviour I assumed that both agents
were aware of the direction towards the target location and always picked the edge of the
contact region closer to T whenever the highest empowerment occurred at multiple places
simultaneously. When the agents reached the close vicinity of T simultaneously both ranges
of contact were reduced to zero in order to ensure quick convergence onto the target and
avoid oscillating behaviour around it.
7.3.2 Results
In all simulation trials the agents succeeded to jointly acquire the target with certain perfor-
mance variability, which is described below in more detail. The average number of steps1
taken until successful target acquisition derived for twenty trials per condition and four
contact range levels tested in the simulations (see Figure 7.6) is a strictly monotonically
increasing function of uncertainty. The figure reveals that increasing the contact range helps
stabilise the system and makes it more efficient and robust to uncertainty. While for rt = 1
(see Figure 7.6a) the average number of steps increases fast with uncertainty for rt = 4 (see
Figure 7.6d) the growth is significantly slower, which suggests that the larger contact range
has a damping effect on the disturbances. Figure 7.7 presents the mean distance between the
agents A and B averaged over the course of interaction for twenty trials per condition, which
also increases with uncertainty. The damping effect of larger contact regions appears at the
level of maximal uncertainty (delay = 4, σ2 = 2) where this indicator is lower for rt = 4 than
for rt < 4. An interesting trade-off between the effects of noise and delay on the average
1Agents’ steps are alternating, A makes a move on even and B on odd steps.
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Fig. 7.6 Average number of steps until successful target acquisition per twenty simulated
trials in each condition for four levels of the contact range: (a)rt = 1, (b)rt = 2, (c)rt = 3,
(d)rt = 4. Performance drops with increased uncertainty, however incrementing the contact
range introduces a damping effect on disturbances and improving efficiency.
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Fig. 7.7 Average distance between agents A and B per twenty simulated trials in each
condition for four levels of the contact range: (a)rt = 1, (b)rt = 2, (c)rt = 3, (d)rt = 4.
Performance generally drops with increased uncertainty, however a specific interplay between
the highest delay and increasing noise levels improves efficiency indicating the adoption of a
more cautious strategy by the agent.
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distance can be observed in Figure 7.7d where at the highest delay level, surprisingly, the
introduction of noise results in a drop in the average distance suggesting that the increased
uncertainty makes the agent more cautious. Moderate levels of noise seem to improve this
performance indicator, however, further increasing the noise level proves to have an adverse
effect as agents struggle to cope with excessive uncertainty.
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 present the simulated trajectories of both agents’ positions derived
from a single trial in four extreme conditions – two deterministic (delay = 0, σ2 = 0) and
two stochastic (delay = 4, σ2 = 2) using the smallest (rt = 1) and the largest (rt = 4) levels
of the contact region.
Fig. 7.8 Simulated trajectories of agent A vs. agent B for rt = 1 range of contact and (a)
delay = 0, σ2 = 0, (b) delay = 4, σ2 = 2 reflecting patterns of a tight (left) and a chaotic
(right) tracking behaviour.
Fig. 7.9 Simulated trajectories of agent A vs. agent B for rt = 4 range of contact and (a)
delay = 0, σ2 = 0, (b) delay = 4, σ2 = 2 reflecting patterns of a tight (left) and a loose (right)
tracking behaviour.
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Fig. 7.10 Simulated trajectories of agent A vs. agent B for delay = 2, σ2 = 1 and (a) rt = 2,
(b) rt = 3 reflecting patterns similar to human tracking behaviour recorded in the user study.
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Fig. 7.11 Examples of tight (left) and loose (right) tracking performance provided by the
experimental trajectories of subjects A and B in the Combined condition of Experiment II.
They show either a very tight (7.8a and 7.9a) or a too loose (7.9b) and sometimes chaotic
tracking (7.8b). A qualitative examination of the trajectories in Figures 7.8b and 7.9b reveals
the damping effect the large contact region has on uncertainty. Trajectories derived from
simulations with moderate levels of noise and delay are presented in Figure 7.10a (rt = 2)
and 7.10b (rt = 3). Qualitative analysis of Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 suggests that while
the former two figures show only limited similarity to the empirical human data, the latter
reveals more moderate behaviour resulting in patterns similar to human trajectories recorded
in the user study, two characteristic examples of which are presented in Figure 7.11. These
initial results provide qualitative evidence for the capacity of empowerment maximisation
alone to generate patterns of collective human behaviour, which supports the hypothesis of
empowerment as a guiding principle in self-organising biological systems. However, more
rigorous quantitative analysis, based on suitable distance measure, is required to validate the
proposed information-theoretic approach to model fitting.
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7.4 Empowerment as a Measure of Control
The empowerment framework provides a theoretical measure quantifying the potential level
of control, which serves as an upper bound characterising the limits of human performance.
The inference of the actual level of empowerment experienced by subjects in the course of
interaction requires the application of a theoretical model on empirical data.
To evaluate data recorded in Experiment II (Section 6.4) I applied the minimalist line
world model introduced earlier in this chapter and computed the average levels of empower-
ment by counting the events of crossing places of high empowerment in the data as defined
by this model. It must be noted that only the Tactile condition of Experiment II is described
appropriately by this model, since the tactile display provides a binary (on/off) feedback. The
visual display is not a true translation of the tactile one as it introduces an artefact providing a
directional cue, which is not accounted for by this minimalist model. Nevertheless, I present
the evaluation of all three experimental conditions for the sake of completeness.
As described in Section 7.2 there are two types of high empowerment basins – one at
the edge of the contact zone and another one at the target. I computed the average levels
of empowerment for each pair and both types of basins separately. Figure 7.12 presents
the empirical evaluation of data recorded in the Combined, Visual and Tactile conditions
of Experiment II. The between-pair variability of the relative time spent in places of high
empowerment (see Figure 7.12a) reveals a trade-off between the two basins of high empow-
erment associated with the partner and the target respectively, and provides implications
for modality selection. Furthermore, the between-pair variability of the subjective ratings
reflecting how easy it was to locate the partner and the target (see Figure 7.12b) suggests a
potential link between the two indicators.
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Fig. 7.12 Evaluation of data recorded in Experiment II presenting (a) the average empower-
ment, which reflects the relative time spent by both subjects in places of high empowerment
at the edge of the partner’s contact zone (left) or at the target (right) and (b) the subjective
ratings indicating how easy it is to locate the partner (left) and the target (right).
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A non-parametric Friedman test shows a significant effect (χ2 = 9.7, df = 2, p-value =
.008) of the type of feedback on the time subjects spent at the edge of the contact region (see
Figure 7.12a/left). Wilcoxon paired signed rank tests show a significant difference between
the Combined and the Tactile and between the Visual and the Tactile conditions (p-value =
.005 and .004 respectively with Bonferroni correction). This suggests that it is considerably
easier to stay in contact with the partner in the visual-enabled conditions, which is influenced
also by the directional information contained in the visual cue. The amount of time subjects
spent at potential targets (see Figure 7.12a/right) is on the same level across conditions,
however with a higher variability.
The subjective ratings (see Figure 7.12b) emphasise the higher difficulty level of the
Tactile with respect to the other two conditions. A non-parametric Friedman test (χ2 = 20,
df = 2, p-value = .000) shows a significant effect of the type of feedback on the difficulty
level of locating the partner (see Figure 7.12b/left). Wilcoxon paired signed rank tests show
significant difference between the Combined and the Tactile and between the Visual and
the Tactile conditions (p-value = .007 and .005 respectively with Bonferroni correction). A
non-parametric Friedman test (χ2 = 16, df = 2, p-value = .000) shows a significant effect of
the type of feedback on the difficulty level of locating the targets (see Figure 7.12b/right).
Wilcoxon paired signed rank tests show significant difference between the Combined and
the Tactile and between the Visual and the Tactile conditions (p-value = .007 and .006
respectively with Bonferroni correction).
The results reveal an interesting trade-off. Subjects spent significantly more time in
contact with the partner than at a potential target in the Combined and the Visual conditions
(see Figure 7.12a) – indicated by Wilcoxon paired signed rank test (p-value = .068 and .008
respectively). However, in the Tactile condition the trend is the opposite (Wilcoxon paired
signed rank test p-value = .068). This suggests that subjects spent considerably more time
trying to control and track each other than searching for targets in the conditions, in which the
visual feedback enhanced the interaction. The corresponding trends for the subjective ratings
in the Combined and the Visual conditions are statistically significant (see Figure 7.12b),
however reversed, indicated by Wilcoxon paired signed rank test (p-value = .025 and .049
respectively) suggesting that the static object is considered easier to localise as opposed to
the unpredictable dynamic object.
Figure 7.13a presents the evaluation of empowerment in respect to the data recorded
in all three conditions of Experiment III (Section 6.5). It shows that the empowerment
levels around the partner and at the target are similar in the Visual-only, however they are
significantly different in the Audio-tactile (p-value = .000) and in the Spatial audio-tactile
(p-value = .001) conditions revealed by Wilcoxon paired signed rank tests. This suggests
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Fig. 7.13 Evaluation of data recorded in Experiments II and III presenting the average
empowerment, which reflects the relative time spent by both subjects in places of high
empowerment at the edge of the partner’s contact zone or at the target in (a) all three
conditions of Experiment III, and (b) eyes-free conditions of Experiments II and III.
that in the eyes-free conditions subjects spent more time exploring the static objects than
interacting with the dynamic agent, which beside the difference in the difficulty level can
also be attributed to the benefit of the dynamic audio feedback providing directional cue and
helping follow the partner’s movement.
Figure 7.13b reveals that the empowerment at the target in the eyes-free conditions of
Experiments II and III is on the same level. Furthermore, the empowerment around the
partner in the Tactile condition of Experiment II is significantly higher than in the Audio-
tactile (p-value = .005) and Spatial audio-tactile (p-value = .03) conditions of Experiment III,
whereas the latter two are not significantly different revealed by Wilcoxon paired signed rank
tests. This confirms the earlier observation that the audio cue relieved the cognitive burden of
tracking the other in the eyes-free conditions and decreased the time spent in close proximity
of the partner, which provides further evidence for its benefits.
7.5 Discussion
The simulated experiments revealed a certain damping effect larger contact ranges have
on disturbances. Larger contact ranges imply more spread basins of high empowerment,
which seem to facilitate interaction between the agents and lead to improved performance.
Furthermore, the results reveal the favourable impact of noise on the average distance
between the agents for large levels of delay and contact range suggesting that increased
uncertainty makes the agent more cautious. Simulated trajectories for moderate levels of
disturbances reveal patterns similar in shape to human performance corresponding to close
tracking behaviour, which confirms the observation that human interpersonal coordination is
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modulated by a certain level of reaction delay and randomness in response due to inherent
sensorimotor and decision-making constraints.
One conceptual disparity between the visual and the tactile feedback by design is that
while the partner’s direction of movement during contact is obvious from the visual cue the
tactile cue does not provide such gradient information, which makes the prediction of the
partner’s direction harder and frequently leads to losing contact.
The trend in the Tactile condition is consistent for both the objective and the subjective
measures, which can be linked to how empowered participants felt by this minimalist eyes-
free interface. As noted earlier, the design of the theoretical model aims to fit primarily the
agent and the environment in the Tactile condition, which helps understand the link between
the empirical and the analytical results. When faced with this extreme condition subjects
spent more time in the basins of high empowerment at the static targets than around the
moving partners and their self-reported user experience is in line with that. This suggests a
certain relationship between the two types of empowerment basins, which is not captured
nor explained by the model and is an interesting topic for future research.
In the eyes-free conditions the audio cue proved beneficial in relieving the cognitive
burden of tracking the partner revealed by the decreased time spent in his/her close proximity.
7.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented an application of the empowerment formalism for generating goal-
oriented behaviour without specifying an explicit reward function, which highlights its benefit
as a universal task-independent utility function identifying salient places in the environment
and driving agents towards them through empowerment maximisation. The proposed mini-
malist model of tracking behaviour provided patterns similar to human performance based
only on the system dynamics and driven by empowerment maximisation, which suggests
the plausibility of this approach for modelling collective human behaviour. Furthermore,
the evaluation of the user studies highlighted the notion of empowerment as instrumental
in explaining experimental data and in providing a method for inferring the actual level of
control experienced by participants in the course of interaction.
This initial study demonstrated the potential of the proposed model, which could be
improved in future work in several aspects by 1) developing continuous non-linear dynamics
and a predictive mechanism, 2) splitting the uncertainty treatment between the reference
point and the internal states, 3) incorporating variable time delays in order to provide more
realistic models and 4) defining a suitable distance measure for model fitting.
Chapter 8
Interpersonal Coordination in
Collaborative Environments
‘It is a capital mistake to theorise before
one has data. Insensibly one begins to
twist facts to suit theories, instead of
theories to suit facts.’
Arthur Conan Doyle
8.1 Introduction
Social interaction is a high bandwidth multimodal and highly complex process and computer-
mediated environments further increase its complexity by imposing various types of uncer-
tainty, as for example transmission delays and measurement noise, on the perception–action
loop (see Figure 8.1). Network switching, traffic peaks and processing bottlenecks create
variability in transmission delays. The longer the delays and higher the noise, the higher the
uncertainty [55]. Human sensorimotor constraints further contribute to uncertainty by adding
up to few hundreds milliseconds of reactive delay, which is further magnified by a time-
variant decision making. This mostly unpredictable variability characteristic for continuous
dynamic human–human interaction poses a great challenge for the coupling of corresponding
user actions. The aim of this chapter is to propose a formal measure quantifying the level
of interpersonal coordination in computer-mediated interaction and to emphasise the main
impediments arising from the inherent uncertainty in the form of noise and delays. The
information-theoretic model builds on the interactive paradigm introduced in Chapter 6 and
the corresponding measure is validated on empirical data of Experiment II (Section 6.4).
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Fig. 8.1 Schematic diagram of a dyadic cognitive sensorimotor loop in a shared computer-
mediated environment.
8.2 Background
Methods studying the dynamics of information shared between processes aim to detect the
directionality of coupling and quantify the degree of asymmetry by assessing the interaction
between two (sub-) systems at their outputs. Granger [32] determines the direction of
causality between two variables by measures of causal lag and causal strength. Information
theory provides a variety of concepts for the characterisation of information exchange
between individual components in a system and the use of Shannon’s mutual information
to measure the overlap of information content between two systems is ubiquitous in this
context [6, 115]. A particular interest lies in the identification of the ‘flow of information’ in
a given system, for which typically variants of mutual information measures of correlative
character are used [66, 87]. A measure of causal flow of information [6] captures the strength
of a causal effect and realises a flow-like philosophy. The benefits of having such a measure
are emphasised in [5, 50, 51, 114]. Transfer entropy [87] aims to quantify the information
transfer between two systems by characterising the statistical coherence of the systems
evolving in time. A non-parametric generalisation of Granger causality introduced in [65] is
known as directed information.
Such measures could enable the quantification of a number of phenomena in the areas of
synchronisation, game dynamics and the perception–action loop. For example, cooperative
behaviour of coupled systems is related to a synchronisation phenomenon. When two players
adapt their strategies over time the game dynamics could move towards cooperative or
antagonistic behaviour and the flow of information could reveal a given player’s contribution
for the emergence of a particular cooperative or antagonistic strategy. Quantifying the
correlation between the actions of interacting agents could serve as a measure of individuality
or autonomy with respect to other agents, which is called intrinsic coordination in [36]. In
a cooperative task under information processing constraints two agents arrive at intrinsic
coordination in order to overcome limitations of their environment [36].
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Without simplifying assumptions, however, the robust estimation of entropy-based func-
tionals is notoriously difficult and usually requires a large number of data samples. Every
method has its own free parameters and there is no consensus on an optimal way of estimat-
ing from a data set. Furthermore, measuring information-transfer-type quantities requires
prior establishing the presence of and quantifying causal relationships as argued in [61], by
applying, for example, information flow techniques as suggested in [6]. Revealing causal
effects necessitates some type of perturbation or intervention of the source so as to detect the
effect of that intervention on the destination.
The loose coupling of the agents in the collaborative scenarios introduced in Chapter
6 creates an asynchrony in the time series, which poses a challenge for a non-parametric
information-theoretic analysis. As the emphasis of this chapter is on addressing this asyn-
chrony, for simplicity I will use Shannon’s mutual information to measure correlation, instead
of the more complex methods cited above. The conditional variant of mutual information
(Section 3.2) is defined for random variables XA and XB given XS as follows
Ip(XA : XB|XS) =∑
xS
p(xS)Ip(XA : XB|xS), (8.1)
where
Ip(XA : XB|xS) =∑
xA
p(xA|xS)∑
xB
p(xB|xA,xS) log p(xB|xA,xS)p(xB|xS) .
Furthermore
Ip(XA : XB|XS)≤min(Hp(XA),Hp(XB)), (8.2)
providing an upper bound limited by the two entropies.
8.3 Model of Coordination
In order to get a deeper insight into the underlying human behaviour I applied a model-based
approach for the characterisation of interpersonal coordination observed in the collaborative
studies. The approach consists of defining a stochastic model, populating the model densities
with content from the experimental data while making certain assumptions about how
people coordinate, and computing the conditional mutual information from those densities.
Figure 8.2 depicts a section of the causal Bayesian network representation of the perception–
action loop unrolled over time, which is used in the formalisation of the model. This network
specifies the causal relationships between both subjects’ sensor states (visual and/or tactile
stimuli sa and sb), which are influenced by the respective actions (finger movements a and b)
through the environment (virtual membrane R). Both subjects observe their current position,
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Fig. 8.2 Section of the causal Bayesian network representing the perception–action loop
of a dyad (A−B) interacting through the environment (R) by applying actions (a and b) in
response to sensor stimuli (sa and sb) unrolled over time.
keep an estimate of the distance from their partner (hereby called the error), and make action
selection decisions among three discrete actions – stay in the current position or move up or
down. The application of Equation 8.1 for computing the level of coordination requires a
reliable estimate of the empirical probability density function from the collected experimental
data. In order to ensure a consistent approximation of the conditional densities given the
limited amount of data I defined low resolution action and state spaces of three elements
each, derived from the sign functions below. Higher resolution spaces would require larger
amounts of data to avoid sparsity and to provide a reliable empirical density. Assuming for
simplicity that actions are influenced only by the error (i.e. distance between the pointers)
denoted with the random variable XS and the direction of motion is denoted with the random
variables XA and XB respectively, let
X tS =

−1, ptA ≫ ptB
0, ptA ≈ ptB
1, ptA ≪ ptB
X tA =

−1, ptA ≫ pt+1A
0, ptA ≈ pt+1A
1, ptA ≪ pt+1A
X tB =

−1, ptB ≫ pt+1B
0, ptB ≈ pt+1B
1, ptB ≪ pt+1B
(8.3)
The random variables representing the actions and the error are defined with the sign
functions specified by the Equations 8.3. The relation operators ≈, ≪ and ≫ reflect the
close proximity range used in the experiment, within which the subjects can perceive each
other and refer to the relations between both subjects’ positions ptA and p
t
B with a distance
threshold of 20 pixels. The aim of this stochastic model is to capture the relationship between
the random variables while keeping the complexity low. The joint probability distribution of
XA, XB and XS p(xA,xB,xS) is estimated by counting the occurrences of the joint events in
the data set. p(xA), p(xB) and p(xS) are derived from p(xA,xB,xS) by marginalisation and
the conditionals p(xA|xS), p(xB|xS) and p(xB|xA,xS) are obtained by applying the chain rule,
which completes the list of densities required by Equation 8.1.
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Fig. 8.3 The position time series recorded in the Combined condition of Experiment II
representing three characteristic strategies – (top) tight tracking (pair F), (middle) loose
tracking (pair G), and (bottom) random strategy (pair E).
8.4 Measure of Coordination
Qualitative analysis of data recorded in Experiment II, three characteristic examples of
which are presented in Figure 8.3, suggests that the interaction consists of series of discrete
messages, which poses a challenge for the stochastic model to infer from the ‘raw’ data set.
To cancel the effect of noise I applied a moving average filter on the ‘raw’ data using a sliding
window of two seconds, deriving a ‘filtered’ data set.
8.4.1 Time-shift Inference
In order to infer the time delay in reaction to the partner’s action attributed primarily to human
decision making I reconstructed the velocity profiles from the ‘filtered’ data set in the form
of sign functions reflecting the direction of motion – up, idle, down (i.e. -1,0,1 respectively),
an example of which is presented in Figure 8.4/middle where one of the variables is scaled
by half for improved visibility. I computed the standard cross correlation on these velocity
profiles and present the resulting time-shift characteristics in Figure 8.4/bottom. The analysis
reveals that the delay varies in the range of [-2.5, 2.5] seconds for this particular sample
of close-tracking behaviour and rarely exceeds the five-second mark, which provides a
confidence range for the window size to be used in the delay compensating dynamic time
warping algorithm.
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Fig. 8.4 Delay inference using cross correlation between the velocity profiles of both subjects.
The raw time series of pair F (top), the velocity profiles (middle), and the inferred time-shift
characteristics concentrated in the range of [-2.5, 2.5] seconds (bottom).
The densities of the inferred time-shift characteristics for all pairs in the Combined
condition can be categorised in regard to close tracking into two categories as shown in
Figure 8.5. This figure presents the distribution of delays over the [-5,5] seconds range
revealing short, regular delays on the left and longer, irregular delays on the right. The
peak on the left represents close tracking performance, while on the right delays spread
more uniformly. The leftmost bars in both charts represent the delays falling outside of the
[-5,5] seconds range. Seven out of 13 pairs fall into Category 1 and the rest into Category 2.
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Fig. 8.5 Delay density profile implied performance categorisation of all 13 pairs in the
Combined condition, of which seven fall into Category 1 – characterised by short, regular
delays (left), and six fall into Category 2 – exhibiting long and irregular delays (right).
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Fig. 8.6 Cumulative delay density profile implied performance categorisation of all 13 pairs
in the Combined condition. Category 1 (left) consists of seven and Category 2 (right) of six
pairs characterised by short, regular and long, irregular delays, respectively.
Figure 8.6 gives a further insight into the [-2.5,2.5] seconds range by aggregating densities
from Figure 8.5. Figure 8.6/left provides a sufficient evidence for using the [-2.5, 2.5] seconds
window range in the delay compensation algorithm.
Figure 8.7 presents the cumulative delay characteristics based on this categorisation for all
three experimental conditions. The upper chart shows shorter and regular delays in the Visual
and the Combined conditions and reveals that in the Tactile condition even good performers
could not do better than the rest as the task difficulty increased significantly. The figures in the
Combined condition show higher density of short delays than in the Visual condition, which
is an evidence for the improved response time attributed to the additional (tactile) feedback
modality. The bottom chart shows lower levels and a more uniform distribution across
conditions, revealing that pairs from Category 2 have little variation in delay characteristics
between the eyes-free and the visual-enabled conditions.
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Fig. 8.7 Cumulative delay density
profile for all three experimental
conditions. Short delays refer to the
[-2.5,2.5] seconds interval and long
delays to larger levels. Category 1
(top) reveals higher density of short
delays in the Combined than in the
Visual condition, whereas Category
2 (bottom) shows lower levels and
little variation across conditions.
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8.4.2 Probability Distributions
The inferred delay threshold of 2.5 seconds between the correlated actions of both partners
was used for delay-compensating the ‘filtered’ data set by applying a dynamic time warping
algorithm and the resulting ‘delayed’ data set served as a basis for populating the empirical
probability distribution functions p(xA,xB,xS). Figure 8.8 presents examples for both cate-
gories revealing the variability of such PDFs over the five-minute long sessions computed
with a 60-seconds wide sliding window. The total number of random events according to the
stochastic model is 33 = 27, however only few of them show certain (limited) variability in
the left chart (Category 1), which suggests consistent trends. The chart on the right shows
less consistent and structured patterns as most of the probabilities vary significantly in a
random fashion over time.
Figure 8.9 provides a further insight into the effect of the delay level used for dynamic
time warping on the resulting empirical PDF. It presents stacked time-aligned series of raw
data, empirical PDFs derived with delay levels of 2.5, 5 and 10 seconds respectively, and the
corresponding levels of coordination (in this order from the top down). The figure reveals
the effect the increase of delay has on the variability of the empirical PDFs, and how this
translates into higher coordination levels. The three PDFs show similar patterns, however
their structure gets sparser from the top down as the warping window (delay threshold) gets
larger, which indicates the smoothing effect of the dynamic time warping algorithm. The
patterns in the coordination levels show similar trends for different window sizes with quasi
constant offsets, which suggests the consistency of the measure and offers the possibility for
fine-tuning the appropriate value in the overall data analysis.
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Fig. 8.8 Variability of the empirical probability distributions computed with a 60-seconds
wide sliding window over the five-minute long sessions in the Combined condition – samples
from Category 1 revealing minor fluctuations and consistent trends (left), and more chaotic
and unstructured patterns for Category 2 (right).
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Fig. 8.9 An example of close tracking performance – raw time series (top), PDF variability
corresponding to 2.5, 5 and 10 seconds of time-warping respectively, computed with a
60-seconds wide sliding window (middle) and the corresponding levels of coordination in
blue, red and green respectively (bottom). The PDF structure becomes sparser from the top
down reflecting the smoothing effect of the DTW algorithm. The coordination curves are
similar with quasi constant offsets.
8.4.3 Delay Sensitivity
In order to explore the relation between coordination and delay compensation in more detail I
generated the empirical PDFs and computed the corresponding coordination for several levels
of delay and all pairs in the Combined condition. Figure 8.10 presents the resulting trade-off
curves, which show an increasing monotonic trend and split the pairs into two distinct groups.
The first group formed around the blue curve has higher levels and shows a steeper increase
of coordination saturating at around five seconds delay, which provides a further evidence
for the reasonable range of [-2.5,2.5] seconds used for delay compensation in order to avoid
over-smoothing of data for larger delays. Above that threshold the data variability is washed
away and important information is lost. The second group formed around the green curve
has lower levels and shows a slower increase lacking a clear sign of saturation even at the 25
seconds mark.
The range of [0,5] seconds delay reveals for both groups consistent and compact curve
segments. Larger delays introduce higher variability and lead to the emergence of a single
outlier depicted in red. Delays longer than five seconds, however, do not fit the model
representing tracking behaviour and the corresponding figures are not considered informative
in this analysis. They are included only for the sake of completeness.
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Fig. 8.10 Trade-off curves of the coordination level vs. delay compensation computed for
all pairs in the Combined condition. The coordination levels and the saturation rate split the
pairs into two distinct groups formed around the blue and the green curves. Larger delays
introduce higher variability and a single outlier depicted in red.
8.4.4 Noise Sensitivity
Further analysis reveals the sensitivity of the proposed measure to data quality. Figure 8.11
presents the coordination levels computed on the three data sets – ‘raw’, ‘filtered’ and
‘delayed’ – for three characteristic tracking patterns (delivered by the pairs F, G and E). As
expected, the ‘raw’ data set provides low values of mutual information due to various sources
of noise and delays diminishing the correlation in the time series (see Figure 8.3). Data
smoothing provides higher levels of mutual information, calculated on the ‘filtered’ data set.
Delay compensation yields a further increase computed on the ‘delayed’ data set, revealing
the key role of delays associated with human motor control and decision making.
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Fig. 8.11 Overall levels of coordination computed for pairs F, G and E (see Figure 8.3) from –
(a) raw data, (b) noise-filtered data, and (c) delay-compensated noise-filtered data.
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Fig. 8.12 Sensitivity of the coordination measure to data variability – raw data (top), cor-
responding coordination level mean and standard deviation over 50 consecutive values
computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows (bottom). Minor variations in action correla-
tion can lead to a significant variability in the coordination levels.
These results show a direct correspondence to the three characteristic types of tracking
behaviour presented in Figure 8.3. Pair F provides an example of a tight tracking performance
throughout the trial session, which yields 0.98 bits of coordination. Pair G demonstrates loose
tracking and sometimes erratic behaviour with longer and irregular delays, yielding 0.44
bits of coordination. Pair E executes a random strategy, which exhibits very little tracking
behaviour and achieves 0.24 bits of coordination.
Figure 8.12/bottom reveals another aspect of the sensitivity of the measure to data vari-
ability by presenting the running means and standard deviations over 50 consecutive levels
of coordination computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows, while the corresponding
raw data is time-aligned in the top. At this granularity level the analysis reveals that mi-
nor variations in the correlation of actions could result in a significant variability in the
coordination levels. This reflects the fact that more consistent and reliable estimates of
information-theoretic quantities usually require large amounts of data. The complete eval-
uation of coordination for all pairs across conditions is performed on the full sets of data
corresponding to the five-minute long sessions and the results are presented in Section 8.5.
8.4.5 Simulations
In order to further explore the properties of this measure I investigated its behaviour on a
range of simulated realisations of the proposed stochastic model. For this purpose I generated
simulated PDFs as a combination of the three empirical F, G and E (noise-filtered and
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delay-compensated) and five artificially created probability densities P4 – P8, defined on the
same set of random variables {XA,XB,XS}. The model of P5 corresponds to tightly-coupled
controllers, P6 – P8 to different types of non-coordinated behaviour, and P4 to a mixture
of the above. Using these eight models I defined a basis in (x,y) and generated 10000
alternating models in a two dimensional grid of 100× 100 resolution with the following
linear interpolation. Given four joint densities q1, q2, q3 and q4 over {XA,XB,XS} I defined
a new density q(xA,xB,xS) following Equations 8.4-8.6, and computed the corresponding
level of coordination (see Figure 8.13).
r1 = x∗q1+(1− x)∗q2, x ∈ [0,1] (8.4)
r2 = x∗q3+(1− x)∗q4, x ∈ [0,1] (8.5)
q = y∗ r1+(1− y)∗ r2, y ∈ [0,1] (8.6)
Figure 8.14 provides further insight into the sensitivity of the measure to changes in the
underlying distributions by showing the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the three
empirical (F, G and E) and all densities across the grid. In this figure the red lines connect
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Fig. 8.13 The coordination levels computed on simulated PDFs generated with a linear inter-
polation on the three empirical (F, G, E) and five artificial (P4-P8) densities. P5 corresponds
to tightly-coupled controllers yielding the theoretical maximum for this model of log3= 1.58
bits. P6 – P8 correspond to different types of non-coordinated behaviour.
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Fig. 8.14 Jensen–Shannon divergence
between the empirical F, G and E and all
densities in the grid. (a) Coordination
levels (as in Figure 8.13); (b), (c) and
(d) J–S divergence between F, G and E
respectively and the corresponding den-
sities in (a). The red lines connect F, G
and E from (a) with the corresponding
points of zero divergence on (b), (c) and
(d) respectively.
the points of zero divergence on (b), (c) and (d) respectively to their corresponding empirical
densities F, G and E in (a), providing a further perspective for the visualisation of the trends
on the coordination curve.
8.5 Evaluation
This section provides the complete evaluation of coordination in all three conditions. The
overall coordination levels computed on the full data sets per pair and condition (see Fig-
ure 8.15) are generally lower in the Tactile condition, particularly for pairs performing a close
tracking otherwise. In the visual-enabled conditions good performers approach and one pair
even exceeds the one bit mark, which can be considered a success given this short experiment
and the theoretical upper bound of log3 = 1.58 bits. Figure 8.16 presents the within-pair
variability of the coordination levels computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows with
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Fig. 8.15 The coordination levels of all pairs in all three conditions. The Visual and the
Combined are generally higher than the Tactile condition.
mean (red dots) and median levels. The overall coordination levels computed on the full
data sets are represented with yellow dots. A closer look at the correspondence between
the yellow and the red dots leads to the following observations. In few cases the respective
dots overlap, while in others they are apart from each other. All three relation types are
theoretically possible as is reflected in this figure, nevertheless the range for both quantities is
the same [0, log3] and the deviation depends on the data variability. A locally coherent data
results in higher mean levels and lower global consistency decreases the overall coordination,
which is generally the case in Figure 8.16. Nevertheless, the yellow dots are in the ballparks
of the boxplots and are consistent with the trends. Figure 8.16 also shows that in the opposite
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Fig. 8.16 Within-pair variability of the coordination levels for all pairs in the three experi-
mental conditions computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows – mean (red dots), and
the overall coordination levels computed on the full data sets (yellow dots). A high level of
coordination with a low variability reveals a consistently good performance.
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case despite lower local coherency higher overall levels of coordination could be achieved
(e.g. pair F). These deviations suggest that such measures must be investigated with care. In
several cases high coordination is achieved with a relatively low variability (e.g. F, G, M),
which is a sign of good performance throughout the session.
8.5.1 Analysis of Variance
A non-parametric Friedman test shows a significant effect of the type of feedback on the
mean, median and overall level of coordination (p-values .05, .04 and .02 respectively), where
the mean and the median levels are computed from values corresponding to 60-seconds wide
sliding windows over each session and the between-pair variability is presented in Figure 8.17.
Wilcoxon paired signed rank tests show a significant difference between the Combined and
the Tactile, and between the Visual and the Tactile conditions for the mean (p-value = .05
with Bonferroni correction), median (p-value = .04 and .05 respectively with Bonferroni
correction) and overall (p-value = .024 and .007 respectively with Bonferroni correction)
levels of coordination. This is consistent with measured and perceived performance metrics,
which suggests the coherence of the applied information-theoretic measure.
8.5.2 Learning Effect
The separate analysis of the Visual and the Combined conditions shows evidence of a learning
effect, when the execution order of these two conditions is considered and the effect of the
Tactile condition and the tactile feedback is disregarded (i.e. the tactile modality is excluded
from consideration). Figure 8.18 presents the respective target-acquisition scores (bottom)
and the corresponding overall coordination levels (top) for all pairs in the order of execution
of these two conditions. The total scores show more pronounced improvement over time,
nevertheless the coordination levels also suggest similar trends for most pairs reflected in
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Fig. 8.17 Between-pair variability of the coordination levels for all pairs in the three experi-
mental conditions computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows – mean (left) and median
(middle) levels. Overall coordination levels are computed on the full data sets (right). The
Combined and the Visual are significantly higher than the Tactile condition.
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Fig. 8.18 Learning effect in the Visual and the Combined conditions in their respective trial
order per pair – overall coordination levels (top) and numbers of targets acquired (bottom).
Table 8.1, which groups pairs by trends. Ten out of 13 pairs have kept or increased their
levels with just one pair (H) achieving higher score with lower coordination, which may
appear counter-intuitive, however is possible considering the respective strategy.
The learning trends are presented in more detail in Figure 8.19, which reveals the
variability, the mean, the median and the overall coordination levels for all pairs. Wilcoxon
paired signed rank tests show significant difference between the first and the second trial only
for the overall coordination level (p-value = 0.04), presented in Figure 8.20/right, although
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Fig. 8.19 Within-pair variability of the coordination levels in the Visual and the Combined
conditions in their respective trial order computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows –
mean (red dots). Overall coordination levels are computed on the full data sets (yellow dots).
A marked learning effect is visible for pairs C, D, G, K and M.
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Table 8.1 Trends in the total scores and the overall coordination levels between the Visual
and the Combined conditions in their respective trial order (‘up’ represents an increase from
the 1st to the 2nd trial). Ten out of 13 pairs have kept or increased their levels.
Score
Coordination
up level down
up A, D, G B, C, I H
J, K, M
level E × F
down × L ×
the mean – Figure 8.20/left (p-value = 0.08) and the median – Figure 8.20/middle (p-value
= 0.07) levels have similar trends except for the higher variance. This suggests that the
proposed model and coordination measure could be used also for evaluating the proficiency
level of subjects in real time during the training phase preceding user studies.
8.6 Discussion
The in-depth analysis of the proposed approach demonstrated that the levels of coordination
are higher for pairs engaged in a close tracking, e.g. pair F (see Figure 8.3a), and drop
significantly for pairs who occasionally or more frequently disengage from tracking each
other, e.g. pair G (see Figure 8.3b) suggesting the potential of this indicator to capture
salient properties of the experimental data and infer the actual level of coordination. The
applied measure reveals specific patterns of human behaviour and identifies structures in the
interaction dynamics and as such it may not always have a direct correspondence to standard
performance metrics as for example the total score. A very smooth and consistent tracking
performance might be too slow in locating and acquiring targets as the partners are extremely
careful to not lose contact with each other and thus achieve a lower total score (e.g. pair F).
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Fig. 8.20 Between-pair variability of the coordination levels in the Visual and the Combined
conditions in their respective trial order computed on 60-seconds wide sliding windows
– mean (left) and median (middle) levels. The first and the second trial are significantly
different only for the overall coordination levels computed on the full data sets (right).
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An alternative strategy might be to systematically jump from one target to the next without
paying too much attention about the constant contact with the partner, which might result
in a less consistent tracking, but a faster target acquisition leading to a higher total score
(e.g. pair G). Having no strategy at all or at least not one qualifying as tracking could still
achieve a relatively high total score by, for example, randomly jumping from one target to
another. Future work could decouple the dyad and measure the flow of influence between
the players. The trajectories of pair G (see Figure 8.3b) reveal patterns of leader–follower
behaviour reflecting a command-and-control interaction style, while those of pair F (see
Figure 8.3a) suggest a turn-taking leadership resembling a smooth dance, in which the leader
and the follower roles are not clearly defined.
This work focused on developing a low-level perceptual model of tracking behaviour,
which could be extended in the future with higher level mental models of coordination.
Patterns of higher level decision making could be identified in the experimental data, e.g.
when the subjects reach the end of the membrane and jump to the other end interrupting the
continuous tracking.
8.7 Conclusion
This chapter demonstrated the potential of the proposed information-theoretic approach to
characterise interpersonal coordination from empirical data. The results suggest that the
utilised measure of coordination can be used for evaluating the proficiency level of subjects
in real time, e.g. during the training preceding user studies. Such a measure could facilitate
the assessment of cooperative behaviour in coupled systems and could support making
inferences about transitions of strategies towards cooperative or antagonistic behaviour over
time. Detailed sensitivity analysis subject to various factors is provided and specific key
properties of the measure are highlighted, which require special attention in order to ensure
reliable estimates.
Applying this information-theoretic approach, however, requires certain amount of prior
modelling, which contributes to the evaluation cost. The cost of modelling is largely influ-
enced by the quality of data, to which factors such as noise, delays, sensing and feedback
resolution all contribute by implicating the involvement of advanced data enhancing methods
in the modelling process.
The coordination levels of the analysed empirical data set reveal expected trends, which
along with the theoretical coherence of the framework suggest its potential as part of a future
toolset for understanding interactive systems. However, further work is required to expand
and validate the approach in other domains.
Part IV
Conclusions

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Discussion
‘Science never solves a problem without
creating ten more.’
George Bernard Shaw
This thesis presents an information-theoretic account of one specific aspect of human be-
haviour – stochastic manual control – by tapping into the perception–action loop of dynamic
interactive systems. The premise of the thesis rests on the assumption that information theory
could provide a calculus for identifying and formulating fundamental principles guiding bio-
logical perception–action loops. The information-theoretic perspective is universal, general
and theoretically grounded and provides analytical tools for modelling the bounded-rational
human agent in uncertain, dynamic and mobile contexts, which is a great challenge for user
interface designers. The thesis provides proof-of-concept examples for the application of
three information-theoretic utility measures characterising human behaviour in dynamic
human–machine and human–human interactive scenarios in stochastic environments and
reveals the relation of these measures to traditional metrics used in HCI research.
9.1 Contributions of the Thesis
The main contributions of this thesis are the adaptations of three generic information-theoretic
concepts – empowerment, relevant information and mutual information (Chapters 4, 5
and 8 respectively) – to continuous manual control problems and their applications for the
characterisation of specific aspects of human performance. The extensions of the original
information-theoretic frameworks accommodate for the inherent lags in the perception–action
loop characteristic for human sensorimotor control, decision making and other technology-
related factors and provide more realistic models of human–machine couplings.
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9.1.1 Empowerment in HCI
Building on the principle of empowerment I proposed a measure for quantifying the uncer-
tainty in dynamic interactive systems and suggested its potential in making predictions and
providing theoretical bounds on standard metrics of human performance based solely on
properties of the environment. I developed a formal extension of the original empowerment
framework, which captures uncertainty attributed to various factors common for interactive
systems (e.g. noise, delays, errors, etc.) in a generic theoretical measure reflecting the level
of control a user has over the environment in the course of interaction. This expands the
capability of empowerment to model interactive tasks, in which delays are inevitable, and en-
ables its application in the domain of human–computer interaction. I developed a parametric
empowerment model characterising human performance in general in respect to a particular
user interface and demonstrated how empowerment could facilitate the theoretical evaluation
of system’s usability in various environmental conditions as it only requires the probabilistic
model of the system’s feedback loop. Furthermore, I developed an empowerment model
providing a particular type of natural human tracking behaviour in collaborative interaction
through empowerment maximisation and derived empirical values of empowerment for indi-
vidual users corroborating specific subjective metrics. In this thesis I presented empowerment
both as (1) a theory about the user’s objective function and (2) a measure of the utility of
interaction design.
9.1.2 Information Parsimony
The exploration of the informational cost in the perspective of a performance-oriented study
by way of example for the application of relevant information to the domain of manual
control suggested its potential to characterise and model human behaviour and provide an
insight into the structure of behaviour and information processing. Applying the concept of
relevant information, which provides bounds on the information required for decision making
in order to achieve a certain level of utility I developed a reinforcement learning model of a
dynamic interaction task and derived information-theoretic limits of human performance and
a model of a particular pattern of human behaviour. This concept builds on the hypothesis
that the ability to trade off value and informational cost lies at the core of natural behaviour.
It adopts the view that biological systems implement an information parsimony principle,
i.e. they achieve a given level of performance at the lowest informational cost possible. This
hypothesis implies that humans attempt to realise valuable behaviours while minimising the
cognitive cost and may resort to suboptimal solutions if they save a significant amount of
cognitive resources.
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9.1.3 Coordination of Behaviour
Building on a novel minimalist interaction paradigm for non-verbal remote collaboration I
developed a framework for characterising dyad couplings in the scope of shared computer-
mediated environments. The proposed stochastic model of interaction compensates for
reaction delays and discrete patterns characteristic for human behaviour and facilitates the
application of Shannon’s mutual information as a measure of interpersonal coordination. An
in-depth sensitivity analysis suggests the potential of the approach to characterise mutual
entrainment and synchrony between participants and provide insights about the smoothness
of interaction as a benchmark of a user interface.
9.2 Scope and Limitations
The studies presented in this thesis are of exploratory nature and provide conceptual exam-
ples, which could serve as a guideline for HCI practitioners. For this purpose the continuous
interactive tasks were represented with low-granularity discrete models building on certain
simplifying assumptions, which inevitably affect the model accuracy, however keep the com-
plexity of the presentation low for readers not adept with information theory. Furthermore, the
discrete versions of the applied information-theoretic concepts are more extensively studied
and better understood than their continuous counterparts. Therefore, the extent to which these
models make explain data is limited to the general trends and require further refinements to
provide higher precision. While the relevant information model fits one particular type of
human behaviour, the empowerment model aims to predict human performance in general.
The stochastic model of coordination was informed by a qualitative analysis of empirical
data and built on specific assumptions of how people interact with each other. This model
could provide a formal account of negotiated strategies building on the notion of mutual
engagement and could replace qualitative categorisation. The comprehensive analysis of the
proposed measure of coordination revealed its sensitivity to various factors emphasising that
such quantities require careful examination to mitigate the risk of misinterpretation of results.
9.3 Future Work
9.3.1 Continuous Models
Exploring the proposed empowerment model for systems with time-varying irregular delays
in larger empirical studies is a direct extension of this work. Furthermore, more realistic
models of dynamic interaction could benefit from the continuous variants of the empowerment
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and the relevant information algorithms. However, since these approximation methods rely
on Monte Carlo sampling their accuracy is a function of the computational complexity. A
recently developed method provides fast continuous approximation of empowerment by
making certain Gaussian and linearity assumptions.
9.3.2 Discrete Interaction
An important extension of this work will be the application of empowerment to other domains
of HCI, e.g. to the traditional command-and-control discrete interaction style. Empowerment
has been extensively studied for discrete problems and the construction of such interactive
models should be straightforward. This would provide more accurate models at a relatively
lower cost compared to dynamic interactive scenarios.
9.3.3 Non-parametric Methods
Various non-parametric estimators of information-theoretic functionals exist, providing
numeric representation of empirical data, e.g. mutual information, transfer entropy or directed
information. The application of such model-free methods on observed data is typically
straightforward, assuming satisfactory quality of data, however their causal implications need
a careful interpretation. When used properly such measures could provide an insight into
the dynamics of information transfer in complex systems and could identify turn-taking and
leader-follower patterns as well as discern cooperative from antagonistic behaviour.
9.4 Final Remarks
This work provides an important bridge between theory and experiments. It highlights the
notion of empowerment as instrumental in explaining empirical data and as a criterion in user
interface design optimisation. One of the aims of the thesis is to raise the awareness of the
research community about the potential empowerment has in contributing to the more solid
theoretical foundations for the science of HCI. The results demonstrate how information-
theoretic measures can be treated naturally side-by-side along traditional metrics used in HCI
research. Employing entropy-based information-theoretic principles to address uncertainty
describes more appropriately the variability in human behaviour. The adoption of such utility
measures could foster the foundation of a more solid theoretical framework for the study of
HCI as well as provide a number of practical benefits. They could help designers treat and
evaluate interactive systems in a general fashion and could augment current usability studies
improving quality of design while at the same time reducing risk and evaluation costs.
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A Experiment II – User Experience
The results of the extended NASA-TLX questionnaire (see Figure 1) reveal that the Tactile
is generally inferior to the Combined and the Visual conditions. Note that lower scores
correspond to better ratings except for Perceived Performance and Overall Preference, which
are reversed in this case. A non-parametric Friedman test shows a significant effect of the
type of feedback on all measures presented in Table 1. Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks tests
(including Bonferroni correction) on all factors in the extended NASA-TLX reveal that the
Tactile is significantly lower than the Combined and the Visual conditions (see Table 2). No
significant difference was found between the Combined and the Visual conditions, perhaps
due to the dominant effect of the visual modality feedback, which was present in both
conditions.
Fig. 1 Results of the extended NASA-TLX questionnaire measuring perceived workload on a
20-point scale. Lower scores correspond to better ratings except for Perceived Performance
and Overall Preference, which are reversed. Tactile is generally inferior to the other two
conditions.
Table 1 Friedman test statistics revealing a significant effect of the type of feedback on all
measures of the extended NASA-TLX.
Factor χ2 d f p N
Mental demand 30.6 2 .000 26
Physical demand 17.4 2 .000 26
Time pressure 24.1 2 .000 26
Perceived effort 30.3 2 .000 26
Perceived performance 10.3 2 .006 26
Frustration 27.4 2 .000 26
Annoyance 17.1 2 .000 26
Overall preference 21.1 2 .000 26
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Table 2 Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks tests of the extended NASA-TLX (including
Bonferroni correction) revealing that the Tactile is significantly lower than the Combined
and the Visual conditions in all measures.
Factor Tactile vs. Combined (p) Tactile vs. Visual (p)
Mental demand .000 .000
Physical demand .045 .006
Time pressure .015 .003
Perceived effort .000 .000
Perceived performance .01 .043
Frustration .001 .000
Annoyance .018 .001
Overall preference .002 .015
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B Experiment II – Negotiation Strategies
Insets from the time series of various pairs reveal further details of different tracking be-
haviours. Figure 2 shows periods of almost perfect synchrony, during which the partners are
constantly in contact (left) and patterns of loose tracking, where the partners occasionally
loose contact, however regain it quickly (right). Other successful strategies, different from
continuous tracking, are shown in Figure 3, in which the pairs quickly acquired the targets
with minimal contact between each other. Figure 4 presents details of the negotiation process
in search for a working strategy of a pair, who admittedly did not have a joint strategy.
Although this pair found it easy to learn the interaction technique of finding the holes and the
partner, they found it difficult to get the other to move to the same direction.
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Fig. 2 Examples of tight (left) and loose (right) tracking behaviour in the Visual condition.
The positions of subjects A and B are represented with blue and red curves, potential target
localisation events with blue and red spheres, in-contact events with black dots, and successful
target acquisitions with yellow spheres.
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Fig. 3 Examples of target acquisitions – searching from the bottom up (left), and from the top
down (right) in the Visual condition. The positions of subjects A and B are represented with
blue and red curves, potential target localisation events with blue and red spheres, in-contact
events with black dots, and successful target acquisitions with yellow spheres.
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Fig. 4 Examples of random behaviour in the Visual condition. Positions of subjects A and B
are depicted with blue and red curves, potential target localisations with blue and red spheres,
in-contact events with black dots, and successful target acquisitions with yellow spheres.
